How to skim the cream off today’s rental market
Introducing: The Kid-Cushioned Floors.

What do we mean by Kid-Cushioned? Beautiful floors that can take a beating and not show it.

A new idea in vinyl floors that sells houses faster because it's a benefit buyers want.

Kid-Cushioned Floors aren't just plain, ordinary vinyl. But proved Congoleum-Nairn cushioned vinyl. Proven because its extra vinyl cushions its beauty against the beating floors take from kids, "lookers" and home-buyers...better than other floors.

They have the cushion-in-the-middle. So when children jump-up-and-down, rassle & rough-house, the cushion "gives." Then bounces back to its original beauty.

Scuffs? Scratches? Marks?
Forget 'em! Our vinyl is tougher & thicker.

Spills? Dirt? Accidents?
Forget about them, too. Kid-Cushioned Floors come clean fast!

"How about installation?"

Fast & easy. Kid-Cushioned Floors won't crack or split in cold weather. They stay flexible. And many install on any grade. Thanks to our famous White Shield® backing.

"How about choice?"

Kid-Cushioned Floors come in the widest range of color-pattern combinations to ease your decorating problems.

Yet Kid-Cushioned Floors never cost more and usually much less than their imitators.

BUILDERS BEWARE:

There's only one KID-CUSHIONED FLOOR. It was invented & perfected by us: Congoleum-Nairn. For complete details see your floor covering contractor.

BUILDERS BEWARE:

There's only one KID-CUSHIONED FLOOR. It was invented & perfected by us: Congoleum-Nairn. For complete details see your floor covering contractor.
Answering service.

That's one way your prospects look at a NuTone Intercom System: as a door-answering service that saves steps and protects against unwanted strangers.

Today's busy homemaker sees a lot of other service-type features in these superb systems, too. Like an automatic baby-sitter, thanks to the room-monitoring function. Or announcing dinner to the whole family, using the All-Call lever. Or instant entertaining for the children — or her own parties, from the solid-state FM/AM radio (which can be heard throughout the house or in any single room).

These service features in a built-in or surface-mounted NuTone Music-Intercom System are important time-savers to your customers...important sales features for you!

Take a look at the next page for more sales facts. Then see or call your nearest NuTone Distributor for a complete demonstration. You'll get it promptly. (He too appreciates the importance of an efficient "answering service"!)

Nutone

Division

Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
New Dimensions in Design
Solid thinking from NuTone
(solid state, that is)

You know the advantages of solid state electronics: No heat. No burned-out tubes. No costly call-backs. That's why every NuTone Music-Intercom System has solid state components. And it's just one reason you're ahead when you specify NuTone. Easy installation is another!

8-Wire Decentralized System: Music and intercom with up to 16 remote speakers ... crystal-clear voice-register ... sensitive FM and AM tuning ... low-cost, dependable operation. Can be built-in or surface-mounted.
Models N2561 (Silver & Walnut) and N2562 (Copper & Walnut).

6-Wire Centralized System: Room-selector switches at the Master for up to 10 remote speakers ... slide-rule FM/AM tuning. Has field-effect transistor for interference-free FM listening ... phono-jack for record changer. Models 2540 (Walnut) and 2541 in Egg-Shell White and Beige.

3-Wire Centralized System: Room-selector switches at the Master. ... automatic intercom-override. ... AFC ... uses no more current than an electric clock. Has an All-Call lever for "paging" ... slide-rule tuning. A luxury set at a budget price! Models 2090 (Walnut) and 2091 (Egg-Shell White & Beige).

3-Wire Decentralized System: A complete package with Master station, three inside speakers, one door speaker, 200 feet of wire. Has slide-rule FM/AM tuning dials, All-Call lever, automatic intercom-override, phono-jack. Models 2063 (Egg-Shell White) and 2064 (Walnut).

3-Wire Decentralized "Package" System: AM-Radio Master station, three inside speakers, one door speaker and 200 feet of wire. Excellent tone ... slide-rule tuning ... permanent intercom-monitoring ... an All-Call lever for "paging" ... phono-jack. Model 2034, in Egg-Shell White.

Two more ... "solid" sales ideas:

Fold-Out Record Changer: Four speed stereo and monaural, and 11" turntable and lightweight tone-arm. Can be wired to any NuTone System. Folds in wall when not in use. Model N2073.

NEW! Wall-mounted Home Entertainment Center: Stereo FM/AM radio, record-changer and cartridge tape-player ... all in a magnificent 6-ft. cabinet that installs easily with just 1 furnished wall bracket. Model 2201 (with tape player), Model 2200 (with provision for tape player).

All NuTone Music-Intercom Systems offer a wide choice of speakers for inside and outside the home ... and are designed and color-coordinated to blend with all styles of interiors. See or call your NuTone Distributor today ... or write to NuTone for FREE color literature:
Madison and Red Bank Rds., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

NuTone SCOVILL

Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227

New Dimensions in Better Living

Circle No's. 2 & 3 on Reader Service Card.
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Election-year tactics: Bold ideas that may raise false hopes

H&H applauds President Johnson’s housing program and Gov. Rockefeller’s Urban Development Corp., but sees little chance for the passage of either

FEATURES

Skimming the cream off today’s rental market

A prime location and a tasteful blend of old and new design are just what tenants want in four successful apartment projects with rents as high as $600

How to explode the myths about multifamily zoning

Any apartment or townhouse builder who has dealt with a hostile zoning board will appreciate the value of a new report by NAHB. Here are its highlights

The stackup-housing module: What are its chances?

Its supporters say it will shake up the housing industry. Critics reply that it may be a way to house the poor but won’t make sense to homebuilding in general

H&H Round Table report: Other roads to profit

Experts who have traveled these roads discuss the markets for apartments, retirement housing, commercial buildings, rehab projects and mobile homes

NEWS

President sets U.S. housing goal at two million units a year

The Administration’s homebuilding program, the most ambitious ever devised, asks an end to 6% mortgage ceilings and proposes new ways to salvage slums

Biggest homebuilders seek a new image for the industry

Eleven giants unite as “the professionals” to promote the interests of big builders and provide more sophisticated leadership for all of housing

Kauffman & Broad reveals its go-for-growth plans

With the housing industry’s boldest expansion program, young Eli Broad sets his sights on old Bill Levitt’s throne as the nation’s biggest homebuilder
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From California’s sharpest merchandisers: the young appeal in model-house presentation . . . How one company sells $18 million a year in odd-lot housing . . . Plastic pipe—the breakthrough may be closer than you think . . . How to clean up cluttered elevations—and make them less costly, too . . . A leading townhouse builder wraps up his trade secrets and sells them to other builders with a guarantee of success . . . Reaction to LBJ’s omnibus housing bill
Bostitch tools multiply your manpower.

Revolutionary Model N2. Loads 250-300 6d, 7d, 8d, 10d common, screw and truss nails.

H6 Roofing Hammer. One-hand, one-blow dramatically reduces shingling costs.

Famous Mark II stapler/nailer. Drives fastenings ½" to 2½" long.

Bostitch Hand Nailer. Single blow drives staples or nails up to 2" long.

Using these magazine-fed staplers and nailers, even new crews become skillful quickly—skill is practically built into the tool. All of these Bostitch tools take the work out of fastening so your building crews can spend more time using building skills—less time nailing.

Add Bostitch power nailing and stapling to your list of cost-cutting methods. They’re perfect companions to “plus” the speed and efficiency you’re already gaining from power saws, drills and similar tools.

Call the Man with the Fastening Facts. He’s listed under “BOSTITCH” in most phone books. Or write direct.

Bostitch Division of Textron Inc., 244 Briggs Drive, East Greenwich, R. I. 02818

Tell me more about Bostitch money-savers.

Name
Firm
Street
City

Bostitch can do something for you.
That's ambitious, but President Johnson has never been known for thinking small.

In his message on the cities last month, the President spelled out an over-all national housing strategy for the first time in American history:

- Twenty million private housing starts over the next ten years (including rehab).
- Six million partially subsidized starts.

That means two million private starts a year, on the average, at a time when homebuilders are elated by 1.5 million a year.

The money. The President didn't try to answer the troublesome question of where the money will come from.

In fact, his new housing subsidy schemes would only exacerbate the problem, for they are purposely designed to foist over-all mortgage financing onto the private markets (see following page).

Some of the concepts outlined in the Administration's omnibus housing bill aim at improving conditions in the mortgage market, however. Specifically, the President has asked Congress to:

- Lift the statutory 6% ceiling on FHA-insured mortgage rates.
- Spin off Fanny May's secondary market operations into a privately held corporation to remove budget restraints on its purchasing abilities.
- Create a new bond-guarantee plan so that Uncle Sam will stand behind private trust certificates representing pools of FHA or VA mortgages.
- Devise a federally guaranteed "cash flow debenture," up to $50 million in face value, to assure new-town developers adequate front money.
- Permit big business to join in a national consortium so that millions from the corporate treasuries can flow through a limited partnership arrangement into housing, in return for tax depreciation.

Price tag—$6 billion. The President put a $10 billion tag on his entire cities message, but much of it included the various poverty-war plans. Secretary Robert Weaver figures the omnibus bill is asking $6 billion in new spending approval from Congress.

Traditional congressional resistance to new subsidy schemes, particularly in a campaign year, will probably be intensified by that price tag.

Most of the funds would go toward new spending for Model Cities and urban renewal during the next two years.

A significant shift in renewal procedures is proposed, and it could speed up the building of new housing in renewal areas. A community has always had to get its entire renewal project approved all at once. And HUD has had to earmark all the money before a community could begin work.

Now HUD proposes a pay-as-you-go basis. A community asks (and would get, presumably) only the amount of federal aid it plans to spend within the current year.

That way, HUD's big renewal budget could be divided among various cities instead of being used up on a few major projects all at once. The change would mean a start on new housing in several renewal areas.

Housing partnerships. One of the President's blue-sky ideas—but an idea with vast potential benefits for homebuilding—is his concept of a national housing partnership.\(^*\)

Suggested by industrialist Edgar Kaiser, who heads a Presidential commission on urban housing problems, the idea was spawned as a vehicle for enticing major corporations into housing. A national consortium of companies would be chartered as a limited partnership under the District of Columbia's corporation laws. The consortium would draw funds from big business and use the money to promote similar groups, on a smaller scale, in the cities. The smaller groups would sponsor housing built by local contractors under conventional techniques. The consortium would pass back the flow-through tax depreciation benefits to the original investing corporations.

The President feels that three purposes could be achieved: Concentration of risk would be spread over several projects, the rate of return for the first few years would prove beneficial to major corporations utilizing the initial losses as tax benefits and the larger number of projects would permit assembly of top property management talent oriented toward servicing lower-income families.

The LBJ brand. The significant features of this consortium idea characterize what have rapidly become the dominant themes of the Johnson administration:

- Minimize impact on the federal budget.
- Maximize reliance on business, particularly top corporate officials.
- Leave initiative and control as much as possible in local hands.

The questions. The bill is a public relations success, but congressional reaction indicated deep skepticism about whether enough additional sources of money can be found to accomplish the President's goals.

And during Senate housing subcommittee hearings last month, Secretary Weaver faced questions far sharper than those directed toward him at such hearings in years past (see photos above). "Why must you change our idea?" asked Sen. John Sparkman (D., Ala.), whose housing subcommittee had already devised a banker subsidy plan last year.

"What's more important: housing for our low income citizens or partisan politics?" asked Sen. Charles Percy (R., Ill.), whose grandiose Home Ownership Foundation was all but washed out last year by his fellow subcommittee members and pointedly ignored by the President.

The senators weren't unhappy about the goal or the need for the new schemes; they were arguing about methods.

And the redefined battlefield gave Sec. Weaver the upper hand in debates. He knew enough intricate arguments, each backed by technical details, to make his opponents' counter-arguments seem naive. And he didn't hesitate to pour on the details when Sen. Percy got partisan.

—JOHN NICHOLSON
Mortgage men's bonanza—a direct subsidy from Uncle Sam

Unless Congress lifts the statutory 6% ceiling on interest rates for FHA-insured mortgages, a new all-private Fanny May will have trouble making a profit in its first few years.

Officially, no one is admitting the grim outlook for fear of upsetting Congress. But plans for a private FNMA are based on assumptions that may not hold true.

The stark facts are that the cost of borrowing money keeps rising and yields from 6% mortgages are limited. Result: Fanny May is suffering a profit squeeze that will probably continue for years.

Obviously, Fanny May's President Ray Lapin has several alternatives:

- He can drop the mortgage servicing fee from 1½% to ¾% and save $5 million a year.
- He can again reduce the price his agency pays for mortgages—but at some point the discounts get too deep to float.
- He can further restrict the kind of FHA-insured mortgages his agency will buy.

Flywheel to the Fed. Limits on these alternatives are imposed by Fanny May's policies, however. Lapin sees this agency as "the flywheel to the Fed's policies." When the Fed tightens money, Fanny May should step into the market strongly to ease the impact on the mortgage sector.

This means Fanny May will be borrowing more when rates are higher, to buy up mortgages issued earlier at a lower rate.

In the past, with one exception in January of 1966 (chart), Fanny May has been able to maintain a profit spread between its borrowing costs and the yields from its portfolio.

This profit margin narrows whenever Fanny May is faced with huge offerings—and the outlook assumes Fanny May will continue to buy heavily.

Thus, the assumptions:

- Yields on Fanny May's portfolio, if the 6% ceiling remains, will continue at about 6.19%.
- Costs of borrowing will range from the current high of 6.10% to 5.80% or lower.
- Current volume at $200 million or more will continue.

And there are these other assumptions:

New federally guaranteed trust certificates, backed by FHA and VA paper, will be accepted in the money markets at rates comparable to present Fanny May notes. A new auction-pricing system touted by Lapin will not noticeably decrease Fanny May's portfolio yield. Fanny May operations—servicing fees, overhead and capital borrowing ratio—will be about the same.

HUD in control. Secretary Robert Weaver and Sen. Watson would appoint one-third of the directors on the policy board for a private Fanny May. Stockholders would elect the other two-thirds. But HUD would retain control over dividend policies and the agency's debt-to-capital ratio.

Most of Fanny May's common stock would eventually be held by those servicing the agency's mortgage portfolio. For all new purchases, servicers would have to hold a minimum amount of stock—probably 2% of the mortgages being serviced.

Common stock would be converted to par-value, presumably to let Fanny May issue new stock at a price above market value so as to encourage servicers to buy up outstanding stock first.

In part, the value of Fanny May's stock will vary according to the market's view of Fanny May's profitability—and this is one reason why HUD officials are leery about discussing Fanny May's potential.

The grim outlook for the first couple of years, however, has a corollary prediction: When and if mortgage rates begin to drop, Fanny May's huge holding of 6% paper will look mighty sweet—and profitable.

Fanny May's plan to go private: Can the old girl afford it?

President Johnson wants more low-income housing, and he's willing to pay the mortgage lender to come up with the cash.

His new lending program leads off his 1968 omnibus housing bill. It hasn't been given a headline label, but chances are it will be known as the banker-subsidy scheme if it gets through Congress.

The novelty of the concept—and the feature that sold it to the President—is that Uncle Sam pays only a small amount each year to repay private mortgagees for putting up the 35-year loans, at market rates of interest, to build the low-price housing.

Less budget impact. That modest annual subsidy is a lot easier on L.B.J.'s budget than the full amount of the mortgage. And it is the full amount that is paid under the 221d3 scheme for 3% loans.

Congress was frosty toward a subsidy as it began hearings last month, although the Senate Banking Committee had approved virtually the same scheme last year.

The 1% floor. Here is how the subsidy would help a poor family buy:

- A house would be built to FHA's 221d3 standards of austerity on speculation. The family would put down $200, or 3% of the mortgage. Closing costs could be included.

The family would pay 20% of its income to the mortgagor. Meanwhile, he would get a federal subsidy for having made the mortgage loan. The subsidy would amount to the difference between the monthly payments needed to sustain a 1% mortgage and the market-rate mortgage.

If $100 a month were needed for the market-rate mortgage (principal, interest, taxes, insurance) and only $80 were needed to sustain the same mortgage at 1%, the mortgagor would get $20.

If the payment from the family exceeded $80, the mortgagor would return the excess to Uncle Sam to reduce the subsidy (or, more likely, Uncle Sam would credit it toward the next subsidy payment). The mortgagor could also charge a fee for collecting from the homeowner.

Conversions. If Congress approves the idea, President Johnson proposes to switch other subsidy schemes into this program. Its companion section would create a similar banker-subsidy idea for rental properties. The 221d3 plan, now at 3%, would eventually be phased in.
Choose your own features with the tried-and-proven Hunter HEATLINER®

Flexibility is just one reason for the popularity of the Heatliner baseboard. Others are outstanding performance, handsome appearance, sturdy construction, ease of installation. Owners get fast warm-up, quiet operation, and clean, comfortable heat. Installers get convenient knockouts and easy-to-wire junction boxes at both ends. Beige finish blends with any decor, or unit can be painted to match walls. The Hunter Heatliner is electric heat at its best... for homes, apartments, offices, motels, stores, and schools. Send coupon today.

Hunter Electric Heat It's Matchless!
Hunter makes a complete line of electric heaters and fans of all types.
The giants seek to recreate homebuilding in their own image

Eleven of the largest and soundest homebuilders have proclaimed themselves the industry's new breed — "the professionals." The giants, who include Levitt & Sons and Kaufman & Broad, declared their independent status last month by forming their own organization — The Council of Housing Producers.

"We are not typical homebuilders," says K&B's Eli Broad (see p. 10). "We all have solid companies. Together we produce 22,000 starts a year.

Indeed, under CHP's stiff standards (500 starts a year for three years and a $10,000 initial fee) no more than 50 of the nation's 40,000 builders could join.

By promoting their "professionalism," the giants hope to attract more attention and money from government and investors. Giants go... The group's goal is nothing less than "meeting the challenge of filling future housing needs for people of all incomes.

That goal implies clearly that, in CHP's view, smaller builders with leadership from the National Association of Homebuilders can not Militate the challenge.

Faced with that insinuation — and CHP's refusal to affiliate with NAHB — executives of the 47,000-member trade association

...Other companies: Alcan Design Homes (Alcan Alum.); Deane Bros. (Occidental Petroleum); Larwin Co.; Lewers & Cooke (U.S. Plywood); Mcco Realty (Penn-Central); R. A. Watt (Boise-Cascade); Perl-Mack: Bert Smokier; and United Homes Corp.

The Negro as building craftsman—at last the unions move

Major building-crafts unions are about to open their ranks to Negro slum dwellers. With the big contractor associations, they have agreed to use slum labor on Model Cities and urban rehab programs.

Their decision, made under government duress, represents a historic breakthrough for American labor. It could mean far more union jobs for Negroes than are possible under any of Big Labor's previous plans to admit minorities to apprenticeship training.

The unions moved after the government, with minority-group prodding, warned in effect that the unions would not get the rehab jobs unless they allowed Negroes to share the work. The proposed labor-management pact, which details the full range of working conditions for the multimillion dollar slum-rebuilding program, is being circulated among the 18 craft unions and the Associated General Contractors, the National Association of Home Builders and the National Constructors Assn.

The ten-page Memorandum of Agreement on Rehabilitation Work calls for sharp revision of union work practices and includes a no-strike and no-lockout pledge.

The open door. The pact includes some of labor's first truly meaningful steps to recruit and train minority workers. Trainees would be assigned as laborers or taken into a specific unionized craft for a year; they would then be advanced up the apprenticeship scale.

The agreement assumes that most rehab construction will be done under large-scale contracts covering wide urban areas. But, the memo warns, "The large scale need not preclude bringing small contractors, including Negro contractors, into the program as subcontractors to one or a few prime contractors in a city."

Opposition. Some homebuilder spokesmen object to the idea of a joint union-contractor pact. And the building industry is generally suspicious of a pact provision keying rehab wages to the Davis-Bacon Act's union pay scales.

Builders also point to the union-built projects implied in the agreement, noting that in many of the 75 Model Cities the homebuilders are non-union. The builders object to paying union wage scales in areas that remain unorganized.

Despite the misgivings, the agreement is expected to win the signatures of most construction-industry leaders. The agreement stipulates that its provisions become effective when "federal, state and local governments proceed to implement the declared objectives by appropriate financial, contracting and administrative actions."

Coverage. The memo covers governments supported or guaranteed rehab on residential structures in urban areas, including demolition, repair, alterations and rehab operations. The agreement also applies to new construction of low-cost housing, up to four stories, if it has government financial support and adjoining rehab projects.

New construction of public buildings, industrial plants, highways, transportation facilities and private apartments is exempted.

The pact was drawn at the request of the President's Committee on Urban Housing, headed by Edgar Kaiser, chairman of Kaiser Industries.

A dozen more communities win Model Cities planning money

The Johnson Administration has added 12 slum neighborhoods to the 63 originally selected for Model Cities planning grants (News, Jan.)....

The newcomers will divide $1.3 million of their own. Here are the latest winners: Athens, Ga.; Bowling Green, Ky.; Wichita, Kan.; New Bedford and Worcester, Mass.; Flint and Saginaw, Mich.; Butte and Helena, Mont.; Cohoes, N.Y.; Winston-Salem, N.C., and McAlester, Okla.
How Geon vinyl helps Andersen Perma-Shield Windows promise “lifetime maintenance savings”

They call this the window “that does not need painting. Nor scraping. Nor rubbing down. With a finish that won’t pit. Won’t corrode. Won’t dent. Won’t warp. Can’t rust. And stubbornly resists scratching.” Geon vinyl makes it true. Thick rigid vinyl is extruded directly over a wood core, giving the finished window an all-vinyl exterior. Maintenance problems are almost totally eliminated. As manufacturers of building products discover the advantages of Geon vinyl, you find them using it more and more—in siding, electrical conduit, pipe, baseboard raceways, built-in vacuum tubing, shutters, and many others. For additional information on the use of Geon vinyl in building products, write B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company, Dept. H-9, 3135 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.
Nevis
Len Nadel
K&B's YOUNG TEAM

Young Eli Broad has his heart set on old Bill Levitt's throne.

The former Detroit accountant is a long way from topping the king of homebuilding, who outbuilds Broad 2-to-1.* But now Broad has kicked off the boldest expansion in industry memory.

Under Broad's plan his Kaufman & Broad will grow 25% a year—even if it does not add a single new market for the next three years. Says a K&B executive: "That 25% is a shoo-in."

In fact, K&B will add at least one new market a year and will acquire large companies in the housing field.

Broad's company is recognized as the nation's largest independent homebuilder now that Levitt has merged into International Telephone & Telegraph. But Broad envisions an even larger role as "the industry's pacesetter." And he is certain his publicly held company will reach that status under its own power. Says Broad, who is only 35:

"We do not need a giant merger partner to grow. And I'm not ready to retire."

Moving out. In the last ten months, K&B has made these expansion moves:

• Hired 13 new executives, increasing its management team to 33 persons. Four new men had run their own homebuilding companies. Average age of the new executives: 33.

• Raised $12 million to finance growth, at rates as low as 5 1/2%. No homebuilder has ever paid so little for so much.

• Entered the Paris market as the second major American homebuilder in Europe. (Levitt is the other.) And this month K&B invaded a new U.S. market—San Jose, Calif.

• Started seeking a mobile home maker with sales of at least $10 million—for acquisition.

• Re-aligned top management to free Broad for long-range planning, particularly in Europe. Vice President Eugene Rosenfeld takes over day-to-day management of K&B's 32 U.S. subdivisions.

From big to bigger. Those moves were masterminded by builder-businessman Broad, who has already made K&B the industry's fastest-growing company. In his view, the story of K&B's 11-year growth offers this lesson for all builders: From the very beginning in 1957, when K&B posted a $1.2 million profit on sales of $31.8 million, profit increased 35% each year.

But Broad wasn't satisfied. He thought he knew a shortcut: acquiring other builders who were rich in management talent. By combining the balance sheets, Broad figured he could borrow both the money to finance the merger and the working capital to operate the companies. Typical merger loan: $5 million.

There was one problem, however. All the builders up for sale were shaky. After looking at three companies, K&B nearly acquired Lusk Corp. in 1965. Five months after K&B dropped the deal, Lusk went bankrupt (H&H, Jan. '66).

Says K&B's treasurer-secretary, LeRoy Golman: "Lusk would have provided a solid management base. But we needed its stockpiled land like a hole in the head."

Low point. After the close call with Lusk, K&B had to shelve its expansion plans to concentrate on "getting our own house in order"—as one executive puts it.

Beginning in mid-1964, K&B had encountered a run of bad luck—labor shortages in Detroit, strikes in Phoenix, floods in Los Angeles and start-up delays in its new Chicago branch.

Worse, K&B's managers were all busy closing out its government construction arm, which had become unprofitable. Says Broad: "The planning time we lost set us back two years."

10
Eli Broad is quiet, unassuming and oh, so shrewd

Eli Broad doesn't seem impressive. He looks shorter than his 5'11" and even younger than his 35 years. But his reputation among homebuilders is impressive indeed. Says a competitor: "He is the sharpest businessman I know."

Broad has amassed a $10.7 million fortune in 11 years of homebuilding by demanding the most from every dollar and every employee. He is always thrifty—never cheap. "Eli runs a tight ship," says a builder whose own offices spill over two full floors of a large building. By contrast, K&B's Los Angeles headquarters is crammed into the tiny corners of two floors of a nearby building. Says Broad: "Staying in crowded quarters is one way to keep your staff down."

But Broad may be moving anyway. His master manager is a demanding boss—but never a bully. "He knows how to get his top executives so wound up," says an employee, "that they hop around here for 12 hours a day. That pace gets contagious, even among the secretaries."

With wonder in his voice, a new employee adds, "I have four jobs already. And I know that when I finish one, he will give me two more."

Broad reacted with a smile: "Good for him. He understands us."

And above all, Broad understands his men—instinctively. He has surrounded himself with fiery young tigers who complement his own low-key personality.

Earlier this year a new junior executive got into a rip-snorting disagreement with Eli. Finally Broad prevailed—"I am the president of the company." After the employee calmed down, Broad said, "I admire temperament—it shows that you care."

Money: K&B's rapid financial growth from '61 through '67

Sales: K&B's market-by-market growth from '61 through '67

Sales of region stated in millions of dollars; ( )=Number of locations in region. E=Estimated.

Eli Broad bought up all his holdings—some of the most costly: $120,000. To find a good man. To get one builder. But money was not all that attracted Broad to K&B. "Companies like K&B are the wave of the future," says assistant division manager Lon Rubin. "My job, with its responsibility, is more challenging than running my own company."

Borrowing cheap. The K&B balance sheet has consistently shown a 1.6-to-1 debt ratio—less than half a normal builder's 4-to-1 level. So Broad knew he could raise $12 million for expansion. The question was: How could K&B secure the lowest possible interest?

Broad found a two-step answer. First, he floated a 20-year convertible debenture to raise $5 million at 5½%. In bankers' eyes, that raised K&B's shareholders' equity to a healthy $12.7 million. So Broad was able to raise $12 million from banks, including $6 million in revolving credit and $6 million at the prime rate.

To further broaden its financial base, and therefore its borrowing power, K&B has taken two other steps: It has split its stock twice, 3-for-2 each time, in the last 11 months. And Broad and Don Kaufman, who personally owned two-thirds of K&B, have traded off 22% of the company's shares to four mutual exchange funds.

The moves brought K&B a step closer to a listing on the New York Stock Exchange—a goal of Broad's since the company went public in 1961. The stock now trades on the American Exchange.

Finally in December of last year—with

continued on p. 12

1 The partners sold 207,000 of their 556,528 common shares after K&B's first 3-for-2 split.
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Kaufman & Broad aims for growth ... continued

money and management locked up—Broad sent one of his top men, Robert Zissette, to Paris. So far Zissette's progress has been astonishing, says Broad.

Eight French real estate agents have helped him line up 40 land parcels. By mid-April he will have enough land for at least 300 houses, and by fall he will begin construction.

Tomorrow. Company executives are sanguine about Europe. Broad already has his eye on "promising German markets." Says Treasurer Golman, a conservative optimist: "Europe could account for 50% of our income in another five years."

Over here, K&B is looking forward to 500 units in its new San Jose market by 1969. Best bet for the company's next U.S. market: central New Jersey.

And after only three years of development, K&B expects its 18 cable-television franchises to contribute 10% of the company's income in fiscal '69. It bought an antenna company in 1965.

The only missing piece in this growth puzzle is an acquired company. And K&B could acquire a multi-site mobile home maker this year.

"In the beginning, I want the company to earn about $500,000 after taxes just building mobile homes," says Broad. "Eventually, I want to experiment with component construction for my houses. I think the day will come when all housing is built off the site—and I want to be ready."

—Frank Lalli

House design is K&B's weakness—but it's improving

Says Eli Broad: "We haven't stayed above our competition." So Broad hired architect Fred Dayan to redesign 40 mediocre models into 20 outstanding homes. To start, Dayan turned the house at left into $26,000 model at right. He A) extended garage to create entryway, B) put in glass wall for feeling of space, C) centralized plumbing, D) widened upstairs hall and E) added optional study bedroom.

House design is K&B's weakness—but it's improving

How housing shares down 8%

Here's House & Home's index:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Giá per tuน</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Prev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>31.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.625</td>
<td>15.625</td>
<td>15.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8125</td>
<td>7.8125</td>
<td>7.8125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.90625</td>
<td>3.90625</td>
<td>3.90625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.953125</td>
<td>1.953125</td>
<td>1.953125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9765625</td>
<td>0.9765625</td>
<td>0.9765625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.48828125</td>
<td>0.48828125</td>
<td>0.48828125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.244140625</td>
<td>0.244140625</td>
<td>0.244140625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1220703125</td>
<td>0.1220703125</td>
<td>0.1220703125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06103515625</td>
<td>0.06103515625</td>
<td>0.06103515625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.030517578125</td>
<td>0.030517578125</td>
<td>0.030517578125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0152587890625</td>
<td>0.0152587890625</td>
<td>0.0152587890625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00762939453125</td>
<td>0.00762939453125</td>
<td>0.00762939453125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003814697265625</td>
<td>0.003814697265625</td>
<td>0.003814697265625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0019073486328125</td>
<td>0.0019073486328125</td>
<td>0.0019073486328125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00095367431640625</td>
<td>0.00095367431640625</td>
<td>0.00095367431640625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000476837158203125</td>
<td>0.000476837158203125</td>
<td>0.000476837158203125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0002384185791015625</td>
<td>0.0002384185791015625</td>
<td>0.0002384185791015625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00011920928955078125</td>
<td>0.00011920928955078125</td>
<td>0.00011920928955078125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000059604644775390625</td>
<td>0.000059604644775390625</td>
<td>0.000059604644775390625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000298023223876953125</td>
<td>0.0000298023223876953125</td>
<td>0.0000298023223876953125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00001490116119384765625</td>
<td>0.00001490116119384765625</td>
<td>0.00001490116119384765625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A CORRECTION

Last month's article, "Housing—Wall Street's New Sweetheart," stated that General Builders Corp. lost $466,000 in 1967. The loss came in 1966. The company earned $150,000 in 1967.
How Kwikset helps builders sell what they build.

In today's housing market, every bit of extra promotion helps turn a prospect into a purchaser.

The merchandising aids Kwikset has for builders are no substitute for a well-sold quality product in a good location. But they do provide that extra touch that helps set you apart from competitors.

Whether you specify Kwikset locksets on prehung doors or purchase them direct, here is a sampling of some of the extra sales help you can get from Kwikset:

Kwikset Gold Key Presentation Sets. These handsome key sets will establish lasting good will between builder and homebuyer.

"His and Her" sets feature the man's key personalized with his last initial recessed into the key bow; the woman's key is studded with rhinestones.

Emblematic sets devote the entire bow of each gold key to a corporate symbol or development name in raised lettering surrounded by a baked-in color.

Custom key sets are created specifically for volume developments with the bow of each key being the logotype of that development.

Kwikset Move-in Portfolios. These handsome, gold-embossed folders are available at no cost and are imprinted with your trademark. Pockets on the inside provide space for the myriad documents that go with each new home.

Kwikset Key Folders. In addition to provision for keys, these folders contain information on the different lockset functions, tips on home security and the Kwikset guarantee. If you have specified Kwikset's exclusive Protectokey® system, brochures imprinted with tract name and an easel-back display spell out the advantages and benefits of this extra-care feature.

Kwikset Sales Office Literature. In all materials, Kwikset's editorial approach says, in essence: that the builder of these homes has selected America's largest-selling residential locksets is indicative of the quality built into every house.

Quite frankly, whether you do or do not use Kwikset is not going to make or break a sale. But—also quite frankly—the combination of Kwikset's superb selection of designs and finishes, guaranteed materials and craftsmanship, overwhelming brand-name acceptance and the kind of merchandising back-up Kwikset gives to builders is not going to hurt, either.

Shown here is the Emblematic Gold Key Presentation set developed by Kwikset for Macco Realty Company, one of the nation's largest developers of planned residential communities.
Mr. Builder:

Consultron* replaces hopes and hunches with facts and figures. And that's good!

Consultron isn't the be-all and end-all. It can't replace your experience or your judgement. But this customized marketing consultation service, offered without charge by Celotex, can help you make key decisions — whether you're building apartments or single-family homes.

Under exclusive contract, nationally-known consultants W. R. Smolkin and Associates, Inc. have compiled a massive fund of builder-pertinent data on hundreds of communities across the nation. This data, constantly up-dated, is stored in the electronic brains of a $500,000 computer installation.

At your request, the consultant and the computer go to work for you. Consultron analyzes your proposed apartment project and makes recommendations on rental rates, sizes and mix of units, calculates debt service and gross income. Or it will suggest specific price ranges for your homes, recommend an operating budget and profit plan. It provides in-depth market information and forecasts building activity in your area.

For your next project, call on Celotex Construction Marketing Services for a Consultron report prepared especially for you. Your Celotex representative can supply you with a confidential data card, or write us direct.

*CONSULTRON is a service mark of The Celotex Corporation

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION
Tampa, Florida 33607
Subsidiary of Jim Walter Corporation

Bringing You Better Building Products Through Research and Innovation
Gypsum Products • Hardboard Siding & Paneling • Fiberboard, Urethane & Glass Fiber Insulation • Acoustical & Designer Ceilings • Lighting Units • Prepared Roofing • Commercial Roofing & Waterproofing Products • Concrete Joint Filler
U.S. and forest industry move to curb lumber price rise

The U.S. government has threatened—with the support of the forest industry—to put a ceiling on the Pacific Northwest's runaway log exports to Japan.

The effect should be to moderate the rise in prices charged for softwood logs and homebuilding lumber sold out of the great Northwest timberland.

The U.S. issued the warning at a Tokyo conference of government and lumber dealers. The result: Japan agreed to buy fewer logs.

Says President George H. Weyerhaeuser of the giant Weyerhaeuser Company: "We've made a good beginning."

The problem: The Northwest will ship 2 billion board ft. of timber to Japan's voracious homebuilding industry this year. That's up from a mere 359 million ft. in 1961, when Japan came into the Northwest's market. Shipments soared to 1 billion ft. in 1966, and to 1.57 billion last year.

A voracious buying took timber prices to treepoint level. The fee to cut and haul in the Northwest's forests was $18.50 per 1,000 ft. in 1961. It was $31.50 in 1966. The price of logs shipped to Japan in fourth-quarter 1966 was $84.35 per 1,000 feet. A year later it was $95.67.

A suburb profits from the townhouses that it fought to bar

The thesis that multifamily units are always detrimental to single-family strongholds has been disproved in Chevy Chase, Md.

A two-acre townhouse project built by Gerald M. LaVay increased tax revenue by his former antagonists, the neighborhood property owners, that his judg­

ement by his former antagonists, the builder is equally proud of the acknowl­

dgment of the Bethesda-Chevy Chase Chamber of Commerce. But the former Long Island builder is equally proud of the acknowl­
edgement by his former antagonists, the neighborhood property owners, that his townhouses have improved their area.

LaVay estimates that the dispute cost him $22,000 in litigation.

The townhouse approach. LaVay bought the property for $510,000. The price included four existing houses.

Montgomery County's original R-60 zoning would have restricted LaVay to building four more single-family houses on the two acres, but a new zoning ordinance (R-T) adopted in 1963 permitted townhouses under one of two strict conditions:

- The townhouses must buffer single-family homes from higher-density housing.
- The tract, because of topographical or other conditions, must be economically unfeasible for single-family houses.

The opposition. The antagonists, led by Friedrich P. Knudsen, opposed townhouses on two grounds:

- That the appeal of a townhouse is to those who are not interested in mainte­

nance. Result: The area would deteriorate. LaVay first approached the County Parks and Planning Commission, which to his chagrin promptly advised the County Council to deny the rezoning application. It's reason: Townhouses were out of keep­

ing with the status quo.

But LaVay won the unanimous approval of the council. With the aid of attorney Joe M. Kyle, who also represented LaVay in the court battles, the builder showed that it was economically unfeasible to build single-family houses on the tract be­

cause of rocks.

But the battle was far from over. Counterattack. To bar the townhouses, Knudsen and 100 property owners went to court. They lost twice, once in the Mont­
gomery County Circuit and again in the Court of Appeals.

Knudsen and his colleagues paid $2,000 for litigation, but most are now pleased with LaVay's efforts.

Some, like Knudsen, qualify their app­

reciation. "There's no question that the townhouses are attractive," he says, "but I would prefer that they weren't there."

Success. Lawrence J. Simmons, legal adviser for the antagonists and himself a property owner, wishes there were more builders like LaVay: "If we had known at the onset what we now know about the townhouses, I don't think any of us would have opposed it.

The 20 townhouses were designed by Patterson & Worland, architects.

The townhouse project opened in March 1967 with seven condominiums priced at $47,500 per unit. LaVay has since in­

tegrated the tax by 25%, to $59,500.

For the future LaVay is hopeful but concerned. He has bought 1½ acres adja­

cent to his development and will again ask for townhouse rezoning.

A new County Council has been elected, however—a council not particularly ori­

ented toward builders—and it could pose some of the same old obstacles.

LaVay hopes not. The benefits of his first townhouses are widely recognized now, and he feels he has made his case.
To All People Buying or Selling Doors:

Our dramatic sales growth and more efficient manufacturing operations have made possible product improvements. These new features will be passed directly to you in our new FLOAT-AWAY closet door line. One door . . . the very finest metal bifold made. And we haven’t raised our price!

You’ll be getting the same unparalleled service and wide choice of styles, plus stiffer louvers, improved track and hardware, non-modular sizes and increased pin diameter . . . without a price increase!

A better deal for our builders and dealers. FLOAT-AWAY dealers generally have well-defined and protected territories, and under normal conditions are not competing with themselves.

Write us today for the FLOAT-AWAY catalog and price list.

PEOPLE WANT METAL BIFOLD DOORS FOR CLOSETS. ONLY FLOAT-AWAY MAKES THEM SO PROFITABLE AND PRACTICAL TO YOU.

Sincerely,

Fred G. Barnet
Vice President

MORE SALES! MORE SAVINGS! WITH NEW

Float-a-just
SHELVES

Add sales: Only Float-A-just shelves offer your customers splinter-free beauty PLUS the strength of heavy gauge steel.

Save installation time: Shelves are factory finished and installable in minutes . . . with or without rods.

Save shipping costs: Order shelves with Float-Away Doors for minimal freight charges.

SHELVES

FLOAT-AWAY®
COMPLETE CLOSET SYSTEMS

Department HH-4, 1123 Zonolite Road, NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30306 • Phone (404) 875-7986
Congress attacks a major scandal in second-mortgaging

The first thing every Congressman sees each morning is The Washington Post. So, when The Post homes in on a scandal in the home-improvement and second-mortgage industries, you can expect action. Here's what's happening:

- Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D., Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, has introduced legislation to create a "special FTC task force devoted to rooting out home-improvement frauds."
- Rep. William T. Cahill (R., N.J.) has amended the House-approved truth-in-lending bill to eliminate the protection against contract fraud enjoyed by "holders in due course," the big lending institutions that buy home-improvement and second-mortgage loans from contractors.
- Sen. Joseph D. Tydings (D., Md.) has introduced and held hearings on bills to crack down on fraudulent home-improvement operators.

Justice Department, through a special grand jury, has won fraud indictments against officers of a now-defunct home-improvement firm, and more indictments against "holders in due course." The victims. Custom House reportedly obtained mortgage loans from contractors.

- Sen. Joseph D. Tydings (D., Md.) has amended the House-approved truth-in-lending bill to eliminate the protection against contract fraud enjoyed by "holders in due course," the big lending institutions that buy home-improvement and second-mortgage loans from contractors.
- Sen. Joseph D. Tydings (D., Md.) has introduced and held hearings on bills to crack down on fraudulent home-improvement operators in Washington.

Industry self-policing. The industry is also taking steps. Under auspices of the National Remodelers Assn., a group of remodelers and manufacturers formed the Committee for Joint Action to improve the image of the industry and, in effect, "clean house before the feds step in and clean it for us." It has $240,000 from manufacturers for its effort. The Post's exposé concentrated on two Washington home-improvement concerns, both rooted out this summer: Monarch Construction Co. and Custom House Construction Co. Custom House's President Harvey Davis, Vice President Jack Shulman and office manager Paul S. Glaser await trial on charges that they defrauded 56 Washington homeowners, mostly Negroes, through second-mortgage schemes. Some were on the point of losing their homes.

The victims. Custom House reportedly employed batteries of women solicitors to telephone low-income homes in Negro sections, with instructions to hang up if they thought a white person had answered or if the person responding was a renter rather than an owner.

Prospects' names were passed on to salesmen. In lawsuits, homeowners swore that the face value of their contracts was often twice the price they had been quoted, that papers were notarized without their being present, and that they later discovered that the red signed second-mortgage notes on their homes rather than simple promissory notes.

Monarch reportedly obtained mortgage loans insured by FHA through a reputable bank, usually in the amount of $35,000, plus financing charges of $837. The final total was $43,337, maximum allowed by FHA under its Title I home-improvement program.

Big lenders' protection. Custom House, Monarch and at least six other Washington home-improvement firms, according to court records and testimony at hearings conducted by Sens. Tydings and Magnuson, sold their paper locally or to the giant Atlas Financial Corp. of Philadelphia at discounts ranging from 40% to 60%. Atlas is a subsidiary of Sunasco Inc. of Beverly Hills, Calif.

Atlas and other giant lenders escape responsibility for satisfactory completion of the work under the "holder in due course" immunity granted to the second holder of paper in all states except Massachusetts. They can legally collect no matter what happens and, in most cases, can foreclose on a second mortgage without even notifying the owner directly.

The Tydings bills would 1) require a court order prior to foreclosure, 2) eliminate protection from encumbrances for the "holder in due course" of paper, 3) grant the homeowner three days in which to cancel an order he had placed with a door-to-door salesman and 4) apply maximum finance charges of 20% on the first $500 and 16% on the second $500. But the bills would apply only in Washington.

Tydings expects favorable Senate action on most of his bills. He is far less optimistic about the House this year.

Nationwide reform. Rep. Cahill's amendments to the truth-in-lending bill would afford the nation's homeowners much the same protection envisioned for the district in the Tydings package, including elimination of "holder in due course" immunity.

There is only one difficulty. Cahill's amendments were simply incorporated into the House's truth-in-lending bill without discussion during debate on the measure. The question of such curbs had not even arisen when the Senate passed its own version of the truth-in-lending bill last year, so the Cahill plan may have to wait another year for congressional approval. Sen. Magnuson, who opposes fraudulent home-improvement practices as "approaching epidemic proportions," has introduced a bill that would give the consumer one day to cancel his contract.


**HOMEBUILDERS' MORTGAGE MARKET QUOTATIONS**

Reported to HOUSE & HOME in week ending March 16.

**FHA Sec. 203—Discount by holder Min-Gower 30-year immned.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>FHA Sec. 203</th>
<th>FHA App't.</th>
<th>FHA Adjustable</th>
<th>FHA Bank Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You get more pace-setting styles and textures with Masonite sidings.

Masonite hardboard sidings give you maximum design freedom to sell style and beauty, as well as durability. The famous X-90 formula, proved on more than 1,000,000 homes is your assurance of quality and tested performance.

Weatherall—economy panel siding with baked-in primer. Holds out weather up to one year without painting. 4' wide up to 12' long. Also Weather-X-90 lap siding 12" x 10'. Both provide maximum exterior performance at minimum cost.

Provincial X-90 lap siding, 6" wide by 16" long—in authentic colonial narrow lap style. Perfect for early American designs.

X-90 V-Grooved panel siding, ½" V-grooves on 5½" centers, 4' wide up to 10' long—for that modern look. Full coverage or accent. Factory primed.

RUF-X-90 Panelgroove siding, ½" square cut grooves on 4" or 8" centers, 4' wide up to 10' long—with rough-sawn deep textured finish.

RUF-X-90 V-grooved siding, V-cut grooves 5½" o.c.—for overall coverage or an accent panel.

RUF-X-90 Panelgroove siding, 12" square cut grooves on 4" or 8" centers, 4' wide, 8', 9' and 10' lengths. Deep vertical shadows for contemporary feel. Factory primed.

Sunline panel siding with molded integral pre-formed 2" ribs that create smart batten look without costly man-hours. Factory primed.

MASONITE CORPORATION Box 777, Chicago, Illinois 60690, Dept. SSB

Please send your new Masonite Exterior catalog.

Please have my Masonite representative call with samples.

Name

Firm

Address

City

State

Zip Code
In a Washington slum—an acid test for nonprofit housing

The Clifton Terrace apartments are nobody's idea of a dream house. They are 270 units of crumbling plaster, corroded plumbing, occasional heat and lively vermin in Washington's Cardozo ghetto.

In 1915, new, they were more than fashionable; in 1968 they are the end of the line for welfare cases, the jobless, the fatherless families. But they are also a symbol of hope for a new type of housing enterprise that could be an answer to these problems—if it works. For Clifton Terrace is about to be taken over by the Housing Development Corp., a nonprofit citizens group created with federal aid to furnish decent, low-income housing.

Clifton Terrace could answer these questions for any number of crowded American cities: Is it economically feasible for nonprofit corporations to provide adequate housing? And can the corporations do this for low-income residents living in slum buildings under absentee landlords?

The Clifton Terrace project is at a crossroads. Hdc has survived its own amateurreish mistakes, some bureaucratic slowness at FHA and charges by the financial weekly that hdc directors were Communist sympathizers or black-power militants. With these peripheral issues settled, the main question is whether a citizen corporation like HDC can do what it says it can.

Decline and rescue. The apartment complex at 13th and Clifton Streets NW was no worse than shabby-genteel until five years ago, when it was purchased by the trader Sidney J. Brown and his First Negro. His group had gotten an Office of Housing Development Corp., a nonprofit packager of 221 d3 housing programs, had been hired by hdc as its vice president and had done much of the groundwork on the Clifton Terrace deal. But he had also been involved in a running feud with FHA and its parent department, HUD. On a project in Massachusetts he had been accused of taking fees from both sponsor and builder.

Some solutions. Phillips knew he would have to suspend Frank to appease FHA. Frank still draws pay, but he works on no program that involves FHA. Frank's suspension was not at all a condition of approval, says FHA Commissioner Philip Brownstein. "As long as we had this problem, we told them we wouldn't go ahead with it, so the practical effort was the same. But our consideration was making the numbers fit."

After Frank's departure, the numbers began to fit. Brown's price came down $400,000. This development almost coincided with a city crackdown on Brown that brought him a 60-day jail sentence for failure to provide heat, but city officials, FHA and Phillips all deny a charge that he had used federal funds to force Brown to reduce his price. They point out the Riggs National Bank announced it was willing to release a $400,000 mortgage on the apartments, which it held as unnecessary collateral on a loan to Brown. Since the price Brown sought added up to only the amount of the mortgages on the property ($1.8 million), the $400,000 came off the asking price.

So Hdc, having lowered the price and eliminated Frank, went back to FHA. A decision to reconsider the project was made by Housing Secretary Robert Weaver himself at a meeting attended by Brownstein and the hdc staff.

The agency invited hdc to submit plans. A sale contract with Brown was signed, and hdc agreed to manage the project until settlement or until the purchase contract expires. The FHA issued a letter of feasibility but held up an actual commitment for the $4.4 million loan pending a look at the hdc blueprint.

Hopes. Improvement has begun. Hdc let a contract to Pride Inc., a local make-work organization that puts youths on cleanup projects to clear litter from the halls and grounds. Hdc also installed a resident manager and moved tenants from one building into vacant units in the other two to prepare for rehabilitation. And—there is now heat in Clifton Terrace.

But Phillips is quick to acknowledge that "there is no substantial improvement in conditions." He said this is impossible "short of full rehabilitation."

Brownstein says this analysis is correct. "But there is no reason why, if they get new housing, new heating and new plumbing, it ought not to be as good as a new building."

The rest of the city watches hopefully but—as Washington watches everything—skeptically. — THOMAS W. LIPPMAN

Chicago turns public housing into a private cooperative

Public housing is being sold for the first time to a non-profit cooperative of low- to moderate-income families. This Chicago project's 122 units of row housing, is state financed. Federally financed public housing can not legally be sold, but government housing men are watching this pilot project with interest.

Under the plan ironed out by the Chicago Housing Authority and the sponsor, the Foundation for Cooperative Housing, mortgage interest rates will range from zero to 6%, depending on owners' incomes. At most, owners will pay only 21.8% of their $5,700 to $7,500 incomes. Down payments will be low. And monthly fees (covering full taxes, utilities and maintenance) will range from $38 for a one-bedroom to $149 for five.

The FHA will sell the 20-year-old units, at cost. Says an FCH spokesman: "For the most part the residents in Racine Court [the public housing] will be the new owners. Many of them were earning more than public housing levels, but they couldn't afford private housing."

The spokesman adds that home ownership is a real challenge to the families. He says, "Hopefully, this effort will do more than give incentive to the new owners and to the neighborhood. It may well point the way for projects in other cities."
Women love closets...women buy homes with X-panda® SHELVES

Add selling appeal to homes and apartments with X-Panda Shelves...all-steel shelving so beautiful you hate to hide it behind a closet door! These are the shelves with skilled labor "built-in" at the factory. Instantly adjustable, they go up fast with only a screwdriver. There are no mistakes, no waste and no painting. Available in a choice of bonderized enamel colors...with brackets and rods in a beautiful brushed satin-tone finish. X-Panda Shelves are stronger than custom-built wooden shelves...and they can't warp, splinter or burn. A wide variety of endwall and offwall installations are possible...to fit every closet application.

ho products co.
P. O. Box 68 Princeville, Illinois 61559
Phone 309.385.4339
Sell the fashionable homemaker
with the authentic look of Moe Light.

You can't fool her. She knows when styling is authentic. And she'll decide whether to take a second look at your model homes. So give her something special to remember: a twin-chimney lantern recalling those on early New England inns.

For more ideas, send for your free copy of the 124-page Moe Light style book. Write: Residential Lighting Division, Thomas Industries Inc., 207 East Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky 40202. See the entire line of Thomas products at the Thomas Industries National Lighting Center in Chicago, or at your local lighting center displaying the Thomas lantern sign.
House vs. apartment: Experts debate homebuilding's future

The builders of new garden and high-rise apartments are marching off with 40% of the nation's housing market this year. That's up from a mere 26% only seven years back. The change in mix is so obvious that homebuilders are splitting into two camps on the question of where their future lies.

Those who expect a single-family revival predict the appearance in the 1970s of an entirely new form of single-family house to lure people back out of apartments. They also cite the nation's allegiance to a time-honored credo: "I own my own home."

The multifamily partisans flaunt income and demographic statistics. The age group that buys most houses, the 35- to 50-year-olds, will constitute less than 2½% of the net new households this year. In years to come, the greatest increase will develop among new families with a head younger than 35 years. And these families rent most of the apartments.

Twenty-nine builders, manufacturers and consultants spoke out on the industry's direction at a House & Home Round Table in Tampa. Here are some of the most provocative views from the building industry's own experts on whether tomorrow's market belongs to single-family houses or to apartments.

FRED BARNET, manufacturer, Atlanta. "What about the Vietnam War? The enlistment average is two to three years, which means that in the next several years a half-million people will be coming back. And based on history there will be some form of G.I. Bill to make it easier for these people to buy houses than rent apartments."

CHARLES CHEEZEM, builder, St. Petersburg, Fla. "Mom and Pop are the ones that want apartments. They are renting them, literally by the hundreds, mainly because of the no-maintenance feature. Eighteen percent of our population is over 65, so there are a lot of Moms and Pops around the country that want to get into apartments."

JACK BOWLES, builder, Augusta, Ga. "I certainly don't think that single-family building is dead. We are having a helluva rough time with mortgage discounts, but I think we'll get the 6% interest-rate ceiling removed. Once we do that, there will be a completely new picture for the single-family builder all over this country."

WILLIAM SMOLKIN, consultant, New Orleans, La. "The real threat to the single-family unit will be apartment projects designed and oriented for the six- to 12-year-olds. There is an enormous market here that could affect ownership housing, but as of now there is no inherent incentive on the part of the builder."

ROBERT RITCHER, manufacturer, Pittsburgh. "I am aware of the fact that the mean price of a single-family house today is kicking $22,000. Personal income has not risen as fast as housing costs. This means that people are forced into multifamily dwellings whether they like it or not, regardless of children or amenities."

RICHARD GOODWIN, builder, Moorestown, N.J. "We are deluding ourselves if we think the single-family house isn't going to come back. I, for one, think it will and in a completely new form—at-tached, or detached, condominium or co-op. I can't say, but I base this on my 20 years' experience in this business."

HOUSE & HOME Round Table in Tampa. Here are some of the most provocative views from the building industry's own experts on whether tomorrow's market belongs to single-family houses or to apartments.

Photos: Bill Simpson Jr.
New redwood plowed fascia...
engineered to save time and
cut expenses on your next job!

With plowed fascia, you cut the cost of installing soffits and reduce the time of on-site application. However, with Certified Kiln Dried redwood fascia, the list of cost and time savers increases. You get permanently straight, flat installation. Weather resistance. Paint retention. Workability. And built-in customer appeal. Available now, redwood fascia is single or double plowed to fit either ¼” or ⅜” soffits. All standard patterns come in the long lengths up to 20 feet. For more on the engineered economies of redwood plowed fascia, please write.

That's the beauty of redwood!

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION • 617 Montgomery St. • San Francisco, California 94111. • MEMBER MILLS: Willits Redwood Products Co. • Union Lumber Co. • Miller Redwood Co. • Arcata Redwood Co. • Simpson Timber Co. • Georgia-Pacific Corporation • The Pacific Lumber Co.
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You're looking at 5 reasons why Andersen Windows will help you sell the next remodeling job!

For complete details, call or write your Andersen distributor.

Andersen Windowwalls
ANDERSEN CORPORATION • BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
Window Beauty is Andersen.
Andersen Gliding Windows help bring in a favorite view... provide top-to-bottom ventilation, yet close extra tight for snug, year-round comfort. New Andersen Wood Gliding Door adds distinctive touch to your jobs.

Andersen Casement Windows in a bow-window combination enhance this remodeled living room. They're the fuel-savingest windows ever, and complemented by the convenience of welded insulating glass, they're far and away the finest units ever made.

Andersen Flexivent® Windows look "custom-designed" for this room. Despite their richness, stock Flexivents are a most economical Windowall. And they're the most versatile window you can use: single... or in stacks, ribbons, or picture-window groupings.

Andersen Beauty-Line® Windows help you provide picture-window beauty at a practical cost... make it possible to create a kitchen that's a pleasant place to be. Select wood is specially treated for lifetime protection from termites and decay.

Andersen Narroline® Windows help transform a dark, dusty attic into a little girl's dream come true. They're so extra weathertight, welded insulating glass is practical. Easily removable grilles pop in or out for easier window maintenance.
Majestic Wall-hanging ELECTRIC heating or decorative
Install in minutes—just hang against any wall in any room, plug in electric outlet. Choice of decorative designs with flame-flickering electric logs. Heating units with fan can be added for up to 13,600 BTU (4,000 watt). Ideal for rental apartments, since unit is movable, easy to install—and needs no vent or flue. Also, an inexpensive nicety for offices, reception rooms and lobbies, as well as any room in a home.

Majestic Circulator and Fireplace Component Line
Pre-formed heat circulating units, smoke domes, dampers and all the other metal parts required for the masonry type fireplace are also available in Majestic quality.

NEWS continued from p. 28

Mortgage Bankers losing de Laittre, a leader in fight on 6% FHA ceiling

John de Laittre, whose gentleman’s touch and dignified manner did much to advance the programs of the Mortgage Bankers Assn., will retire as the MBA’s executive vice president after the organization’s Chicago convention Oct. 21-23.

Although de Laittre did not originate the idea for an MBA campaign to remove the FHA’s 6% mortgage interest ceiling, he became a tireless leader in the drive after joining the association in 1966. So successful were the MBA’s efforts that the ceiling may be nothing but a memory by the time de Laittre departs.

De Laittre cited only “personal reasons” for his decision and announced no plans beyond saying: “I’m just going to retire to Georgetown and observe the passing scene.” His resignation letter to MBA President Clair A. Bacon stressed that when he had taken the post, “it was contemplated that I would be available for only a few years, and that certain objectives would be accomplished.”

Bacon termed the loss of de Laittre disappointing and wrote in warm tribute: “You have certainly accomplished most of the major goals that were set out for you. I’ve never seen anyone tackle so many problems with such vigor and with such enthusiasm.”

The achievements included the consolidation in Washington of MBA operations that had been spread between one headquarters in that city and another in Chicago.

De Laittre (Harvard Law ’33), was a Minneapolis attorney when he joined the Farmers & Mechanics Savings Bank there in 1940. By 1957 he was the bank’s president, and in 1959-60 he headed the National Association of Mutual Savings Banks. President Kennedy appointed him the Republican member of the Home Loan Bank Board. In 1962, and de Laittre accepted the MBA post after his HLBB term expired in 1966.

American Standard buys a builder

American Standard Inc., the nation’s largest plumbing manufacturer, has plunged deeper into homebuilding with the purchase of Lyon Enterprises. Price: 350,000 shares of American Standard common valued at more than $12 million.


American Standard ventured into residential building last July in a joint partnership with Lyon and the Janss Corp. of Los Angeles. Each put up $2 million for a one-third ownership of Potrero Homes (News, July ’67).

President W. D. Eberle of American Standard: “Our commitment in homebuilding is twofold: We want to be in the field with a certain amount of money on a revolving basis, and we want to do some social good.”

Lyon will operate as a separate unit of American Standard, and William Lyon will continue as president. He also becomes American Standard’s overseer for all investments in the construction field. These include the

Mortgaging’s de Laittre
Mission accomplished
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Why offer floor monotony?

Personalize your homes with dramatic Bruce Fireside Plank.

Today many home buyers are bored with the institutional look of wall-to-wall monotony, so give them something to get excited about. Give them the rich, dark coloring and alternate-width oak planks of permanent-type Bruce Fireside Plank Floors.

The remarkable Bruce Tuf-Lustre Finish on Fireside Plank will keep its beauty for years because it’s baked into the wood at the factory to resist stains and scratches. The prefinished feature saves on your installation time and labor costs, too.

Put excitement and individuality into your homes with beautiful Bruce Fireside Plank. See our catalog in Sweets’ or write for more information on nationally advertised Bruce Hardwood Floors.

E. L. BRUCE CO., INC., MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—38101
World’s largest manufacturer of hardwood floors
**News**

**Levitt promotes top management—and a new subdivision concept**

One month after merging with International Telephone & Telegraph, the new Levitt & Sons announced two dramatic changes in management and building concepts:

- A realignment of the subsidiary's brain trust, with William Levitt moving up to chairman of the board July 1.
- A new building venture that differs in its basic concept from the standard tract that made Levitt famous.

At 42, Richard Wasserman, Levitt's right arm since 1963, moves up one more notch, replacing Levitt as president. Wasserman's former job as executive vice president will be divided between two men. Richard Bernhard, 37, who now heads Levitt's top-volume operation in Puerto Rico, will be the new executive vice president of operations. And Norman Peterfreund, now senior vice president-fiscal, will become executive vice president of administration.

For almost 40 years, Levitt has built only single-family houses and a handful of townhouses. But now, with IJT's backing ($2 million in sales in '67) and a beefed-up brain trust, William Levitt promises innovations:

> "We will build every kind of shelter in this country and abroad: single-family houses, townhouses, high-rise and garden apartments. Our business now becomes total shelter—all types, all kinds, everywhere.

The new community of Belair Village, under construction in Prince Georges County, Md., is the first practical application of Levitt's expanded goals. In about eight years, when Belair Village is completed, it will have a town center surrounded by 7,000 units of single-family houses, townhouses, garden apartments and a high-rise.

The first houses will open this summer. A 12-acre lake is already under construction in the town center.

New York's Central Park was the land-plan model. "The only difference is that we added all types of housing," says Richard Rosen, Levitt's manager of community planning.

"Belair Village is not a new town," says Norman Young, senior vice president of marketing. "The greatest problem in recent new towns has been the need to invest millions to finish community amenities long before the first customer moves in. This does nothing but push house prices higher and higher."

"Our community facilities will rise in a time sequence that will produce minimal financial strain and enable us to keep house prices down."

Single-family houses will range from $21,990 to $25,990. Levitt will offer six models.

**Canada's builders elect new chief**

At 39, Edward L. Mayotte is the new president of Canada's National House Builders Assn., replacing W. G. Connelly. Mayotte was elected by the 3,200-member association at its Ottawa convention. Canada's new builder chief is vice president of Mayotte Construction Ltd., a family company that builds 100 houses a year in Fort Williams-Port Arthur, Ont.

In another development, Edgar J. Benson, 45, has become the Dominion's new cabinet minister responsible for housing. He is also minister of national revenue (Canada's tax office) and president of the Treasury board (Canada's purse-strings).

In his inaugural at the Ottawa builder meeting, Benson recommended abolition of the interest-rate ceiling on all National Housing Act loans, Canada's equivalent of the FHA mortgage. The builders were enthusiastic: they have been asking the same thing for ten years.

*NEWS continued on p. 40*
"In conventional building, slow turnover put a real squeeze on our profits," say Robert Bitner and Robert Van Becelaere.

"Now, with Kingsberry we've nearly doubled our volume and our profits!"

The Kingsberry package paid off with a dramatic upturn of profits for these two experienced builders.

Besides cutting their on-site erection costs 50%, the Kingsberry package included the best materials... materials of a quality unobtainable in their area. Kingsberry helped these builders double their profits with advantages you can have too; Stronger curb appeal, Tight cost control, A great selection of 100 architect designs, Sales-targeted renderings which actually sell homes. And an experienced Kingsberry sales representative working elbow-to-elbow with the builder on promotion, marketing, and finance.

Let Kingsberry go to work for you. We've proved ourselves in over 50,000 homes. Your big upturn of profit could be just a coupon away.

Kingsberry serves leading builders in 29 Midwestern, mid-Atlantic and Southeastern states.

Cut yourself in for higher profits with this coupon. NOW.

Mr. Robert H. Welsh, Director-Marketing / Kingsberry Homes / Department HH-4 / 5096 Peachtree Road / Chamblee, Georgia 30005 / (404) 457-4301.

☐ Please send more information on the Kingsberry program. ☐ Please have your representative call on me.

My interest in Kingsberry Homes is immediate future planning. I have lots developed and lots available for development. During the past 12 months I have built and sold homes and/or apartments.

Name ____________________________
Firm ______________________________
Mail Address _______________________ Phone ____________________________
City__ State__ Zip Code ____________

Kingsberry serves leading builders in 29 Midwestern, mid-Atlantic and Southeastern states.
When you've got something good,

why hide it?

Waste King Universal isn't. We're right in there pitching. Ads in Look, House & Garden, House Beautiful, Better Homes & Gardens, Sunset and Good Housekeeping will capture the attention of over 50 million readers. The ads quickly convey the message that Waste King products are better because they're made in the scientific New West.

There's TV, too. Waste King will be seen on all three networks. And we aren't stopping there! You'll be seeing us regularly in House & Home, Merchandising Week, Supply House Times, Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Business, Contractor, and Kitchen Business.

We know you'll find all this can be profitable for you. After all, why shouldn't it be, now that Waste King is telling millions of your customers we've got the finest products around!

Waste King also produces America's finest line of gas and electric ranges. And unique, trend-setting Char-Glo® gas broilers.

Waste King Universal Stainless Steel Dishwashers
We were the first to produce a dishwasher with a stainless steel tank that's guaranteed for 20 years. That's right. 20 years.

The famous Waste King Universal Disposers
We're the first to produce 4 million disposers, Why? Because you can't buy a quieter one. At any price. And they're the most completely trouble-free disposers ever built!
The Paneled Bath

Newest selling idea in baths
... exclusive from Formica!

A totally new look is now possible with FORMICA® brand Panel System 202. Smooth surface has no grout lines to get dirty, nothing to chip, crack or crumble.

New wall system package... panels, trim moldings and adhesive... goes anywhere moisture is a problem: baths, shower stalls, laundry rooms and kitchens. It's superior to tile in many ways; has no grout to clean, nothing to crack or replace. No back-and-forth service calls to worry about. Available in 18 fashionable designs, woodgrains and marble patterns. Contact your Formica representative or write Dept. HH-4-8.

Remodeling? FORMICA® Panel System 202 goes over almost any surface as is (even ceramic tile).

There are other brands of laminated plastic but only one

Leadership by design

Formica Corporation • Cincinnati, Ohio 45232 • subsidiary of

CYANAMID
One picture is worth a thousand words.

Beauty, grace, charm, durability. You could go on and on without ever touching upon enough words to fully describe the new Hallmark shingle. It's indescribable.

In the first place, it really isn't a shingle. It's thicker, heavier and more deeply sculptured than any shingle you've ever seen.

And, although many builders insist that it looks like a fine hand-split wood shake, it isn’t. It's fire safe and won't rot, warp, shrink or split. It's truly a new concept in roofing. It combines the deep sculptured beauty of a shake and the long life of a high quality asphalt shingle. That's why many people call it "The shangle."

We'd like to show you, with pictures, what words can't, how Hallmark's deep sculptured beauty in bronzed brown, pewter grey and golden tan, can add extra curb appeal to homes and garden apartments with mansard type roofs. CertainTeed Products Corporation, BA2, Ardmore, Pa. 19003.
50 volunteer architects are working to improve the look of slum neighborhoods in San Francisco

The young architects are working through San Francisco's Community Design Center, organized to bring professional architecture into poorer communities.

Architect Claude Stoller, AIA, of the firm of Marquis & Stoller, organized the center two years ago to improve the slums and to provide internship training in architecture and city planning for young architects working for Bay Area design firms.

"A major social problem for the ghettos is physical environment, which means schools, housing and jobs," says Stoller. "Social agencies help with some problems, but when they come up against physical environment, they bump their heads."

Stoller, a professor at the University of California at Berkeley, set up the center without fanfare or publicity.

"I went to meetings, put notices up and always had night hours. Eventually the word spread, and now the ghetto communities know all about us."

The center has taken on 52 projects. The work includes almost everything from redesigning front porches to planning high-rise towers in Chinatown.

Some of the major jobs:
- An in-depth study of nonprofit, low-cost housing for two Chinatown sites.
- Planned housing rehabilitation for a three-block area of San Francisco's Mission district.
- A study of 11 acres, owned by the city, that will soon be cleared.
- Redesign of a city park that neighborhood groups hope to finance with federal beautification funds.

No competition. Says Henry Schubert Jr., the group's full-time director: "We offer no competition to the professional architect. When we complete feasibility work, we back out and a private firm steps in. So, in fact, we generate work."

Senate votes open housing in watered-down version

An open housing bill to cover 52.6 million dwellings, or 80% of the nation's total, has cleared the Senate and headed for an uncertain fate in the House.

The bill was approved by a vote of 61 to 19 as an amendment to the Administration's civil rights measure. The vote for the rights package was 71 to 20.

The original open housing bill proposed by Senate liberals would have lowered race barriers in 97% of the nation's 65 million units. The compromise, arranged by Minority Leader Everett Dirksen (R., III.), would:
1. Bar bias immediately in the 900,000 apartment units financed under FHA or VA. Single-family homes would be exempt.
2. Expand coverage Jan. 1, 1969, to all large and small apartments, however financed, and to new single-family houses if the builder is selling more than two houses each year. That would cover 19.8 million more units.
3. Ban discrimination after Jan. 1, 1970, in all single-family, owner-occupied homes (including previously exempted single-family FHA or VA homes) if sold through a broker. An owner selling alone could practice discrimination, but he could not mention discrimination in his advertising.

Penalties: Conciliation or suits by U.S. or individuals. No criminal penalties.
Is there anything in the kitchen Tappan doesn’t make?

We don’t make people eat cold meals.
This new Tappan Gallery range has a built-in electric warming shelf.
It keeps food hot for slowpokes and second helpings. Warms plates, too. (A little feature like this can sell a whole house.)

We don’t make a lady clean the oven.
This Tappan Self-Cleaning oven removes all spills and spatter automatically—far better than she could by hand.
No stooping, no scouring. Just set a dial, close the latch and forget it. (Installation? Just slide it in.)

Tappan Renaissance II Range has two big ovens. Available in gas or electric. (We don’t make you disappoint a single prospect.)

Tappan Twin-Temp Refrigerator and Freezer holds a world of food. And has quick-change front panels that let her be creative.

Tappan Reversa-Jet Dishwasher gets dishes far cleaner with 2-way washing action. (We don’t make her rinse them off first.)

Tappan Electronic Range is fast because it cooks with microwaves, not heat. (Would you believe a 5-pound roast in 30 minutes?)

Tappan
Convenience by the Kitchenful
Tappan • 28 Wayne Street, Mansfield, Ohio 44902
One very sound reason for specifying Chrysler Airtemp residential condensing units is...

the sound.

Chrysler Airtemp's residential condensing units are quiet. Their simplified design means easier installation and trouble-free service. Enjoy product superiority in the wide line of Chrysler-engineered Airtemp cooling and heating products. Get all the facts from your Chrysler Airtemp distributor.
This is our new Lady Fair lavatory in vitreous china: Avocado, with gold electroplated fittings. Frankly, we designed it as a shampoo center: that’s why the big, wide basin, the built-in spray arm. But now our test families tell us it makes an ideal baby bath. Pop grabs it for shaving ... the twins use it side by side. Seems it’s a bathroom laundry, too: just the thing for washing out lingerie. One woman writes that she and hubby snack by the bedroom TV—and guess where she rinses the plates! (Wonder if it would take a Volkswagen?)

THE BOLD LOOK OF KOHLER

Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin

KOHLER OF KOHLER
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This modern obelisk of red cedar serves a dual purpose.

Thanks to its rich color and dominant thrusting shape, the front of this church, near Seattle, Washington, creates a striking impression on anyone approaching from the nearby highway.

But the design serves another function, too. Within the church, the soaring vault above the apse is sharply contrasted with the lower ceiling of the congregation area to symbolize the relationship of man to his religion. This effect is emphasized further by light falling through a stained glass window placed in the apex of the apse’s ceiling 72 feet above a free-standing altar.

To enhance the church’s exterior appearance, architect Robert D. Theriault specified red cedar shingles because of their natural beauty, visual warmth, insulation value and, as he puts it, for the “soft skin texture we felt the design shape called for.”

Chances are red cedar can give you exactly the effect your next project demands, too. Why not find out? For more information on Certigrade shingles or Certi-Split shakes, see our Sweet’s Catalog listing 21d/Re, call or write: 5510 White Building, Seattle, Washington 98101 (In Canada: 1477 West Pender Street, Vancouver 5, B.C.)

Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
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Quadrangle.
A touch of the old world that could help sell a new home.

New Quadrangle “indexed” vinyl asbestos tile not only says beauty. It says quality.

The natural stone look of this tile adds to the attractiveness of the whole home. And brings people closer to buying it.

Quadrangle, like many of our other natural look patterns available this year, features disappearing seams. That is, the stone design flows from tile to tile, matching the grout lines and concealing the joints.

Quadrangle adds an elegant touch to model homes.

This new pattern is available in 4 unusual colors that have the truly authentic look of stone. Size: 12” x 12”. Thickness: Standard Gauge.

For more information, contact your GAF/Rubroid Flooring dealer or write to GAF Floor Products Division, 733 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

Ruberoid
We make beautiful vinyl floors.
The "OVERHEAD DOOR" electric is tougher than Jack, Dave, Rick, Mike, and Scott

Don't get us wrong. The "OVERHEAD DOOR" electric is much more than just tough and pretty. It's also the most reliable, convenient garage door there is. But chances are the first thing your prospects will notice about our door is its obvious beauty. The woman of the house will like that. It complements the overall beauty of the home. And the man of the house will doubtless be impressed by its rugged construction. He knows this means dependable

service, longer life.

But the clincher is left for you to demonstrate: the door's built-in convenience. Just put the small portable radio transmitter in your prospect's hand and let him see for himself how wonderfully easy it is to open and close a garage door by just pressing a button. Explain to him that he can operate the door without leaving his car. He'll like that. So will his wife. Suddenly you've sold a door, and a house.

Fully transistorized, portable transmitter opens and closes garage door automatically by radio control from your car.
and as pretty as Linda.

We make doors that can dress up any home you build, regardless of architectural style. They're installed by our own factory-trained door specialists, and are backed up with a full one-year written warranty.

You can choose The "OVERHEAD DOOR" electric with absolute confidence. It's the best garage door in the world.

We ought to know, we invented them a long time ago and we've been improving them ever since. Along the way, we've built the largest nationwide network of door installation experts and distributors to serve you.

Include The "OVERHEAD DOOR" electric in every home you build. It'll prove to be the best salesman you ever had.

Another open and shut case for The "OVERHEAD DOOR".

For more information about the men who stand behind The "OVERHEAD DOOR", please turn the page.
The men standing in back of The "OVERHEAD DOOR" also stand behind it.

These are door specialists. They’re factory-trained, service-minded, and know more about doors than anybody else in the world. They’re the kind of men you’ll be dealing with when you select The “OVERHEAD DOOR”. The door you’ll be dealing with is the best there is, and has been since 1921. The “OVERHEAD DOOR” and electric operator save you time and money because they are installed, warranted, and serviced by your local distributor. Get the one and only original; The “OVERHEAD DOOR”. It will help boost your sales. For complete details contact your local distributor. He’s listed under “OVERHEAD DOOR” in the white pages of your phone book. Or, refer to our catalogue in Sweet’s Architectural File. For more information on what’s behind The “OVERHEAD DOOR” please turn back one page.
This is The Counter That Cooks

Linger a minute. Prospects will. This rangetop from Corning is completely new. No burners. No coils. The surface is flat and smooth and clean. A delight to look at, a delight to cook at. Simple to install.

Cookmates come with The Counter. They are cook and serve utensils made in the Corning tradition, especially for The Counter.

Your prospects will soon see The Counter That Cooks and its Cookmates in national magazines. Return the coupon so you'll know the complete story.

Your kitchens will never be the same again.

Send to Dept. 102, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830.
Please send full information on The Counter That Cooks.

Name
Company
Type of Business
Address
City, State, Zip

CORNING
Two well-planned houses in the lower price brackets

$23,775 MODEL offers 1,433 sq. ft. of living space, plus two completely private outdoor living areas. It is one of about 25 models in the $23,500-to-$27,500 price range being built by Ray Ellison Industries (1967 volume: 688) for the San Antonio market. The price includes appliances, air conditioning, carpeting, fireplace and two paved patios.

The compact plan provides three bedrooms, two baths, a 12'x12' formal living room and a 12'x24' family living-dining area that has a fireplace and sliding glass doors to the rear yard. The covered patio directly off the kitchen and utility room is screened from the street by the two-car garage, and the master bedroom court yard is protected by a high brick wall.

$13,800 MODEL is a relatively new entry in Ellison’s line of 25 models between $11,000 and $23,000. It has 976 sq. ft. of indoor living space, plus two small private courts at the rear.

The covered entrance leads directly into the 12'x24' living-dining area, which has sliding doors to a courtyard behind the one-car carport. The L-shaped kitchen is open to the living area and also has sliding doors that lead to the rear yard. A short hallway leads from the front entrance to the three bedrooms and bath. The master bedroom opens onto a small court at the rear that is screened from the adjacent house by an extension of the side wall.
This year, Independence Day falls on July 5.

Denver will be independent of Colorado.
Miami will be independent of Florida.
San Diego will be independent of Los Angeles.
Baltimore will be independent of Washington.
Houston will be independent of Texas.
And Kansas City will be independent of Missouri and Kansas. On July 5, Life introduces six new independent markets. No longer do you have to pay for a larger area than you really need. You can advertise in these new local markets independently or in combination with any of Life’s 96 other local editions. And on a weekly basis. Now you have new opportunities to support local builders featuring your products. This is the kind of thing you’ve come to expect from Life. What in the world would you do without it?

Life. Consider the alternative.
The culprit: GORSH or GORSLR?

H&H: Thanks a million for exposing "GORSH" (Good Old Reliable Subdivision House) in your January issue, and while you are at it, I wish you would put "GORSLR" (Good Old Reliable Subdivision Lot Regulations) in the line-up, too! In my book, these are the culprits that are really still standing in the way of progress for a better environment.

In the old days (before World War II) GORSLR made sense, because a land developer in those days was only concerned with subdividing land into units of lots for sale to individuals, who in turn needed all those rules establishing uniform setbacks, side yards, lot sizes, etc., but today more and more housing is being built and sold by the developer who starts with the raw land and plans the whole parcel as a unit—a planned-unit development. So now the ground rules need to be changed.

Thanks to the hard work and foresight of NAHB, FHA, the Urban Land Institute and HOUSE & HOME, there has been a veritable revolution in subdivision regulations in the last six years. Here in Southern California, for example, the planned-unit development is an accepted procedure for developers. Almost every one of the 24 municipalities in Orange County, for instance, have adopted some form of PRD, RPD, PUD, conditional-use-permit or density-development ordinance.

So the Good Old Reliable Subdivision House is not really the villain you make her. She was taken down the path by Good Old Reliable Subdivision Lot Regulations. Keep up the great work. Who knows, we may significantly improve the suburban environment yet.

RICHARD R. LETICH, AIA
Richard Leitch and Assoc. Inc.
Newport Beach, Calif.

H&H: Home cites the record

H&H: Recently I have read at least two HOUSE & HOME editorials that simply do not express the correct posture of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. In one such editorial [January] you say, "The HLBB let the S&L industry down in 1966." Perhaps a few facts will enable you to understand more comprehensively just what the situation was in 1966 and why your statement is in error.

In early 1966, when there was already some pressure on the Federal Home Loan banks for increasing advances outstanding at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $6 billion a year. You are aware that we are not a money creating agency and have to go to the market to obtain funds. Even if the market had not tightened severely and had maintained only its early 1966 posture, this pace could not have continued. Furthermore, it became evident that the disequilibrium between rates paid by savings and loan associations and banks and the open market was such that associations faced a serious drain. We advised Congress that we did not have access to the market to obtain the funds to offset this drain, and early in the year we asked for standby authority on rate control and authority for the regulatory agencies of commercial banks to make adjustments to the traditional rate control structure. These requests were not granted until late in the year.

Even so, we did extend a substantial amount of advances. We extended 101 advances in August and October which permitted associations to meet their liquidity requirements. Protecting the

H&H editorial index

HOUSE & HOME'S 1967 editorial index, an eight-page reference guide, is now available.

It includes a cross-reference listing of all subjects covered last year by H&H—115 in all, from acoustics to zoning—plus a combined, chronological table of contents of major articles.

If you'd like a copy of the new index (there's no charge), write to: Reader Service, HOUSE & HOME, 330 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y., 10036.

H&H: policy changes needed

H&H: Your January editorial measures once again the firm attachment you have for the lifestyle of housing—steady access to a reasonably stable supply of money for mortgage financing.

Through the grace of the American saver, building-product manufacturers and distributors must work hard to correct. We must find a way to create mortgage-lending reserves that can be drawn upon when needed so that at least some semblance of order can be maintained under all conditions. It's much too soon to forget 1966, and if these reserves aren't created before we need them, it's too late.

In the Senate's study of "Mortgage Credit" [May 1967], the board of governors of the Federal Reserve System made the following recommendation: "Suggested approaches to reform," stated: "The residential mortgage market—both primary and secondary—should be integrated closely with the general capital market, not isolated from it.

Urging the housing industry to get on with implementing this counsel is precisely what you have done in your editorial comment on the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. It's the ability of the board to obtain funds at favorable rates in the general capital market—as well as its historical role of making funds
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Who lets you tighten up on valuable door installation time?

Peachtree Door Does

NOW...WITH STRATO-FOLD'S NEW UNIQUE FRONT-VIEW ADJUSTMENT

Now more doors can be installed in less time. Because Strato-Fold has made alignment so speedy. The free wrench that comes with every Strato-Fold door turns the new hex-head slotted bolt for fast, front-view horizontal alignment. And the new pivot pin system is bigger, heavier and stronger for perfect vertical alignment.

You know what this means when you have a large number of doors to install. For example, now one man can install 34 4-panel units per day instead of 27. That means you have 7 doors installed free.

SHOWN HERE IS THE REGENCY—New narrow-line 3-inch louvers are uniform width on every door size with matching panel design below. All Strato-Fold doors have 23-gauge steel and beautiful die-cast knobs. Available in six very vogue colors at no extra cost. Choose 6'8" or 8'0" heights. The price? Very reasonable. The Regency is only one of the fine Strato-Fold designs.

STRATO-FOLD

Box 19682, Atlanta 30325 • Manufactured in Elkhart Indiana

PEACHTREE DOOR is the manufacturer of the original reversible sliding glass door in both wood and aluminum.
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No bugs.

Installation "bugs" are minimized with all-aluminum wire screens and screening. That's because of aluminum's rigid strength. Flex a quality-made aluminum screen unit and see what we mean: no corner movement and no center deflection. All-aluminum screens recover their shape rapidly. Go up neat and clean. Won't "bag-out" in the frame.
No bugs.

Screens and screening of Alcoa® Aluminum keep the bugs and rodents out, let the breezes in. But that's not the whole story. All-aluminum screening is provably cleaner, tougher, cooler and flame resistant.

Can't rust, mildew or rot. Is it any wonder seven out of eight homeowners prefer all-aluminum wire screening?

Look for this label on superior screening.
available for housing—that demands this mat-
ter be given serious attention. The FHA system is the only financial agency with capacity
to administer an additional $30 billion in housing credit.

When the money squeeze of 1966 hit, the savings institutions didn't go out of business. They just stopped mortgage lending, and a few months later all was right with the world. It was the builder who went out of business. It was the land developer who accumulated exorbitant interest charges. It was building-
product manufacturers and distributors who missed sales and failed to earn profits. It was housing's labor force that was dispersed. And it was the displaced family who couldn't buy a home.

We agree with you that now is the time for the housing industry to line up en masse to support the change in FHA policy that you have so clearly outlined and urged.

JAMES V. RICE, vice president-finance
Pease Woodwork Co.
Hamilton, Ohio

Oil-and-gas heating

HAM: Your article in the January issue entitled
“This oil-gas-heating system cuts apartment fuel rates 25%” is so naive, so misleading and so highly questionable I cannot help but ob-
serve that you are, in effect, helping to per-
petuate something that is fraud-like in its implications. These are not sour grapes, either.

Let's look at it this way:

Suppose you are an apartment-house owner who has listened to the heady siren song of the utilities: “Burn gas until the temperature goes below 20°, then switch over to fuel oil. Don't worry about supplies of fuel oil; all you have to do is call your local oil man and he'll come running.”

Okay, so the temperature skids down to 10 above. You have to switch over to oil quickly—or pay a very heavy penalty for staying on the gas line—maybe as much as $5 a thousand cu. ft. Suppose the 10° temperature continues for a couple of days, or perhaps it ranges up from zero to 20° for two or three weeks. Next thing you know your limited supply of fuel oil is gone. So you pick up your phone and call a local oil man. No doubt he's running his trucks 18 hours a day taking care of his regular year-round customers. Do you think he's going to forget about them to run over to your place?

Let's look at the economics, too—particu-
larly, that comment that apartment-house owners can save up to 25% with interruptible gas. Hogwash!

LUCO [Long Island Lighting Co.] gas for residential heating is sold on block and step rates—a rather complex formula using thers instead of mcf. The initial block is 200 cf, then after that the next 600 cf will run 39.2¢ per
term (or $3.92 per mcf); the next 600 will run 25.7¢ per term (or $2.57 per mcf), etc., etc.

After you consume 17,300 cf (which costs you almost $300), you finally arrive at the “cheapest” gas rate—15.3¢ per term (or
$1.50 per mcf). At $1.31 per mcf, this means gas is equivalent in price to No. 2 fuel oil at 18.34¢ per gallon. But No. 2 fuel oil is cheaper than that—currently it is running about 16.5¢ per gallon. And don't forget this very, very important point—fuel oil’s prices are fairly consistent month after month, and are determined by competition. Gas bills are computed monthly, so each and every month you have to start all over again and consume

Low-price housing incentive

HAM: If the federal government would per-
mit builders to use up their profits in building
homes for low-income people and only charge one-half percent interest for a serv-
ice fee for a 40-year mortgage—and permit this second use of the builders' profits to be tax free—I am sure that a great majority of builders and Realtors would like to talk to him. —ED

Savings-bank bill

HAM: The savings-bank bill before Congress
[News, Jan.] could result in very p[rofitable] benefits for the homebuilding industry.

In the short run, very few associations will probably be able to “gear up” and use the new
authority. In the long run, however, it is hoped
that the industry will be able to take ad
vantage of the broader lending powers pro
vided by the proposed legislation—and thus
to increase their earnings. This will enable them to compete effectively with the commercial-bank oligopoly.

We certainly do not want to go through another year like 1966, and it seems that the only alternative is to let us lend on short
term-type investments, which have higher liquidity and higher yield.

GEORGE DAVID HANNA JR., executive
director of the Savings & Loan Assn.
Newton, Kan.
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If you could visit the KitchenAid dishwasher factory, we could stop advertising.

The way we make KitchenAid dishwashers is one reason people like to buy KitchenAid dishwashers. If you'd visit our plant, you'd see what we mean.

Take the parts. We choose them as carefully as you choose the materials for the houses you build.

Every part of every KitchenAid dishwasher is subject to inspection. From the racks on the inside to the baked enamel on the outside.

If it's a working part, we make sure it works.
We test the timer. We test the motor.
We test the water pump.
In fact, we test everything that can be tested.
Before a KitchenAid dishwasher leaves the assembly line, it's put through its paces. Every cycle—washing and drying—is checked on every single dishwasher.

Then there's the KitchenAid torture test. We pick dishwashers off the assembly line—at random—and run them continuously, night and day. So that we'll have a good idea how the dishwasher will work years later.

Why do we go to all this trouble? It's simple. We don't want your customers to have trouble with any you install. Or you to have expensive call backs.

And for many builders, this is one of the very best reasons for using KitchenAid dishwashers.

Since you probably can't visit our factory, see your distributor. He'll give you even more reasons why a KitchenAid dishwasher is such a good buy.
Or write KitchenAid Dishwashers, Dept. 8DS-4, The Hobart Manufacturing Co., Troy, Ohio 45373.

KitchenAid
Dishwashers and Disposers
By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and food waste disposers.
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Readers respond to McGraw-Hill's urban-crisis report

"If only for intelligently selfish reasons," businessmen must take steps to help cure the ills that plague U.S. cities.

So wrote the editors of "Business and the urban crisis" (H&H, Feb.), a special report featured in McGraw-Hill's domestic publications. The report called for action by business and industry to provide more jobs, better education and adequate housing for the hard-core poor in the explosive urban ghettos. Here is a small sampling of readers' letters commenting on the report in general and its "Housing" section in particular:

'BEST I'VE SEEN ON THIS TOPIC'
H&H: "Business and the urban crisis" is the best article I have seen on this topic.

Business must pursue a course of massively aiding the slum dweller. This course, as your article points out, is in the enlightened self-interest of business as well as in the common interest of the nation.

I heartily agree that one of the most important steps in attacking the urban slums is implementation of the Model Cities Program. It is my sincere hope that Congress will fund Model Cities to the extent that President Johnson requested.

KENNETH M. CURTIS
GOVERNOR
State of Maine

H&H: ... by far, the best thing of its kind I've ever read. Let's hope it is both widely read and acted upon.

GEORGE C. KIERNAN, president
Eastman Research
Long Island, N.Y.

H&H: ... one of the finest and most accurate summaries of the urban problem. Your section on housing is particularly well done.

CHARLES H. PERCY
U.S. Senator
State of Illinois

H&H: ... It must be a thrill to be part of a company that expresses itself so well and in such an enlightened fashion.

RICHARD L. WEISS, vice president and regional general manager
Levitt & Sons
Chicago

H&H: Would you please send, as soon as possible, 250 copies of "Business and the urban crisis."

BARBARA A. TICE
Community Action Program
Grand Rapids, Mich.

'EXCELLENT, BUT WE DISAGREE . . .'
H&H: We read your excellent report, but disagree with you completely that it is unrealistic to count on cutting costs through new technology.

While it is true, as you stated, that it is unlikely that research will find new materials cheaper than wood, brick, cement and glass, system building has proved, at least with cement, that substantial savings can be made by converting this material through industrialized processes into the finished product, namely the dwelling.

Your statement that it is unlikely that labor practices can be changed in any effective way also applies, in our opinion, only to conventional construction methods. It is in no way applicable to industrialized building, which has proved in many countries to be the only realistic means to give labor guaranteed year-round employment and many other benefits not obtainable in conventional "craft" building.

You rightly point out that for years one innovator after another, often aided by federal grants, has tried to put housing on the assembly line, and that these attempts have failed to cut costs. The reason for this failure has been simply that the objective, to put housing on the assembly line, was never accomplished. It is very naive to assume that technological ingenuity, used in most of these instances, can be a substitute for industrial tools, which is the prerequisite for assembly-line production. The demonstration projects to which you obviously refer, were for such small production runs that it was neither possible to create mechanized production machinery, such as is routinely used in Europe by more than 300 plants, nor to use industrial programming techniques as used in all our mass-production industries.

Our studies of projects on our drafting boards indicate that fireproof housing can be built with savings of 7% of the construction cost, if the shell consists of exterior and interior load-bearing precast concrete walls produced in mechanized plants and assembled using advanced industrial programming techniques. Further savings amounting to another 7% to 8% are possible by integrating the mechanical and electrical systems into an overall system. And, last but not least, there are savings of 5% to 6% of total cost by cutting the construction time of projects in half. This means that there are total savings of at least 20% of construction cost possible through industrialized building—provided that the necessary industrial tools is created.

The defeatist attitude expressed in your report is not helping our over-timid construction industry and government agencies to move ahead toward industrialization, which so far is the only proven answer to the physical aspects of the housing problem.

GUY G. ROTHENSTEIN
AEPAD Inc.
New York City

H&H: I am in full agreement with the majority of views expressed in the report with the possible exception of the pessimistic feeling about a possible technological breakthrough that would substantially reduce low-income housing costs. All in all, you are to be complimented on a job well done.

DANTE B. FASCELL
CONGRESSMAN
State of Florida

$17,000 PER HOUSING UNIT?
H&H: I differ with your analysis of the cost of multifamily houses for low-income families. As recently as four years ago, 3,000 to 4,000 housing units per year were built by private enterprise in the Atlanta metropolitan area at a cost, exclusive of land, of $3,500 to $5,000 for a typical brick two-bedroom unit containing approximately 800 sq. ft. This cost included all plumbing, heating, on-site parking, landscaping, builder's profit and architect's fees.

Financing was readily available at local savings and loan associations, normally with a 15-year payout at an interest rate approximately 1% above that for suburban single-family house loans. Rentals ranged from $45 to $65 per month, typical land cost at that time amounted to $1,000 per unit, and the units were operated profitably without realty tax abatement or any write-down of the land cost.

We are quite frankly at a loss to explain why the so-called experts feel it is necessary to spend $17,000 to $22,000 per unit to construct low-cost housing.

CONR. M. MADDOX 3rd, president
Dargan, Whittington & Conner Inc.
Atlanta

H&H: Your stated prices of from $17,000 to $22,000 for multifamily housing seem unrealistic and very high. I am engaged in the development and construction of medium-priced multifamily housing at a much lesser cost.

JACK B. LOWELL
Jack Lowell Properties
San Diego, Calif.

 Builders who have replaced substandard housing in the big cities where the problem is most acute say 1) the greatest need is for units with three or more bedrooms in buildings over three stories high; 2) to meet that need, to provide adequate amenities (appliances and the like) and to make any profit, the builder has to put a price tag of $17 to $22 a sq. ft. on his product.—Ed

How to trim housing costs
H&H: You stated that "the myth that new technology can cut costs continues to confuse the issue" and that "the shell is the cheapest part, but this is not the whole picture. Labor plus materials plus overhead and profit equals cost."

It is true that savings on bits and pieces are minuscule. It is now possible, however, to break down the physical mass of a high-rise building into modules (rooms or groups of rooms) that can be constructed on the ground. This avoids distribution of skilled trades in the vertical height of a building where no quality controls are possible, all hoisting of materials except finished three-dimensional modules and detailed planning of every joining of materials. Advantages are 1) savings of 50% of construction time, 2) substantial saving of building cost, 3) use of semiskilled and unskilled labor under quality-control conditions to ease the skilled-labor shortage, 4) 50 weeks of employment per year (an increase in some areas of 30%), 5) vast expenditure of housing program with all labor, materials and technology now available. We need no new inventions, processes or machinery.

These concepts are patented by Suspended
Bird Wind Seal "JETS" lay faster, so you'll cut labor costs on every home you build

We called it The Great Shingle Race. Two pros began laying shingles at the same time. One used ordinary shingles with conventional cutouts. The other used new Bird Wind Seal "JETS." It was no contest. The Bird Wind Seal "JET" roof was finished long before the other.

With no cutouts to line up and slow down your applicator . . . with virtually no waste (cutoff pieces can be used on succeeding courses), the remarkable new Bird Wind Seal "JET" shapes up as the most cost-saving shingle you can call for in your specifications.

It's a premium shingle that lays faster, yet costs little more than ordinary shingles. It's ideal for homes — gives a long, uncluttered line to a roof, adds dramatic beauty and size. And indispensable for the big jobs — schools, churches, public buildings, etc.

Get the money-making facts from Bird right now . . . and start earning more profit on every job. BIRD & SON, Inc., East Walpole, Mass. 02032 Dept. HH 48
Structures Inc. in 13 countries and are being developed in three states in this country. For these reasons, we cannot subscribe to a bankruptcy of inventiveness and ingenuity that permeates too much current publication and results in pleas for subsidies.

ELLIOT S. KRANE, president Suspended Structures Inc. San Francisco

For more about reader Gorstine's 3-D modules, see p. 86.—Ed

'Practically a textbook'

H&H: Congratulations on the excellent report­age in your special supplement. For us, it is practically a textbook because we have just organized a corporation to help resolve this crisis in some small way.

Our initial project is the first major urban renewal program to employ the modular hous­ing concept. We have received tentative approval from FHA and sponsorship from the Greater Baltimore Committee.

ELLIOT S. KRANE, president Modular Facilities Inc. Old Bridge, N.J.

See p. 90 for the story of reader Krane's renewal project.—Ed

A builder's 'undiluted effort'

H&H: You are to be complimented for your progressive action in presenting "Business and the urban crisis." There were two points made, however, upon which I would like to com­ment.

First, you indicate that "some new form of government subsidy" is needed to finance the staggering need for potentially profitable low-income housing. We recognize that govern­ment subsidy would bring shelter units within the reach of many people who would otherwise be unable to afford adequate hous­ing. It is our opinion, however, that in the long run the true concept of widespread, low-income housing will only be achieved when the developments are capable of stand­ing on their own merits as a profit-making enterprise. We plan to phase out all of our conventional construction activity in resi­dential subdivisions and devote our undiluted efforts to the intriguing, worthwhile and potentially profitable low-income housing mar­ket.

Second, you indicate that new technology cannot cut costs, that research is unlikely to find cheap, new materials and that labor prac­tices are not likely to be changed in any way. With $24 billion spent in 1967 on research and development in the U.S., it is hard to conceive that the building industry would not benefit—as every other industry has—from a scientific study, application of industrialized methods and utilization of sophisticated tech­nological systems.

While conventional construction systems have served us well in the past, they are not compatible with today's labor conditions, spiraling costs of building products, the need for increased rates of production, and em­phasis on quality, durability, convenience and comfort. Current construction practices con­tinually increase in cost. New construction systems will decrease in cost as they are im­proved and as the volume of application is increased.

Bearing these factors in mind, we plan to initiate a comprehensive research program to develop and apply low-cost construction to the production of low-income housing. We intend to give particular attention to cost-saving design; the use of building materials that offer a proper balance between unit cost, in-place cost and maintenance factors, and the application of labor-saving methods of mate­rial handling and fabrication.

STUART E. PENNER
Delta Building Corp. Virginia Beach, Va.

FHA's 'vast improvement'

H&H: I want to compliment you on "Business and the urban crisis." However, the "Housing" section fails to recognize the vast im­provement the Federal Housing Administra­tion has made in its multifamily processing. Also, there are some inaccuracies which should be corrected.

FHA's 221d3 program, for example, has not "ground to a halt" as your article reported. In fact, in the last half of 1967, FHA received applications under the below-market interest rate program for 230 new projects with some 25,000 dwelling units. During the same period, we issued mortgage insurance commit­ments on 300 projects involving more than 30,000 units, and insured 116 projects with 16,000 units.

The reason given in your article for the supposed lack of popularity of the 221d3 program was "fantastic red tape involved in getting projects through local FHA offices." Experience in New York City was cited as the basis for the statement. There have been cases which have taken far too long to proc­ess. Sometimes this has been due to FHA, and there certainly has been room for im­provement. Other times, however, the delays were attributable to the sponsor or otherwise beyond the control of FHA. The improvement in FHA processing in the last several months and the time limits given sponsors to get underway have resulted in these programs moving forward rapidly. But even before this I believe it is inaccurate to say that it took two years to process a 221d3 project in some New York. No doubt this did happen in some instances due to delays by FHA, the sponsors and others. But there are other examples of very speedy processing. One example makes the point. The below-market interest rate re­habilitation project at 114th St. involving 37 buildings and 457 units was processed from application to start of construction in less than three months in 1965.

On a national basis, a recent survey of 200 multifamily projects indicates an average FHA processing time of less than one year. Under a new processing system recently put into effect at a number of offices we have cut that time in half.

On the subject of rehabilitation, I would like to call your attention to a multimillion-dollar program currently underway with FHA mortgage insurance in the Chelsea-Dor­chester area of Boston. This involves over 2,000 dwelling units scheduled for complete rehabilitation by July 1968—about six months after the program was announced. We agreed to commit for mortgage insurance on this project in about a month's time, and send 700 dwelling units in 32 buildings are now undergoing rehabilitation. Several private de­velopers are participating, including the parent corporation of the Boston gas utility.
Beautiful Shelfmate systems are perfect for application in new homes. By combining units, an infinite variety of wall and floor shelf arrangements, room dividers, islands or displays can be achieved. It's the most appealing way to capture the attention of prospects in your model home!

See your distributor or write us directly.

GRANT PULLEY & HARDWARE CORPORATION 31 High Street, West Nyack, N.Y. 10994 • 944 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90021
In Pittsburgh, Pa., Action Housing Inc. was instrumental in forming a private housing-rehabilitation corporation sponsored by such major companies as U.S. Steel, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Alcoa, Equitable Life Assurance Co., Duquesne Light Co., Koppers Co. Inc., Pittsburgh Plate Glass Industries, Peoples Natural Gas Co. and many others. These companies have subscribed several million dollars to form the profit-motivated corporation which expects to build to a level of rehabilitation of about 1,000 units a year. FHA has already committed to insure the first element of the corporation's initial project.

I believe this is substantial evidence of the interest of private enterprise in rehabilitation as a valuable housing tool and one that can produce a profit.

Many problems remain to be solved in meeting the urban crisis, but the FHA is making a substantial and effective contribution toward this goal.

P. N. BROWNSTEIN, asst. secy.-commissioner
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Federal Housing Administration
Washington, D.C.

FREE GLASS BOOKLET OPENS THE DOOR TO NEW CONCEPTS IN DECOR BEAUTY

Get this exciting new booklet featuring dramatic textures in patterned glass. Actual photographs, many in color, illustrate countless ways to brighten and beautify homes with translucent, light diffusing glass by Mississippi. Plan now to add lustre to living for your clients with Mississippi Glass... the modern material that makes daylight a vibrant, interesting part of any home interior... in every room in the house. Send today. Request booklet, "Decorative Glass". Address Department 9.

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
88 Angelica Street • St. Louis, Missouri 63147
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA

LARGEST DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS

 Needed: 'people of dedication'

H&H: Beneficial Standard Life Insurance Co. has taken a large step in providing low-cost housing via Park Village. We acquired this 70-acre development in the changing community of Compton, which practically borders Watts, immediately following the riots, and it was done with private capital. We rehabilitated 480 dwelling units and contemplated redeveloping with about double the number of units when we were stopped by the high cost of long-term financing. We are now pursuing the development under FHA'S 221d3 because it is only through the below-market interest rate that we will be able to provide the low-cost housing which is so needed.

But equally important, if not more so, is the operation and management of such a housing community. It requires people of dedication who are willing to become involved with the community, its problems and its people—not merely someone in an administrative capacity. We have tried in every way to gain acceptance in the minority community; that we have accomplished this is attested to by the absence of vandalism which so many developments experience.

Our residents at Park Village are happy with us; we are delighted with them and look forward to redeveloping our site to accommodate many hundreds of families who can enjoy living amidst greenery and open spaces.

GERALD I. MALLEN, assistant vice president
Beneficial Standard Life Insurance Co.
Los Angeles

Building codes bar the way

H&H: ... an excellent presentation of the problems facing us. However, the "Housing" section did not touch on the problem of building codes, which in many areas strangle attempts to use new and acceptable building methods and products.

Our company provides financing for housing in seven states and finds staggering differences in construction costs from area to area. These differences are often the result of restrictive building codes maintained by...
For the home buyer who needs to:

- mop up spilled milk
- vacuum a carpet
- wash a window
- dust the drapes
- neaten the furniture
- scrub a floor
- whisk up shavings
- zip up fireplace ashes
- clean the garage
- etc., etc., etc.

What else can you put in a home that'll make people take notice the way a Whirlpool Jack-Vac* does? This different built-in vacuum system offers them conveniences they never imagined... in every room, plus the basement and garage! That's why increasing numbers of builders predict it'll become a standard item in all medium-priced homes within a very few years.

Max Barken of St. Louis installs the Jack-Vac with wet pick-up system in all his homes right now. He's a trend-setter who wants an edge on competition.

In fact, Max Barken, Inc. is installing other high-end-of-the-line Whirlpool appliances, along with the Jack-Vac, in all of the $35,000 to $50,000 homes which it's building in Ridgemoor Forest and other areas around St. Louis. The Jack-Vac has helped to close a lot of deals. And it adds extra profit, too.

Choose either of two types of Jack-Vac. The one with wet pick-up will do everything the regular dry system can... plus all sorts of mopping, washing and scrubbing jobs. After it sucks up liquids, dust, dirt, lint, etc., it carries them to the power unit which is installed in the garage or basement, and then flushes everything down the drain.

Here's something you ought to investigate!
DRIVE FAST
and save money

Drive 16d nails at one blow with Paslode’s new Stallion pneumatic nailing tool

Pending Quick-loading cartridge holds 125 6d box or sinker nails, or 120 1 6d common nails

Safety bottom trip is standard

Now you can drive 16d nails the lowest cost way—with a portable cartridge-fed nailing tool. It’s another Paslode first! The Stallion saves time and effort, eliminates waste of nails, makes every nail count with power to pull boards tight. 4,000 to 5,000 nails per hour is a practical on-the-job speed, including reloading time. For all its power, the Stallion weighs only 11 pounds. It operates on compressed air at 80 to 100 p.s.i.

Drive 8d nails at one blow with Paslode’s 5-years-proved Gun-Nailer® pneumatic nailing tool

The Paslode Gun-Nailer® portable pneumatic nailing tool drives 8d or 6d nails. . . has been proved rugged and dependable in five years of use . . . in cold weather and hot. (The Gun-Nailer was the first of its kind, too). It drives 7,000 nails per hour on the job. It has the power to pull warped boards tight. Yet it weighs less than eight pounds. Operates on air at 80 p.s.i. You can have the nails you need—8d or 6d, common or cooler, regular or galvanized, or screw-type, or ring shank, or acid-etched. They come in sturdy strips of up to 100 nails that load in seconds.

Let us tell you where you can see and try the Stallion or the Gun-Nailer, or both. Or send for literature.

PASLODE COMPANY, DIVISION OF SIGNODE
8080 McCormick Blvd., Dept. HH, Skokie, Illinois
In Canada: Paslode Canada Reg’d, Scarborough, Ont.

LETTERS

DAVMER: Please accept my congratulations on your comprehensive report.

You expressed a desire to hear of action taken by companies and offered the editorial pages of your publication as a forum for an exchange of constructive thinking on the subject. Accordingly, I am delighted to share with you what National Gypsum is endeavoring to do in terms of housing for lower-income families.

Very briefly, National participated in 1967 in the formation of Town Homes Inc. in Columbus, Ohio, which is financed and 50% owned by National, to progressivly rehabilitate dilapidated houses under the discipline of the profit incentive for sale to owner occupants. The first of these is now about to be offered for sale.

WILLIAM D. SAMPLE, director
Corporate public relations
National Gypsum Co.
Buffalo, N.Y.

H&H: For 12 years we have been buying housing that has been condemned or has deteriorated beyond the point of rehabilitation. We have torn these units down and then rebuilt and sold new homes on the same site.

By doing this we have transformed tenant-occupied slum property into tax-yielding, owner-occupied modern housing. This has been accomplished without the disruptions of urban renewal. The houses have sold quickly and profitably. Financing has been provided by a local savings and loan association.

I know this solution of the housing problem would not apply to all cities. However, I did want you to know what we have been able to accomplish here.

EDWIN J. FEHLER JR., vice president
Home Loan Co.
Metro Developers Inc.
Savannah

H&H: There is a great deal of room for state and local government to function in the broad effort to resolve our urban crisis. We in Wisconsin have recognized the problems of metropolitan Milwaukee and are moving forward now to deal with some of the causes for disenchantment, alienation and decay.

One of the most exciting laws passed by the 1967 Wisconsin Legislature creates an indemnity fund to provide reinsurance for private insurance written to cover loans made to finance multiple-unit and other housing in congested urban areas. This new law is designed to encourage private contractors and lending institutions to improve slum-area housing. At the same time, the legislature has enabled Milwaukee to create a housing and urban development authority. The project and programs of this authority will be in slum clearance, blight elimination, urban renewal and housing projects.

WARREN P. KNOWLES
Governor
State of Wisconsin
If you're not a Weyerhaeuser Registered Home® builder, here's the kind of spring promotion help you missed.

(But you don't have to miss the big fall promotion.)

Our spring home selling push starts with a feature in April American Home magazine on a new WRH® home. We call it "the WRH home that can change to meet family needs" promotion.

Big, full-color Weyerhaeuser Registered Home ads will run in both April and May issues of American Home. The 2-page May ad lists WRH dealers across the nation.

In addition, there's local publicity, big local newspaper ads, model home displays and a full-color idea brochure.

And WRH builders around the country are building model homes with a direct tie to this national publicity/advertising/merchandising.

Promotions like these are just one part of the full WRH story. As a WRH builder you get component packages at a stable price from a close-at-hand WRH dealer. New home designs.

As well as 90 per cent mortgage financing at competitive interest rates. And Weyerhaeuser backs every WRH home with a 20-year warranty on all our wood products used in the home, an important benefit to both first and second owners.

Send the coupon for more information on what's in WRH for builders. Just in time for the really big fall WRH promotion.

To: Weyerhaeuser Company
Box B-2851
Tacoma, Washington 98401

Please send me more details on the Weyerhaeuser Registered Home building program, and the name of my nearest dealer.

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________
State ________ Zip ____________
CHEVROLET GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

TRUCK SALE!

CHEVROLET PICKUPS... CHEVY-VANS, TOO!

FLEETSIDE MODELS GS10934 & CE10934

Get more pickup for the price! Get special sale savings on a 1/2-ton Chevy Job Tamer with big 8-foot box, Six or V8 engine, custom comfort and appearance equipment, chrome hub caps, chrome front bumper. Also available at special savings: power steering and power brakes; 292 Six engine and 4-speed transmission; 396 V8 and automatic 3-speed transmission; Soft Ray glass, air conditioning and radio.

MODELS GS11005 & GS11305

Get more delivery van for the money! See your Chevrolet dealer for special sale savings on the spacious Chevy-Van 108 with 108" wheelbase and 256 cu. ft. of cargo space... or the Chevy-Van 90 with 90" wheelbase and 209 cu. ft. inside. If you buy now, you can get special savings on either model equipped with big 230-cu.-in. Six engine, chrome hub caps, chrome bumpers, custom equipment, front stabilizer bar, left and right side West Coast mirrors. So buy your new delivery van now!... Chevrolet Division of General Motors, Detroit, Mich.

Celebrating 50 years of truck-building progress with special sale savings. See your Chevrolet dealer now!
**If you’re not going to kiss us, don’t keep us standing on tiptoe**

Boy, you can really tell this is an election year. The old pros are already pounding hard down the campaign trail hollering about how they’re going to change the world—would you believe in ten years? Hardly anyone seriously thinks President Johnson can get even half of what he proposed in his housing message to Congress (see p. 5). But if he can get just half, the benefit to our cities, as well as the housing industry, will be tremendous.

Not to be outdone by the President, Governor Rockefeller of New York (“I will only run if drafted”) proposed a plan last month for a super-duper Urban Development Corp. Rockefeller’s UDC would have the power to move into any city without invitation from local authorities, to condemn property and to create industry and housing wherever it chose. It would be exempt from local real estate taxes but would reimburse the locality for 50% of the tax loss. And, *mirabile dictu*, it could ignore local building and zoning codes.

The amazing thing about Rockefeller’s proposal is the straight-faced assurance by a handful of legislative leaders that it has a chance of passage in the state legislature. Of course, everyone knows it doesn’t have a Chinaman’s chance if it’s submitted as proposed to the legislature. But, like the President’s plan, it is the sort of golden-throated, bellowing promise that campaigns are built on.

The campaign action goes like this: When the Senate and the House start whacking off big chunks of the Johnson proposal it is glaringly apparent to the voting public that Congress, not the President, doesn’t want to house people adequately and make their cities beautiful. And when Rockefeller’s Urban Development Corp. is turned down in Albany, the legislature is the bad guy—Rockefeller was simply trying to help the cities.

All this is not to say that the President’s housing message and the New York Governor’s UDC plan don’t have merit. Both, in fact, are just the sort of thing that we need as a nation and an industry. But Johnson and Rockefeller are well aware that the body politic moves only a step at a time—it never leaps forward. They also know that, aside from creating an image of good guys in white hats, they are implied or inferred, just won’t be delivered—and all rational men know it. In other words, the promise often assumes the aspects of a cruel baiting of the victim, who was to have been the recipient of all the goodies.

No one would deny that the U.S. needs to produce at least 2½ million housing units a year for the next decade—a volume the President vigorously espouses. But that much production is unlikely while we have other imperatives, like the war in Vietnam, which chew up so much of our national fiscal resources.

In a campaign mood, the White House could not resist labeling the President’s housing message a $10.3 billion plan, a bit of hyperbole which went all but unnoticed by most of the nation’s press. Actually, $4 billion of that total is for already authorized HUD and OEO programs. So the message only called for $6.34 billion in new authorizations over the next five years.

In another flight of campaign fancy, the President pushed the cash-flow debenture for new towns. This is really a minor restructuring of FHA’s Title X, which has not really gotten off the ground. The only real difference between Title X and the cash-flow debenture is that the President’s scheme spells out specific dollar amounts and the debenture, or bond, gets the developer off the mortgage hook, a hook that always makes the borrower less attractive in the capital markets.

There are two things—both ignored by the housing message—which militate strongly against Title X and cash-flow debentures. First, no one has been able to develop a profitable new town, unless it’s simply a bedroom community serving a major city. Second, the housing message stipulated that, where the cash-flow debenture is used, the development must have a mixture of subsidized and free-market housing. So far at least, this idea, too, has not been workable. And it’s quite likely that the cash-flow bond would never cover the time the developer would have to take (maybe decades) to complete and fill his project.

Meanwhile, back at the state level, where campaign promises are actually heard all across the country, Rockefeller’s UDC is perhaps a long-range ideal but certainly not a short-range, workable tool. True, something like a UDC should be created to handle urban problems in cities that will not, or cannot, do so themselves. But every member of the New York State Legislature owes his job to the folks back home. So it could be political suicide for most legislators to back a UDC that could ride roughshod over hometown wishes.

Many of New York State’s mayors have said they like various features of the UDC; they are understandably doubtful, however, that various provisions of the plan are workable or even constitutional. We think they’re right. UDC is basically a good idea, but to work it must involve the local political power structure, or it will simply become another promise which in effect baits its victim, the cities.

—RICHARD W. O’NEILL
Mix together prime location, a tasteful blend of old and new design, and just the right amount of luxury and you have a highly profitable formula for . . .

**Skimming the cream off today’s rental market**

On the following ten pages you will see four examples of this formula in action. They are rental projects ranging in size from 21 to 400 units; their units rent for as much as $600 and average over $300; and, thanks to a high degree of excellence in planning and design, all have found enthusiastic acceptance from both tenants and the communities in which they were built.

High-rent apartments are obviously more expensive to build, and they require the best possible site (says one builder: “I would never try to upgrade a mediocre location with an expensive project”). But they offer compensating advantages:

*They attract permanent residents*—usually wealthy empty-nesters and younger executives—rather than transient families. So while they may rent slowly at first, once filled, they stay that way. *They bring almost no children of school age into the community*—an important point in rezoning situations (see p. 84).

*They require less upkeep* because 1) tenants are older and less active, 2) there are fewer children and 3) tenants are usually used to living in expensive houses, hence are meticulous about maintaining—and indeed, improving—their home.

The owners of all four of these projects are convinced that the market for high-rent apartments is growing rapidly. It seems reasonable to conclude that the ever increasing numbers of older people who seek quiet, maintenance-free living are just as willing to rent as to buy if—and it’s a big if—they can find an apartment project that fills their needs and their desires.

Equally important, the higher-class and usually apartment-leery areas in which these units must be built can be persuaded to accept rental projects—if they are well enough done to be a real asset to the community.

Starting on the next page, you will see four projects that meet these requirements very well indeed.

---

**WATERFRONT APARTMENTS** in Massachusetts rent for up to $515. Project is shown on p. 74.
Just the right balance between tradition and newness made this waterfront project possible

Had the design—a blend of New England shingles and contemporary shapes—been less excellent, Glover's Landing probably could not have been built.

Marblehead, Mass., is an old, wealthy and conservative community; the thought of 114 rental units on one of its best sites (formerly occupied by a resort hotel) aroused considerable opposition. And while no zoning change was necessary, the town did consider condemning the land for a municipal park.

So Robert Brainerd, managing trustee of Glover's Landing Trust, which had bought the site, set up an architectural competition. Chapman & Goyette, a Cambridge firm, produced the winning design; the town, particularly planning officials, liked it; opposition eased; and the project went ahead.

The design also proved to be a key to financing. Equitable Life Assurance agreed to a healthy $20,000 average per unit, and added this comment:

"Had the project been pure colonial, we wouldn't have made a loan; nor would we have approved this design in any other location. But this design on this particular site is perfect."

Rents range from $155 for a one-bedroom apartment to $515 for a three-bedroom townhouse right on the water. The project is about 60% rented (the most expensive units went first) and units are now being rented at the rate of two a week—"a bit ahead of schedule," says Brainerd.
HIGH-RENT UNITS are on a rocky point jutting into Marblehead harbor. Rising land behind them allows many other units to enjoy the view.

BALCONIES overlook fieldstone retaining walls above beach. Typical two-bedroom units rent for from $240 to $375, depending on their view.

SITE PLAN groups highest-priced units and community areas around a private beach. Each unit has one parking area, and there are extra guest spaces.

PARKING is kept on lowest possible level so as not to interfere with view. There are also garages (site plan right), but they have not rented well.

continued
The blend of old and new is carried all through Glover's Landing

Photos: Charles L. Norton

MODEL APARTMENT is furnished to match the exterior design of the project. Living room (top photo) and library or second bedroom (center) are strongly traditional. But the master bedroom (bottom) has a Japanese flavor. (Rationale: Sea captains brought oriental style back from their voyages.)
STRAIGHT WALKS (left) echo simple lines of the buildings themselves. Drawings above show typical one-, two- and three-bedroom apartments.
Here's a small apartment project designed to fit into a corner of a high-priced subdivision

The apartments represent a distinct departure for Lincoln Development Corp. of Lincoln, Mass. Normally, the company sticks to developing land for expensive single-family houses (at this project, two-acre lots sell for up to $20,000). But two reasons tempted Lincoln to try its hand at rental units:

1. Although Lincoln is a popular area with executives and wealthy empty-nesters, there are no apartments at all in the town.
2. One four-acre part of the 95-acre development—next to the property line on one side and well screened from abutting house lots—was ideal for apartments.

Architect Edward Collins II was asked to design 21 units that would 1) not hurt neighboring house-lot sales, 2) provide efficient living and 3) retain the line and feeling of colonial farmhouses. Collins produced the units shown here; they rent at from $215 to $450, and have proven equally popular with empty-nesters and younger executive families who want to live in the area but aren’t quite ready to buy or build their own home.

Says Robert J. Gustavson, vice president and general manager of Todd Pond: “We still aren’t sure if we’ll hold the apartments or sell them. But they’re proving profitable now, and if we do sell them later we’ll be able to share in the appreciated value of the project.”
LIVING ROOM of typical apartment features brick fireplace, full wall of shelves and cabinets, and big window.

ONE- AND TWO-STORY UNITS are sited close to pond (land plan, above). Trees in background maintain the apartment area's privacy.

continued
This riverside project convinced two towns that high-rent apartments can be community assets

The first town is Essex, Conn., where the project—Heritage Apartments—is located. Essex is a well-heeled, semi-retirement area that tends towards snobbery; no apartment project had ever been built there, and there were cries of outrage when Paparazzo Development Co. announced it would put up 104 units, renting for $195 to $235, on 14 prime acres overlooking the Connecticut River.

But there were no zoning laws to stop the job, so Paparazzo went ahead. Architect Joseph Stein settled on a modified gambrel-roof style and sited the buildings so that there was lots of open space.

"Now," says Henry Paparazzo, head of the company, "it's the prestige address in town. The majority of our tenants are older people who don't want to keep up a house—many go south in the winter. There are few children, and almost no turnover."

The second town is Simsbury, Conn., a wealthy Hartford suburb, where Paparazzo is now starting a 121-unit project with rents of from $200 to $350.

"It's a beautiful 21-acre site that had been held off the market for years," says Paparazzo. "People were afraid of what would be built there, and they wouldn't sell to us either—until we brought some of them down to Essex and showed them Heritage Apartments. That convinced them."
ENTRANCE SIDE of buildings faces drive, far left. Patios are at rear.
This big project offers proof that the high end of the rental market is growing steadily stronger

Four years ago, Georgetown seemed like something of a gamble. The site had definite assets—25 rolling and wooded acres near an interstate highway in Merriam, Kan.—but it was 15 minutes from the center of Kansas City, and by local standards, this was out in the boondocks. Further, the rents seemed high for this location: from $155 to $350, with two-bedroom, two-bath units averaging about $300.

As it happened, the project hit its market on the nose. The last of the 394 units is just being completed, and supply has consistently run behind demand. Indeed, the market for the more expensive units proved so strong that Ernest J. Straub, who built the project as a joint venture with J. C. Nichols Co., switched signals last year. He replanned his last few buildings so that, instead of one- and two-bedroom units and efficiencies (top drawing, opposite page), they include three-bedroom apartments that rent for up to $600.

"These wouldn't have rented well two or three years ago," says Straub, "but the market is growing at the upper end. We find that almost all tenants who take these $300-and-up apartments have moved out of houses; and they wouldn't have moved unless they'd found a place to live like Georgetown."

Straub feels so sure this market is here to stay that—on his own—he is planning another apartment project with most units in the $300 range.
COMMUNITY AREA includes pool, putting green and game courts. Clubhouse holds saunas, indoor pool, billiard rooms, cocktail lounge and gym.

COLONIAL DESIGN, similar to Georgian buildings in Williamsburg, Va., is the work of the architectural firm of Linscott, Kiene & Haylett.
How to explode the myths of apartment zoning

The myths—ranging from "Our school budget can't stand apartments" to "We don't want that kind of people in town"—are not new. But the need to refute them grows every day. Here's why:

The rental market is about to take off. A wave of young marrieds—expected to peak in the early 1970s—is beginning to look for housing. These couples, as a group, can't afford a house yet and are highly mobile (few stay in one place more than a year). If this demand is to be met, multifamily construction, which includes apartments, must rise from its current 37% of the total market to about 45% in 1972.

The big increase in apartment construction will take place in smaller cities and towns. Big cities have, for the most part, accepted apartments, and rezoning is generally a matter of specific sites. But smaller communities are a different story. Many have seen little or no apartment building in recent years, so the impact of a proposed rental project is much greater. And municipal officials tend to be far more sensitive to both the quasi-logical and the emotional resistance that often springs up.

It is in this area that "Arguments for Apartment Zoning"*, a 60-page report by Lee A. Syracuse, director of NAHB's Land Use and Development Dept., can be of enormous help to apartment builders. Syracuse learned the problems of apartment rezoning through prickly experience (box, facing page), and he has concluded that hard facts are the best weapons with which to combat the misinformation and hysteria that so often arise. His report is 1) a compilation of studies made to determine the effects of apartments on communities, 2) excerpts of key portions of those studies and 3) a bibliography for builders who might want complete copies of the studies. And there is also advice (including lengthy excerpts from two articles in HOUSE & HOME) on how to present cases to a zoning board.

Since the myths are the biggest roadblocks to apartment rezoning, Syracuse's report takes the five most prevalent ones and shows how they can be exploded. Here are some of his arguments:

Myth No. 1: Apartments don't pay their own way

Not so, says Syracuse. In fact, "apartments not only pay their way in taxes to the community but, in an overwhelming number of cases, contribute monies above and beyond what it costs the local community to service them."

Two examples from the report bear this out:

1. A study made in Windsor, Conn., (by Syracuse himself) showed that a 115-unit apartment project produced almost $32,000 in annual tax revenue (all but $3,500 in real estate taxes) and took back from the town less than $16,000 a year in services.

2. A study made in Fairfax County, Va., showed that garden apartments brought in an average of $245 per unit per year, and cost their municipalities an average of $183 per unit per year—a surplus of $62 per unit. And high-rise units did even better, producing an average surplus of almost $100 per unit.

Even these figures, says Syracuse, don't tell the whole story. It is usual to allocate costs of roads and parking to individual apartment units on the same basis as to houses, even though such areas in an apartment project are privately owned and maintained. Furthermore, the apartments require far less road per unit: Syracuse quotes a study which shows that while 140 single-family houses will exact road costs of $4,000 per year, 140 apartment units will cut this figure to $400 per year.

Myth No. 2: Apartment children will crowd school facilities

Community concern over schools is understandable; two-thirds of the typical municipal budget goes for schools. And since the taxes on a new single-family house are seldom enough to pay for the education of the children who are likely to move in, it seems logical that an apartment unit, with a much lower taxable value, would create an even greater financial imbalance. And it seems equally logical that apartments would attract families seeking bargains in education.

In practice, however, this apparent logic does not hold up. The reason, says Syracuse, is that apartments are generally rented by single people, young families with preschool children, and older couples. Hence the impact of, say, 100 apartments on a school system is vastly different from the impact of 100 single-family houses.

As proof, Syracuse cites his own Windsor study. He found that the 115 units (21 one-bedroom and 94 two-bedroom) put just 15 children into the school system. By contrast, had the ten-acre site been developed with 20 single-family homes, according to averages taken from nearby subdivisions, it would have produced 1½ school children per house, or a total of 30.

Further, the cost of education varies widely with the level of schooling: In Windsor, says Syracuse, the net cost per year for an elementary pupil was $204; for a junior high pupil, $344; and for a high school pupil, $400. By applying these costs to the average number of children at each level per apartment unit, and comparing them on the same basis to children in new single-family houses, Syracuse found that the cost of education for an average apartment was $35, vs. $387 for an average single-family house.

Two other factors have a strong effect on the school load produced by apartments: the number of bedrooms and the rental range. Two examples from Syracuse's report:

1. A study of a New Jersey garden-apartment project showed...
that efficiency units produced no pupils, one-bedroom units pro-
duced .03 pupils per unit, two-bedroom units produced .39 pupils
per unit and three-bedroom units produced one pupil per unit.
Obviously, then, the mix of an apartment project will be of great
concern to a municipality.
2. A survey made in Montgomery County, Md., showed that
luxury apartments produced .02 pupils per unit, so-called standard
apartments produced .15 pupils per unit, and "family" apartments
produced .33 pupils per unit. Conclusion: the higher the rental
range, the lower the school load.

Finally, Syracuse points up a key conclusion from the New
Jersey study: Apartment occupancy is restricted to a particular
stage in the family cycle. As apartment families grow older and
larger they move into conventional homes, so the school load
from the apartments tends to remain the same.

Myth No. 3: Apartments bring 'social sludge' into town

"This type of argument," says Syracuse, "many times becomes
part of a whispering campaign and, while rarely stated publicly
at an open hearing, could snow-
ball into the real reason an apart-
ment development is rejected by
the municipal fathers."

The fact is, according to the re-
port, the only significant differ-
ence between apartment and sin-
gle-family-home dwellers is age—
the majority of apartment tenants
are young. Syracuse cites a study
that breaks down the occupations
(professional, managerial, sales,
supervisory, clerical, laboring,
etc.), of residents in an apartment
project and in a nearby single-
family subdivision, and compares
the percentages in each category.
The results are surprisingly simi-
lar; if either type of housing en-
joys a "status" edge, it is the
apartment, with slightly higher
percentages in managerial, sales
and supervisory jobs.

Says Syracuse: "The apartment
should be looked upon as a serv-
ice to the community, providing
homes for the young who are as
yet unable to purchase a . . .
house, and . . . to older couples who no longer require the space
of a single-family house after their children marry and leave
home."

Myth No. 4: Apartments will drop property values

Not true, says Syracuse, providing—and here he lays the re-
sponsibility on the developer's doorstep—the project is well con-
ceived and executed. If it is, it will enhance the value of the
neighborhood, and the increased density brought by the apart-
ments will also boost the value of nearby commercial property.

The question of decreased property values arises, Syracuse be-
lieves, because townpeople are all too familiar with the bland
designs of public housing projects found in many cities, and with
the cheap speculative apartment projects that sprang up during the
early '50s. If no apartment projects have been built in a town in
recent years, residents may not realize that something far better
is possible.

Syracuse offers this advice on the two main elements of a proj-
ect:
1. Design: It should be interesting, and "every attempt should
be made to provide the apartment development with the same
residential quality as its single-family neighbors."
2. Site planning: Play areas for small children and recreation
areas for older ones are important, particularly if there are no
nearby municipal parks. "If possible, cluster the buildings around
a core of open space, with roadways and parking on the periphery
. . . allowing children to move from their homes to the playground
in safety."

As a clincher, Syracuse suggests that the developer get the lead-
ing real estate man in the area to testify that the project will not
have a deleterious effect on prop-
erty values.

"Such a man has a reputation to
protect," says Syracuse, "and
everyone knows he cannot be
bought. In my experience, the
reputable realtor will testify for
the apartment development in
good faith if the design, land-
scape and traffic control have
been given proper consideration."

Myth No. 5: Apartments will crowd our highways

The best way to combat this ar-
gument, Syracuse believes, is to
retain a traffic engineer. This will
insure that the project makes sense
from a traffic point of view and
will also give the developer the
expertise necessary to deal with
the kind of misinformation that
often comes out at hearings.

(But, he adds, remember that
the engineer's jargon can also be
misleading if not correctly inter-
preted. For example, when he
talks about a family generating
eight trips a day, this includes not
just trips to and from work, but
all stops along the way.)

Syracuse points up two key
facts about apartment traffic:
1. The higher the density of an
area, the fewer automobile trips
a day are made by the average family. A Chicago transportation
study showed that a house on a 10,000-sq.-ft. lot generated an
average of nine trips a day, while an apartment, with 600 sq. ft.
of land as its share, generated only four trips a day.
2. The more cars in the family, the more trips a day the family
makes. In his Windsor study, Syracuse found that apartments pro-
duced one car per family, single-family houses, one and a half
cars per family.

Finally, Syracuse offers an answer to the oft-raised argument
that a particular road is too narrow or winding to handle traffic
from a proposed development.

"Seldom have I heard the argument that the road is unsafe for
all traffic and should have been widened and strengthened years
ago. If the road is not corrected the apartments cannot be built,
but if the apartments are not built, the road most likely will not
be safe for years to come."
Stackup housing: What are its

If stackup doesn’t succeed, lack of effort won’t be the reason. Most major building-materials manufacturers are putting money into stackup research. The entire mobile-home industry is pushing stackup. Dozens of new companies have been organized to build stackup prototypes. And FHA experimental-housing grants are encouraging stackup. Some of the first stackup tryouts are scheduled to start in a few weeks. There may be some winners. But the real question is: Will there be any takers? Stackup’s supporters say it will shake up the homebuilding industry. Stackup’s critics say it may be a way to house poor people but won’t make sense to homebuilding in general. To see where stackup stands now—and where it might go tomorrow—start reading below.

So much effort, money and hope have been thrown into stackup housing that its success seems inevitable.

Hope is strongest among government housing officials. They are gambling on stackup to produce the six million new housing units in ten years that President Johnson has called for in the urban slums.

Hope is also strong among mobile-home manufacturers. They feel they have exactly what it takes—in production equipment and practical experience—to make stackup housing work.

Materials manufacturers are sponsoring stackup research in the hope of being in on the ground floor when and if stackup proves feasible.

Stackup has not had a real tryout yet. The random-stacked concrete boxes of Habitat ’67 (H&H, July ’66), a highlight of the Canadian World Exposition, were not a fair test because of high-cost production and engineering complications. And the stacked concrete boxes used by H. B. Zachry Co. to build a San Antonio hotel (H&H, Feb.) were a rush job demanded by another World’s Fair.

But now tryouts are about to start.

Within the next few months several stack-up prototypes, in the works for two years or more, will be built around the country. A partial listing:

1. Three-story apartments made of 12’ x 30’ steel boxes stacked around a 12’-square plumbing core (see p. 88). Housing Research Inc., the designer, will set up a 12-unit prototype at Michigan City, Ind. Anticipated cost minus land: from $8 to $9 a sq. ft. Special features: The boxes can be stacked as high as six stories, will adapt to irregular terrain without expensive foundation work and specifications.
chances?

make them suitable for a No. 2 fire zone.

2. Two-and-a-half-story townhouses made of stacked 12' x 40' wood boxes (see p. 90). Modular Facilities Inc., the designer, expects to fly six of these into Baltimore by helicopter—possibly moving 2½ stories per load. Anticipated cost minus land: from $8 to $9 a sq. ft. Special features: The boxes are made of lightweight materials like honeycomb sandwich panels and will include lightweight products like molded-plastic bathrooms.

3. Low-rise apartments made of stacked 12' x 36' expansive-concrete boxes. Conrad Engineers, the designer, will build a 26-unit prototype in Richmond, Calif., using a shrinkage-compensating cement made by Chemically Prestressed Concrete Corp. Anticipated cost: not available. Special features: Walls will be only 2" thick and floors and ceilings just 4" thick, so each box will weigh only 15 tons.

4. One- and two-story townhouses made of stacked 12' x 56' wood boxes with fold-out roofs (see p. 92). Glen Development Co. will set up 104 of these rental units in Amherst, Mass., trucking the boxes from a Virginia assembly plant. Anticipated cost: about $10 a sq. ft. Special features: The units have an unusual contemporary design—steeply pitched roofs and two-story-high living rooms—that is unidentifiable with stacked-box housing. Reason: The townhouses were originally designed for conventional construction and adapted directly to modular-box prefabrication with no major design change.

Every building material will get a tryout in the stackup housing race. Not far off are filament-wound reinforced fiberglass boxes, says modular-box architect Robert Martin Engelbrecht. And Borg-Warner
Corp. has hired a plastics-engineering company to try making stackup housing out of thermo-formed plastic sheet, creating boxes that may include molded-in sofas and kitchen cabinets. The model is a new camper molded of plastic skins laminated to a urethane-foam core and marketed by Ford Motor Co.

Different schools of stackup technology are competing, too. One of the sharpest departures is the hanging-box system of Suspected Structures Inc. Instead of stacking boxes on top of one another, Suspected Structures will hang them from the top of a utilities-and-elevator tower by cables and rods (model at far right and drawing on pp. 86-87). This method permits 1) a wide choice of structural materials and designs because the boxes are non-loadbearing, 2) economical land use because of the compact footings and 3) simplified hoisting because the lifting equipment is installed at the top of the tower. The system will be used to add a three-story wing to a hospital at the University of Michigan.

Right now stackup housing's most vociferous promoter is the mobile-home industry

A year ago the Mobile Homes Manufacturers Assn. (MHMA) produced an 80-page proposal—"New Housing Systems Concepts"—on adapting mobile homes to multi-story building systems.

Their proposals boil down to two basic methods: direct stacking and stacking within a frame. The frame system appeals to the manufacturers because it gets rid of loadbearing problems and might help retain the mobile home's mobility. Says Richard Beitler, MHMA's director of land development: "Our $10,000 modular units could be replaced with new ones whenever a family wished to change decor and appliances. Eventually, when these structures become standard in major metropolitan areas, a businessman could ship his modular home to another community and place it in a similar high-rise rather than bothering with buying a conventional home and selling the old one." Needless to say, MHMA's frame system is still on the drawing boards.

So far, the mobile-home people have progressed no further than two-story stackup. Their most notable project—by Magnolia Homes—went up in Vicksburg, Miss., a few months ago. Stacked wood boxes, lining two sides of a street, provided minimal low-income housing for $8,000 per family. The idea wasn't new: Similar two-high units had already been used for housing at remote construction sites and ski resorts.

Fixed-site housing poses production problems for mobile-home manufacturers. It forces them to beef up their basic boxes to meet building codes and structural requirements that don't apply to mobile homes. This means manufacturing-line changes that amount to a wholesale retooling.

Mobile-home manufacturers are also not equipped to deal in building systems. Their basic product is a merchandising package rather than a construction component.

Only a few specialty plants are equipped to adapt mobile homes to stackup

Specialty manufacturers usually have two kinds of assembly lines. In addition to equipment that turns out standard mobiles with 2x2 framing and sheet-metal siding, they have facilities for relocatable classrooms, office buildings, sectional houses and similar structures requiring 2x4 studs and other conventional-size building materials.

One such manufacturer is Guerdon Industries. Its Magnolia Homes division, besides making the Vicksburg boxes, is also producing the Amherst townhouses for Glen Development.

Housing Research's steel boxes in Michigan City are being manufactured on a special short-run assembly line operated by a mobile-home manufacturer for sectional classrooms. Says the steel-box designer, Ronald Goodfellow: "There aren't many mobile-home manufacturers who could adapt to our steel-module system. Their managerial and marketing structure just doesn't lend itself to this. It won't be easy for mobile-home companies to get into urban multifamily work."

Goodfellow's point is echoed by Alan Glen of Glen Development. Glen says he got no response when he asked several large mobile-home companies to consider prefabbing his townhouses.

But Glen feels that specialty companies like Guerdon could contribute a great deal to fixed-site housing. His modular-box townhouses contain building materials, appliances and fixtures that would have been too costly for the modestly priced units without Guerdon's large-volume buying power. Glen also likes the consistent quality of assembly-line production and the fact that his units can be assembled and stockpiled while streets and foundations are being built.

In fact, Glen is so completely sold on modular-box housing that he has two more projects in the planning stage.

"Mobile-home people have the ability to do any kind of residential design," he says, "but they'll have to be pushed into building to other people's specs. If they ever get married to top-notch housing..."
involves all construction materials and many price ranges

STEEL BOXES stacked on masonry walls to make 1,500-sq.-ft. townhouses were shown at a Toronto home show last year. But the system has yet to appear in the market.

SUSPENDED BOXES (shown in scale model of Suspended Structures Inc.) permit wide choice of structural materials because they are nonloadbearing.

systems like this are offshoots of mobile-home technology

STACKED-UP CLUSTERS of living units and utility core can extend from two to six stories in endless chains, permitting up to 40 families per acre.

WRAPAROUND PLAN for proposed $8-per-sq.-ft. apartments uses bathroom-utility core and outside stairways. Designer: Housing Research Inc.

STEEL BOX combines column-and-rail frame and interlocking steel-panel walls. The unit can be manufactured on a mobile-home-type assembly line.
architects, they can produce an outstanding product."

Some mobile-home manufacturers have found a way to forestall facing the problems of fixed-site housing. Beefed-up mobile homes—called "interim" housing—are being sold to big cities for use in renewal and rehab areas. They provide quick shelter for families temporarily displaced while their conventional living quarters are being replaced or remodeled. Examples:

1. Ritz-Craft Corp. of Shamokin, Pa., sold 30 mobile homes to the City of Chicago for use by tenants of 144 apartment units that U.S. Gypsum Co. is remodeling. The interim homes meet basic building codes. They have fire-resistant walls and ceilings, fire-escape doors and fire-alarm systems. And they are completely furnished, so the tenants—who will occupy them for three or four months—need only bedding and cooking utensils.

2. Atlanta is planning to buy 60 beefed-up mobile homes as interim housing for people whose homes will be torn down for public housing complexes.

3. Washington, D.C., will buy an unspecified number of interim-housing units for several renewal areas.

Stackup housing is supposed to cost less than conventional housing—but does it?
The savings are assumed to lie in assembly-line efficiencies, lower-cost labor and shorter job time. So when stackup-housing people discuss the merits of their systems, they usually talk in terms of $10, $9, $8 and even $7 a sq. ft.

But these low-cost figures rarely include land, taxes and the other costs of conventional housing. And they rarely include plant overhead and engineering costs.

The lowest construction figures are based on high-volume production runs of one-of-a-kind boxes that would permit heavy use of computers and automated assembly equipment. These boxes offer few amenities and are geared exclusively to families with substandard incomes. The higher construction figures come close to the cost of conventional housing when the job is totaled up.

Stackup's true costs are not yet known. And people who dwell on them are being shortsighted.

If modular-box building systems do prove to be the magic formula that creates six million urban housing units in ten years, the reason will be only indirectly related to construction costs. Instead, their high degree of standardization would:

1. Simplify job engineering and programming so that projects could get started faster than with conventional construction.

2. Speed up official okays because stock-module systems could be approved by model number.

3. Give housing authorities better control over massive projects by drastically reducing the variables.

4. Reduce the length of time that displaced tenants are without permanent housing.

Modular-box construction—like any other comprehensive building system—should be a more efficient way to build because one team has responsibility for design, components and construction.

But few of these teams exist today. One example is the Modular Facilities design and production group, set up just last fall to produce the Baltimore townhouses (right). It combines Eastern Portable Building Products Corp.; Joseph Nelson, ASLA architect; Jack Daft, ASLA landscape architect; M-G Associates, design consultants; a public relations man and a lawyer. President Elliot Krane, former advertising manager of a mobile-home trade magazine, was the catalyst who brought the group together.

Another example is the group that produced Alan Glen's townhouses. Says architect Tiffany Armstrong: "This was truly a team effort. The architects worked on an even plane with the developers, the prefabricators and FHA directors to produce the final project. Each group added its critical knowledge and enthusiasm."

FHA experimental programs are the main incentive behind stackup projects

Builders who condemn FHA for its red tape would be amazed at the speedy processing given to untied modular-building systems in recent months. What's more, FHA men work hard to get stackup projects past obstacles like local code and labor resistance.

Says Alan Glen: "FHA devoted a lot of executive time to our project. They processed the job in four weeks. They attended local plumbing-code meetings. They worked with the prefabber. They accompanied local building officials on an inspection tour of the prototype. They got us financing (221d4) after the insurance companies had turned us down."

This willingness to help stems from strong support by FHA's Washington headquarters. The national FHA men have set up a quick-processing program called AMP (for Accelerated Multifamily Processing), and they are putting pressure on local FHA offices to follow through.

Local code and labor groups are not so accommodating.

Labor unions, of course, are afraid that any form of manufactured housing will put
New components will lighten the load in this Baltimore job

**TEN-TON HELICOPTER**, already used for jobs like that above, may carry 2½-high boxes into Baltimore.

**VEST-POCKET PROJECT** of six townhouses in Baltimore is intended to test delivery of prestacked modules by helicopter. Designer: Modular Facilities Inc.

**HONEYCOMB CORE** laminated between plywood makes lightweight floors for townhouse modules.

**BUILT-IN FURNITURE** like mattress and sofa platforms, dressers and tables would help make the townhouses feasible for low-income families.

**MOLDED-PLASTIC BATHROOM** keeps townhouse modules lightweight and speeds hookup in the field. A similar molded unit was used in the concrete modules of Habitat '67.
them out of work. And the stackup box—preplumbed, prewired, prepainted, pretrimmed, preroofed and prefloored—is guillemet of all. Alan Glen beat plumer resistance against his stackup townhouses by finding a union plumber in Massachusetts who would work in the Virginia assembly plant.

Other prefabbrers have taken the same route. Boston engineer Sepp Finkas headed off union resistance to precast-concrete housing by using factory union labor both to cast and erect his projects. Finkas and Boston architect Carl Koch have built a thousand low-income apartments with a concrete-panel system called Techcrete (H&H, July '67). Will stackup systems really cut out labor? No, says consulting engineer James Chaplin of Zetlin, Desimone, Chaplin & Associates: "Labor won't have any less work to do. In fact, they'll have more. The economics lie in the speed and efficiency of preassembling parts, not in eliminating labor." Chaplin is the consulting engineer for Suspended Structures Inc.

**Local building codes may prove to be an easier obstacle than labor unions**

Where code officials are at least willing to look at the product, stackup has a fair chance.

Alan Glen's townhouses (right) more than satisfy the code in Amherst, Mass., because they are glue-nailed and cross-braced to survive 600 miles of road travel. They also meet the Massachusetts plumbing and BOCA codes. Their party walls—high-density board plus insulation plus 2" dead-air space—are better sound-deadeners than 8" concrete block. And when Amherst officials inspected Glen's prototype and his assembly plant, they were convinced.

But Amherst is a progressive college town. It was one of the first in the country to approve a planned-unit development (H&H, July '66). Other communities—especially in large metropolitan areas—could take much more persuasion.

One source of code resistance will be new materials—particularly plastics. Stackup boxes must be lightweight for hoisting and loadbearing purposes, so plastics could be a natural asset.

The molded-plastic bathroom used in Modular Facilities' townhouses weighs 350 lbs., including all fixtures. It was introduced in the U.S. last December by Crane Co., which acquired it in Canada after a tryout in Habitat '67. And it may soon be followed by a molded kitchen. Johns-Manville has been researching fireproof plastics for use as facings on sandwich panels. It has now announced an asbestos-reinforced thermoplastic sheet laminate that has lower thermal expansion than steel.

Says inventor Christian Frey of Suspended Structures: "Some of our big manufacturers—Ford Motor Co., for example—have potential building materials they don't know what to do with. These materials could lead to breakthroughs in three-dimensional modules."

Some of this product research may ultimately benefit conventional homebuilding. And certainly homebuilders will benefit from the efforts of FHA men and other stackup supporters to liberalize codes.

**Do the new stackup systems have any direct benefits to offer homebuilders?**

Not unless builders themselves take the initiative—as Alan Glen did—and approach manufacturers.

Modular-box systems could be flexible enough for some conventional multifamily builders. And regardless of how low their construction costs may be, modular systems could offer operating advantages. Besides being able to overlap site work and construction, a modular-box builder could operate in several widespread areas at once without needing a large staff.

For the time being, however, stackup housing will get attention primarily as an answer to low-income housing needs. Most of the systems tried will be too streamlined and too basic for general housing. Their true costs will be hidden in a smokescreen of promotion talk and confusion about what percentage of a project is subsidized by manufacturers and/or government. And if they do catch on, they won't compete with conventional building because they will provide housing that no one else could afford to provide.

Stackup will also have competitors. It has yet to prove itself a better low-income-housing provider than precast-concrete panels. And it is unlikely to win any ground away from the integrated sub-components systems used in commercial construction. Modular boxes are impractical for most commercial buildings because of their limited spans and interiors.

A footnote: For those intrigued by the idea of delivering houses by helicopter, it would be useful to know Elliot Krane's estimates from Sikorsky Aircraft. For Krane's six-unit project in Baltimore the helicopter rental, at over $3,000 a day, could amount to $1,000 an hour. But those figures are academic because the helicopter—Sikorsky's "flying crane"—is not yet available for commercial use. Reason: There is only one flying crane in the U.S. The rest are in Vietnam.

—H. CLARKE WELLS
These contemporary townhouses show stackup's flexibility

Contemporary elevation for stackup townhouses in Amherst, Mass., is created by alternating facades of one basic unit. Designer: Tiffany Armstrong.

Architect's prototype shows horizontal seam between modules. Trim strip covers vertical seams.

56'-long box, made in a mobile-home specialty plant of Guerdon Industries, will travel 800 miles from Virginia to New England townhouse site.

Five-box building incorporates foldup roof and field-applied filler panels. Removable panels inside permit plumbing and wiring inspections.

Galvanized metal roofing covers sandwich-panel roof of plywood bonded to styrofoam.

Four-unit plan includes two-level townhouses with extra bedrooms. Rental schedule: $130, $160 and $190 with utilities.
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From House & Home Moderator: Richard W. O'Neil, editor • James P. Gallagher, senior editor
With more and more homebuilders and developers venturing beyond the single-family-house market, a House & Home Round Table explores the pros and cons of . . .

OTHER ROADS TO PROFIT

The other roads are other markets of more than passing interest to single-family-house builders—garden apartments, for instance, retirement housing, nursing and convalescent homes, shopping centers, rehabilitation projects and mobile homes.

To explore these markets, House & Home brought together 32 men who know them well (list at left) for a two-day Round Table in Seattle. The result was a free-wheeling discussion that produced two overriding conclusions.

Conclusion No. 1: The markets explored have little in common. Each is characterized by unique opportunities on the one hand and unique problems on the other. And each demands a special expertise.

Conclusion No. 2: But the homebuilder is often peculiarly well equipped to venture into new and unfamiliar markets. First of all, the quixotic ups and downs of the single-family-house market have made him a "quick study"—a businessman with the flexibility and adaptability to cope with unexpected problems.

Also, the homebuilder has already mastered many of the skills needed in other markets. He is old hand at buying and developing land, buying materials, selecting and scheduling subcontractors and, of course, marketing the end product.

For highlights of the Round Table discussion, see the next six pages
Commercial and industrial buildings can be a growth area for homebuilders

The margin of profit is smaller, but some homebuilders have made the transition successfully. Labor rules and practices are often expensive and restrictive, and the wrong subcontractor can spell the difference between profit and loss for the builder.

Richard O'Neill: Single-family homebuilders are going heavily into multifamily building and the commercial facilities that go with multifamily, like shopping centers, offices, sewage plants, community utilities and streets.

Ernest Hahn: We should examine the reason why most of us go from one field to another. We are out of housing because we can't compete on a knowledgeable basis with those who build housing exclusively. Our profit margin, in the commercial-industrial field is about 1½%. Three or 4% just don't exist in the commercial-industrial field in competitive bids. You have to become an efficient specialist, and you have to have sufficient volume.

You have some proprietary aspects in housing, because you can create an image or a house that is different. But if you are bidding commercial-industrial on plans and specifications, there is nothing proprietary about it besides your own efficiency and management.

We do a lot of industrial and commercial work for homebuilders. They stay out of that field because they are not equipped to do it efficiently. Most people in housing consider residual ground in a metropolitan area valuable commercial property, but mortgage financing is less and less available to the non-credit tenant. Those in the housing field had best look to multiple housing on their residual properties.

O'Neill: Is the financial community unwilling to lend for commercial development on these small commercial pieces?

Hahn: The financial community is interested in the yield on its money. When you can get 6½% in AAA bonds you are not going to go into mortgages at 7%.

Walter Williams: The key is your credit tenants. If you don't have a good share of them in a small shopping center, then you are not going to get the financing.

A. C. Roberts: We haven't built a subdivision since '58. But we will associate with a single-family homebuilder who does not want to develop his commercial or apartment areas. We joint-venture the development of these areas. We have done medical centers, convalescent homes and shopping centers. We have kept some and sold some.

James Gallagher: Will the homebuilder join with somebody else who really knows how to nonresidential development?

Roberts: Most single-family builders want to do only that.

Bill Dickman: The building industry has been made up heavily of speculative builders. But they often lack background in the general construction business. Now they want to diversify. When they do, they are going to learn a lot of things. Mr. Hahn speaks about the 1½% net profit for a year. That is an average figure. Some make 2½%, so there must be others who make less than 1½%.

In homebuilding, if we were building 100 homes, we never gave a subcontractor a contract. He performed on a house-to-house basis. If he started to go bad on us, we just kicked him out and got in somebody else. But in commercial work if you give a subcontractor the job to do, you are stuck: There is no reasonable way to get rid of him. You may hear that he is financially solid, when he is really not. The only money we have lost on jobs was through subcontractors going broke.

O'Neill: Can one company handle different building activities or should they ideally be done by different companies?

Dickman: The building industry is made up of three principal groups. One is the homebuilder/developer who builds on speculation. Another is the small operator who builds commercial and small industrial. And the third is the general contractor who builds the larger type of buildings. You can't use the same personnel on all three operations. They have to be completely separate.

We do all three, plus remodeling work. To be successful, we have distinct supervision for each group. We don't even use the same manpower.

Bayne Sparks: We act as general contractors. We build everything but heavy industrial: single-family houses, condominiums, shopping centers, club houses, motels.

Robert Schmertz: Until a year and a half ago, we were a one-family-house builder. Since then, we haven't built a single one-family house. Today we are building retirement housing.

We have also increased our commercial and industrial construction. We run the two companies from the same office. We use different superintendents but the same executive personnel. We have equipment that we use sporadically, such as generators and big pumps, heavy trucks, light cranes, and a small backhoe; and we use our equipment much more effectively in this way.

We were forced to go into the utility business, and today we run water and sewer companies.

Gallagher: Do you build commercial for your own account or for others?

Schmertz: Until about a year ago, we bid jobs. We don't have to bid any more. We build about 50% commercial and industrial to our own account and the rest where we can negotiate. Our negotiated work is on cost plus a fixed-fee basis.

One of the big reasons to build for your own account is to generate money. Very often we are able to build a small shopping center or an industrial building without having to invest in it.

O'Neill: Does that mean that you buy your own cranes, and hire your own operating engineers?

Schmertz: We do our own concrete work, carpentry work and masonry work. Normally you buy your structural steel and subcontract it on an erected basis. We subcontract the plumbing and electrical work. Most homebuilders would prefer to subcontract, but if it is not practical, we are not afraid to hire our own men.

O'Neill: Do you have a fleet of dozers and fork lifts?

Schmertz: Yes—fork lifts and small earthmoving machines. We also have larger earthmoving equipment, and if a machine is idle, we use it in the other company. We charge it back and forth, at normal equipment rental rates, for internal bookkeeping purposes.

Henry Paparazzo: Our project, for the most part, is multiple-family dwellings. We have gone into the sewer plants and water companies. We are still learning a lot. In our housing, we are still using standard framing and carpentry crews. We use the same people and the same superintendents. If we were to do industrial we would put on different people.

Dickman: From my past experience, having worked with large construction firms, I have found that most of them get into trouble because they are "over-equipmentized."
**Schmertz**

**Roberts:** Every time I bid a high-rise job, the man that gets it seems to be the man who owns the equipment. It just seems to eliminate us from that area.

**Dickman:** That could very well be, particularly if the man that owns the equipment doesn't charge it to the job, and that is what happens more often than not.

**Roberts:** He is the one that seems to get the work.

**Dickman:** You may not beat everybody, but you are not going to go broke. Mark Jones was telling me about bidding commercial and always coming out second. Suddenly he found out the fellow who was low was out of business. You can't compete against that.

**Al Mulally:** It is labor that is pricing us out of the market. We have not been able to solve the labor problem during the last 20 or 30 or 40 years. The average increase this year in construction labor was 5½% an hour, double that in all other industries. Our efficiency hasn't increased enough to offset these increases in labor costs.

**O'Neil:** I submit that our standard of living is a lot higher for everybody today than it was in 1911. We are kidding ourselves if we think anybody will ever drop their wage rates.

But what are the problems with the building trades and the difference between homebuilders negotiating vs. AGC negotiating?

In the East the contention of a lot of builders is that the AGC will give in to any union demand because they are on a cost plus contract for state and federal highway and bridge work.

**Hahn:** I have been an AGC member for 20 years. We have always felt that developers with a speculative profit in mind have always broken down negotiations in the early stages. They have the high carrying cost of their properties and interest costs that go on, and their houses are standing still.

In the last few years, there have been fewer homes under construction and the pressure for building them hasn't been as great. As a result, we feel that we are getting closer to a more effective bargaining position with the union.

**Dickman:** There is considerable friction between homebuilders and the AGC. The homebuilders in some areas are insisting that they represent the general contractors in negotiations.

**Hahn:** There is an entirely different measurement of labor for an industrial-commercial project than for a housing project. If you get a 5% increase in carpentry labor you are talking about $30 to $40 in an average single-family unit. When you talk about that increase in a large complex of commercial-industrial building, you are talking about $400,000 to $500,000 worth of direct labor.

The industrial-commercial contractor has no way of passing it on. In housing, you can reflect the increase in the cost of the house to the consumer.

**O'Neil:** Does an interim contract with the trades bring higher rates?

**Hahn:** In effect, you have eliminated the shutdown of your job, but you have also taken away all of your bargaining position with the union.

**Don Freeberg:** In our area, the homebuilders association negotiates with the AGC for the six basic trades. If any one of our members signs the short form, he is out of the association.

**Hahn:** We are doing a couple of small jobs using non-union labor side-by-side with union labor. The union is letting us do this because there isn't anybody in the hall.

**Schmertz:** Single-family homebuilding is usually non-union. We build industrially and commercially and manage to hire some of the top union men. We put them to work on non-union jobs off season, and the union closes its eyes to it and lets them work.

**John Tolan:** We picketed a former president of our HBA when he signed an interim contract. We were trying to get unity with AGC, and also access to skill in bargaining. The unions have national bargaining teams and you really need some real skill to deal with them. It's expensive, and it's tough.

**Dickman:** Remember that many homebuilders and general contractors are marginal operators. If they go out on strike for three weeks, they go broke. There are so many of them that you are fighting a losing battle to get a cohesive unit of homebuilders and general contractors, or even just homebuilders.

**Hahn:** There is something of even greater impact. We have some unions on a 36-hour week. How can you operate a construction company efficiently when your electricians, plumbers, sheet metal men and mechanical men walk the job every Friday at noon? What do you do with the other people that are on a 40-hour week? I would really like to shut the job down on Thursday night. This is bad because we are throwing away 20% of our productivity.

**Garden apartments are an obvious market for a diversifying builder**

The eagerness of so many young families to choose apartment living over the detached single-family house that their parents demanded reflects a significant social change. Builders find that these families will stay on year after year if the apartments have all the amenities of houses, plus communal recreation.

**O'Neil:** Almost 40% of the starts this year will be in multifamily, and much of that is high-rise.

A couple of years ago we split multifamily, because of the study we did in Dallas, into seven types of occupancy: young swingers, young sophisticates, newly marrieds, families with children, the urban-oriented, the home-oriented and the job-oriented. Are these divisions still valid?

**Robert Powell:** You are treading on very dangerous ground when you decide to go into a market that is specialized. We operate large apartment complexes and have decided that almost every resident who is capable of paying the rent can live compatibly. In fact, it is the way the whole world lives.

**Schmertz:** The main reason for building swinger apartments is that you can get $150 rental for a $140 apartment, and the $10 is all profit.
would rather spend their dollars on a new sports car with a ski rack and spend less dollars on housing? How much effect does the fact that the GI Bill is not as all-inclusive anymore as it used to be back in 1946, '47, '48 and '49 have? No more 4% interest? Does this force people to live in apartments? Or are these people using apartments in the main as a stepping stone toward owning single-family residences?

Powell: I think that can be best answered by the type of building we build. We have been building shelter just like the homebuilder right after the war built shelter. In the last two years we have started to build apartments that people want to live in for a while. We are giving them more room, extras like fireplaces and other things that make it a home. If we do this, the tax structure, land cost, etc. are going to make home building so expensive that they are going to stay in apartments.

Mark Jones: I wonder if possibly the breakdown isn't children vs. non-children. It seems as if the only thing that really isn't compatible with multiple dwellings is young children.

Roberts: You have to be very careful in your initial planning and development stage. You don't put a studio apartment in with a two- and three-bedroom complex, because the types of people are not going to mix well.

Hugh McDonald: I wonder, outside of for pure recreation, how much the closed circuit TV and other activities are actually used by the younger generation?

Roberts: It is more and more evident, in single-family housing, that unless you have several children, the single-family house is expensive, and you get more out of a planned development.

Mulally: We have put elevators in all our garden units. We have tennis courts, badminton courts and six or eight saunas. We will have two putting greens, three swimming pools and underground parking. This is sophisticated building and a far cry from four or five years ago.

Powell: We have managed a great many apartments and we find that we can keep the streets cleaner, handle the refuse and handle the maintenance of the building better than the local government.

William Nolan: You are just not going to regiment everybody so that they will want to live in apartments. We are not essentially apartment dwellers by our heritage. We are going to wake up one day and have a lot of problems because we have built apartments.

Mulally: Timing is much more important than it was when we were developing single-family houses. Small buildings, in some respects, are your safest investment. A large complex is much harder to liquidate than smaller buildings scattered in various areas.

Sparks: The market itself is taking care of this overbuilding so that they will want to live in apartments. We are not essentially apartment dwellers by our heritage. We are going to wake up one day and have a lot of problems because we have built apartments.

Sparks: The market itself is taking care of this overbuilding of apartments. When the mortgage bankers feel that an area is getting overbuilt in apartments, they will just stop financing them.

Freeberg: We have always built apartments, and we've found that one problem with them is cash flow—unless you sell.

Jack Robins: Why doesn't a condominium tend to offer the sense of ownership that they may find attractive?

Schmertz: In New Jersey the condominium apartment is real estate. However, in New York a condominium apartment has to be considered as the sale of a security. So you have to register a prospectus under the New York State Securities Act and go through untold hell in order to sell or advertise in New York State.

Paparazzo: Connecticut's condominium law is relatively new. The general reaction is to let somebody else try it and break the ice. We are building a condominium and it did present a lot of problems. When you file a condominium, you cast in concrete everything that is going to happen in that particular increment of your development. Some states are starting to make provisions for what might be called an expanding condominium.

O'Neill: How many other states consider a condominium a security?

Sparks: None. California did, but that has been changed.

Tolan: In California we have a merger agreement. There is an agreement you sign in the initial unit which provides for a merger when the next unit is built and when 60% of them are sold. Eventually, the whole complex gets the benefit.

Schmertz: We solved this by building smaller condominiums of 40 or 50 apartments. All of the condominiums belong to a nonprofit association and turn over their rights, duties and responsibilities to the master association and merge through this format. There is no law that provides for this. We just dreamed it up and nobody attacked it.

Dickman: Does the land become a part of the structure?

Paparazzo: If you set up 10 acres of land and have a hundred units, you can form a condominium of the land parcel with all of the units.

Dickman: How about the land under the structure?

Paparazzo: That is part of the structure. They have a fractional share of the land.

Roberts: The banks say, "If you only have 70% occupancy, who pays the taxes, insurance and maintenance?"

Gallagher: Somebody is always responsible for each unit, even if it is a mortgagee who has repossessed. The equity in each unit is your protection, plus the fact that maintenance charges are a first lien.

Dan Narodick: Is there any problem because you might have five or six financing institutions?

Sparks: No more than you would have in a single-family subdivision. We have had at least 20 or 30 of our condominiums resold and refinanced.

Schmertz: In our condominiums we have two prior liens to our first mortgage: real estate taxes and maintenance charges.

Elton Terry: Do condominiums appreciate in value?

Sparks: We have had an average appreciation of about 30%.

William MacPherson: Condominiums sell tremendously well in resort areas.

3 Retirement housing can be successful, but it's many markets—not just one

The first requirement of older buyers is economic security, which means that many of them prefer to pay cash to get outright ownership. Condominiums are especially attractive to retirees, because they combine the independence of fee-simple ownership with the economy and convenience of shared maintenance charges.

Schmertz: We are heavily committed to retirement housing. It's a lucrative field, and somewhat noncompetitive in addition. Our minimum age limit is 55 for one of the partners, but we
Sparks: No. It is completely private practice.

Prescott Lustig: We are completing a major market study on why people move from one area to another. One of the basic motivations is the actions of friends and family. Many retirees will want to remain in the general area in which they have lived.

Sparks: Our biggest sales do come from referrals.

Lustig: Is there a large market among retirement people who do not want to be associated with old people? Is the location too far from the centers they come from? Are people, by disposition, psychologically oriented to need to be near home, their families and people?

Virgil Peterson: Are you encouraging the retirement-village concept, Bayne?

Sparks: Absolutely. We advertise as retirement housing in Rancho Bernardo. But our family housing will be advertised as executive housing in Rancho Bernardo.

Freeberg: Much of our efforts are in building facilities for the elderly. We build and operate what we call residences for the retired. The state calls them board-and-care only. This is an apartment type of construction with full dining facilities and a recreation room. It is not a nursing home. It is for the person who does not want to cook for himself but is completely ambulatory.

Roberts: Is this FHA?

Freeberg: No. It is savings and financing. Our competition are the church organizations which are nonprofit and insured by FHA. But we believe we have an advantage being profit-oriented, because we strive harder on our programs and activities.

Robins: We have assumed that the only alternative to single-family housing is multifamily housing. Mobile homes are a significant alternative to multifamily housing and may provide a good deal of the answer.

Nolan: They sold 216,000 last year and they provided roughly 80% of all the new housing that sold for under $12,000. But if you think you have zoning problems, try tackling a mobile-home park. It's brutal.

We are working with a builder to provide instant housing in the form of mobile units. We are having them manufactured in a factory, to mobile-home construction standards, then delivered to the site and stacked.

Gallagher: What does this mean to a builder?

Nolan: The builder has the expertise in land development and land planning that the mobile home builder doesn't have. Let the builder be the land developer. Through his own design group, he can develop the specs for units and then have them built by an existing mobile home facility.

Roberts: Will these be mobile?

Nolan: Portable is a better word than mobile.

Roberts: Will they be on wheels?

Nolan: They will not come in on wheels but on a flat-bed truck.

Roberts: The mobile home itself is not taxed as real estate?

Nolan: The plans are being drawn not by the mobile home manufacturer but by the builder, and are being approved by the building inspector. Instead of being built on site, the units are going to be built in a factory and then brought to the site. I think the problem that has to be solved is whether they can be brought in completed, or whether some of the building—such as the plumbing and wiring—will have to be left exposed for an on-site inspection.

Sam Grubb: We have touched on the heart of this situation. According to most codes, you cannot take the wheels out from underneath a structure without conforming to all of the requirements of a building code governing fixed structures. With archaic codes, you spend so much money fighting them, state by state, county by county, and city by city, that you lose your economy. You can build as good a home in a factory as builders are building.

O’Neill: And for how much, per square foot of living space?

Nolan: For about seven or seven and a half dollars.
O'Neill: Any builder, building in big quantities, can build for less than seven dollars a square foot. That isn't where the cost is.

The magic in a mobile home, from a construction point of view, is zero. But from a financing point of view, you can buy it and sell it in ten minutes. There is a lot of magic in that.

Schmertz: There is very, very little cost differential, using substitute materials. I have built in towns without building codes and plumbing codes, and there is almost no savings as against building with a code. You can't build a structure too cheap or you will have problems with it, yourself.

The real problem is zoning. I build trailer parks, but I only know one municipality that will let us build them. No municipality within 60 miles of New York will let us build low-cost, one-family houses. No municipality in our general area will let us build gardens apartments the way we want them built. Most municipalities today require up to 85% one-bedroom apartments, to get rid of the school problem.

If the local municipality wasn't overburdened by the cost of carrying its own schools, it wouldn't object to low-cost housing and wouldn't object to trailers.

Grubb: The only reason the value of a trailer is zero is because you have to put it in a trailer park, under existing codes. If the engineering techniques and the reduction in weight were practiced in the building of homes or apartments, the cost of housing could be substantially reduced.

Terry: Most of our sales are to rural families. We did 200 houses last year, built completely in the factory and then moved to the owner's foundation. We were successful because we were manufacturing them in a fairly low-cost labor market and moving them to what would be a high-cost labor market.

Peter Gold: For the purpose of financing and taxing, is this considered to be a permanent structure or a mobile home?

Nolan: It would depend on where it winds up. In Tahoe [California] they are not selling the ground to the people; they are renting the sites. I assume that the landowner is paying the real estate taxes. But in most cases it becomes permanent housing. You own the piece of ground and this is attached to your ground, and the real estate taxes would be collected as an improvement to your site.

Joseph Martineau: This year's session of the Washington State Legislature directed the Department of Labor and Industries to establish codes—plumbing, electrical and heating—for all trailers or mobile homes manufactured in the state or brought into it. They set standards in the tax law, which established by length and width whether this was a vacation trailer or a mobile home.

The law also provides that a percentage of the tax collected on those with wheels and hitches must go to the school districts.

Narodick: About 20 years ago we divided the house into three portions and finished it completely inside. The plumbing and electrical wiring and everything was done in the factory. We still found that we couldn't compete.

O'Neill: There are two advantages: 1) If you don't have any skilled labor in the area that you are going into, you don't have to worry about it; 2) your cost estimating is greatly simplified.

Narodick: Can this thing come into an urban area, or is it primarily for vacation spots?

O'Neill: Because of codes and taxation, it is primarily vacation.

Nolan: One of the advantages to this particular system is that you are now in a position to control your costs. You don't have a lot of people on your payroll and a lot of subs to supervise.

Terry: There are two other advantages: Where there is a short building season, you can build these units in the factory; then, as soon as the roads are good, you dash in and set them up. The other is—as opposed to conventional building—the factory carries the construction money.

Gold: Do you encounter any problems as far as the unions are concerned?

Terry: We haven't, because our plants are union.

Powell: The mobile home may be the answer for the low-income group.

O'Neill: When you talk about the low-income family, you are talking about a blue collar worker who averages $137 a week. You have to talk about the price of housing, and in that price is interest, amortization, realty taxes, utilities and maintenance. It is not going to be any cheaper for him to live in a good mobile home in a good mobile home park.

5 Rehabilitation will interest builders when assembling sites is made easier

Without the right to condemn property, the would-be rehabber is helpless to control his costs. Each successful rebuilding only raises the cost of all adjacent property, and when you include the kind of facilities that even poor families want, the cost of the housing is beyond their ability to pay for it.

O'Neill: There is a difference of opinion as to whether rehabilitation buys time and/or buys economy.

In New York City that instant rehab only bought time. If they counted all of the costs of supervision and planning and everything else, it would be just as cheap to build a brand-new unit.

Tolan: With the rehab grants we have, we can do something. We can get at the foundation and the roof, we do the exterior and the plumbing, but find we are still leaving the old claw-footed bathtub. And today, if you don't give a wife a good kitchen, you haven't done anything. So it's really an extra 20% that changes rehab so it is not a makeshift job. Then you wind up losing this low-income family.

Robert Pitts: We haven't really gotten off the ground, in terms of the kind of variety of interests that we need, to get into this sort of thing.

To be perfectly frank with you, the experience that we have had, with respect to clearance, has tended to drive some elements of the housing industry away from this total approach. We can't afford to run away because if the job is going to be
done, it's going to be done by this industry.

Tolan: We have to develop people who know how to manage these properties. Redevelopment agencies are becoming some of the biggest landlords in the country.

Williams: Will the units being demolished be replaced mostly by housing, and will it be housing of a similar price pattern?

Tolan: We started construction on some commercial land. The Fleischacker interests in San Francisco have come in, and they are the not-for-profit sponsor of a Section 221d3. This will be 2,200 units of new construction, in a low-to-moderate-income-family program.

The ownership will be by nonprofit sponsors. There are about 200 units of public housing that will be scattered within the project. But there is no plan for any volume construction of low-rent public housing. But sites selected elsewhere in the city will provide a place for families relocated out of here whose income is zero income—or just enough to get entry into public housing.

Williams: One problem is a question of ownership—whether it is going to be private ownership or nonprofit groups or government. Private ownership is concerned about competing with groups which are subsidized.

Lustig: It becomes obvious that there are two ways in which the rehab job is going to be done. One, the government is going to provide the money, decide what is going to be done, and use the industry as employees to execute it.

The other way it is going to be done is as a private enterprise project. Here, we need a package that is easily understandable to those in the industry who might want to get into this thing. I think it involves avoiding the strange language that grows up around government, and talking to builders in terms which they understand.

Sarkowsky: I share Pete's enthusiasm about the language barrier, when it comes to government projects. Another point to recognize: What do you mean by a 10% profit, 10% compared to what?

Ten percent on a project with a three-month planning period is one thing. But 10% on a project that has, perhaps, an 18-month planning period, plus the aggravation of working with people who aren't fully enthused, is an entirely different thing.

Pitts: Many things have to be changed within the whole concept of government. But at the same time, let's see if we can get a joint approach to this so we reach a point where we can get the job done.

Dick Loynd: Government generally doesn't understand the risk factor vs. the profit factor. The point is, in business economics, you have some losers and some winners, and some of the winners have got to be good ones. This is the problem, as far as dealing with a government program is concerned.

Gallagher: The private developer cannot assemble enough ground to work efficiently. If there are government tools that provide him with enough ground and enough units so he can work efficiently, and if government will write the ground rules so he can understand them, he can tell you immediately whether or not he can achieve the objective.

James Turnbull: In November the American Plywood Assn., in conjunction with some other associations in the wood-products field, decided it was time to learn about the problems and the potential of rehabilitation.

We decided that we were going to try to test out the feasibility of existing government programs, in terms of structures representative of the slums of cities all the way across the U.S. We wound up selecting two city blocks in the Hough area of Cleveland. About 50% of the structures were large, wood single-family dwellings. About 40% of the remainder were two-story, masonry-veneer row units; and about 10% were three-story, six-unit, masonry structures.

A church group had organized a nonprofit foundation to attempt to begin rehabilitating the area and had, in fact, started the rehabilitation of one of the six-unit apartment buildings.

Our acquisition costs ran from $1,500 to $1,800 a unit more than we expected. We bought one single-family house for $4,200, and were then asked $10,000 for an adjacent vacant lot.

After completing a very exhaustive and detailed study, we ended up with a net figure that came out about $3,600 per unit above the maximum mortgage available. Also, it was approximately $3,600 above the cost of complete demolition and new construction on the same site.

We began to peel off some of the amenities, but it was still uneconomical. We feel that the key to rehabilitation of large numbers of units or neighborhoods must be a new and better method of acquiring the properties and dealing them out to private industry.

Gallagher: Hough isn't any different from any other major metropolitan area in the country. Acquisition of land would be just as hard in any other city. It is almost a rule of thumb: "Don't study any area that you don't own. If you own it, study it. If you don't own it, forget it."

Sarkowsky: Could you have used condemnation proceedings?

Turnbull: No. The only device to put some of the structures on the market was rigid code enforcement. Cleveland promised to do that but we saw little visible evidence.

O'Neill: We are going to have to have entirely new programs in this. If we had some way of getting the land at reasonable cost, say, in Harlem, and wanted to rehabilitate Harlem, you would have to remove one-third of the households. What do you do with these people? Any program would have to envision new construction on a public site, if you are going to do that kind of a job.

Dickman: Suppose you had a trailer area that you could put people in for a limited period of time?

O'Neill: It would be good for a smaller town. When you talk about a major city, you are talking about maybe thousands of households within a few blocks of area.

Dickman: Rehab labor is twice what it would be normally. In a $10,000 unit, maybe the labor is $800. You are talking about 8% of the cost.

Turnbull: Not in rehabs. There, 40% is the minimum.

Hahn: By the time you start stripping it down and start working around the plumbing, you might find you would have been better off tearing it down.

Dickman: Time becomes important because time is very expensive.

Powell: Have there been any studies made on the possibility of using property-tax incentives to get the present landlords to improve the property?

O'Neill: Do you mean abating the tax to get the landlord to improve the property?

Powell: Could you continue a moratorium on the taxes if more money was put back into the property?

Turnbull: There is one bill in Congress, now, for a $750 tax exemption to stimulate home improvement, but you can't call that a rehabilitation home-improvement bill, because of the size of the figure.

Powell: In San Francisco, for example, in the Western Addition, encouraging rehabilitation would have done more than tearing it down.
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The long line of cast aluminum by Artolier.
Capture all the magnitude of the great indoor and outdoor lighting market.
Call your Artolier representative or send $1 for new full line catalog.

ARTOLIER
The long line of cast aluminum lanterns

Artolier Lighting
Emerson Electric Co., Garfield, New Jersey
Now, Ozite Carpet Tiles!
Soft, warm, quiet... no waxing, no polishing!

All the sales appeal of carpet. Ozite Carpet Tiles are 12 inches square, with a built-in rubber back for extra plushness. They're made of stain-resistant, colorfast Vectra fiber. Unaffected by mildew. Dense, firm surface resists soiling. Easy to vacuum clean. And Ozite Carpet Tiles provide softness, warmth and acoustical value hard-surface tile can't give!

Easy to install. Ozite adhesives do the job in a jiffy. (Or you can tape down two rows of tiles criss-crossing the center of the room, and install the other tiles loose. No adhesive required!) Tiles are easy to cut with knife or scissors to fit any shape. Damaged tiles can be easily replaced. Ozite Carpet Tiles are ideal for kitchens, rec-rooms, baths, dens, basements—and all commercial installations.

Use your imagination. Tiles come in a full range of colors. All colors also come in broadloom widths. Create check patterns or wild designs. Run tiles from the floor up the wall. Combine with broadloom widths. Possibilities are unlimited. Get the benefits of a soft floor covering plus the design and installation advantages of tile. See your Ozite dealer for Ozite Carpet Tiles made with Vectra fiber!
MOEN INVENTS MOENIQUE™
AND A NEVER-BEFORE
SELLING OPPORTUNITY IS YOURS.

Here's the world's first accessory center.
It's a Moen faucet for the tub—and then some.
A single-handle shower control. A shampoo shelf.
All in one neat, chrome-plated accessory center.
It's Moenique. And that's a unique selling opportunity.

Why? Simply because Moenique is the first
major change in years in shower-tub accessories.
So it gives builders plenty to sell:
STYLE. Unique in concept. There's never been anything
like Moenique.
CONVENIENCE. Safety bar and soap dish have never
been so easy to reach.
QUIET OPERATION. Moenique offers a smooth-
working diverter. Plus a spout that reduces splash. It
provides a formed silent stream.
SAFETY. It makes bathing safer because the number of
wall objects is reduced to just one.
QUALITY. The name Moen upgrades any bath. People
recognize quality and this name.

Best of all, Moenique replaces five "outdated"
accessories. One trade
(not three) installs this accessory center. Re-
duces installation costs.
Isn't now the time to
take advantage of a
product so unique?
Moen invented single-
handle faucets. Moen
invented Moenique. But
the opportunity is yours.

Specify Moenique—
it turns your prospects on.

A. One simple, uncluttered acces-
sory replaces five. High-quality fin-
ish of chrome over duplex nickel
and copper assures extra-long pro-
tection.
B. Safety bar is in a new, practical
location in the bath. It is easy to
reach, and its position gives the
bather maximum leverage.
C. Single-handle control of flow
and temperature. This is the ulti-
mate in luxury and convenience.
D. New patented shower-tub di-
verter ends surprise showers, be-
cause it always returns to tub-fill
position.
E. Soap tray, which also serves as
shampoo shelf, is in a convenient
new location in the bath. The soap
is protected from shower spray.
F. New patented tub filler provides
controlled, quiet stream and re-
duces splash.

Moen, Elyria, Ohio 44035, a division of Standard Screw Company, 216/323-5481
help your prospects put up a beautiful front...

Shown with Designer Doors: Single Wall Oven RB-94K. Custom Imperial Undercounter Dishwasher DW-CIUN,

Frigidaire Designer Doors...

now available on many Wall Ovens, Compact 30 Ranges, Refrigerators, and Undercounter Dishwashers
Frigidaire Designer Door Appliances offer you more help in delivering the kind of individualized kitchens people want...

Today's prospects don't want the pea-in-a-pod look in their homes or apartments. They want to express their own tastes. Now Frigidaire makes it easy for you to appeal to these individualists—and sell them—with Designer Doors, special door-frame kits of smooth, stylish metal. The kits accept almost any material up to \( \frac{3}{16}'' \) thick, to create truly individual appliance fronts.

more help in creating the "total blend-in" look

The smart look in kitchens today is the blend-in look—and appliances are part of it, merging and blending with floors and walls and cabinetry. With Designer Doors, Frigidaire appliances can match anything from the wallpaper in the breakfast nook to the wood grain of the cabinets. There's almost no limit to the decor possibilities.

more help with fast, easy installation

Here's a diagram of the Frigidaire Wall Oven or Compact 30 Door with Designer Kit. The customer supplies the decorative material of her choice. The customized front is assembled on the spot, using the Designer Door Kit, this easily:

more help for you

Complete, easy-to-follow installation guides are available on all Frigidaire built-ins for subcontractor use. Talk to your Frigidaire representative. Meantime, down with look-alikes! Up with Designer Doors. One more example of how Frigidaire bothers to build in more help, to help you sell more of what you build.
Paper a room in your model home and they'll look at the view.

Panel it with Weldwood and you give them something to look at.

Did you ever see anyone pass up a wall that's paneled with Weldwood? You bet you didn't. They'll stand about 18 inches from it. Staring. Then they'll reach out and touch it. They're thinking how great their furniture would look with all that real wood grain as a background. Then you can tell them that Weldwood will last as long as the house. That all they'll have to do is wipe it with a damp cloth or a liquid furniture polish.

And all the time it's just standing there, selling itself. Looking so rich it helps you sell the whole house.

You don't think Weldwood can do that? All right. Slosh on some paint or paper instead. The female half of your hot prospect will probably end up telling you what's wrong with your color scheme. That's OK. It'll give you something to think about on the way to your building supply dealer. The one who sells Weldwood.

U.S. Plywood
A Division of United States Champion Papers Inc.
109 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018
Central fuel-oil system protects homeowners against breakdowns

Three kinds of safeguards—alternating pumps, check valves and extra storage tanks—promise to take all the headaches out of central oil distribution for Milwaukee builder Earl Millikin.

First, the furnaces in his 49-house subdivision (plan, above) are fueled by continuously circulated oil from a 17,500-gallon tank and two 3/4-hp pumps. An automatic timer switches power from one pump to the other every 12 hours. And if either pump fails, the other starts running automatically and an alarm horn signals residents to call a service man.

Second, two head tanks have been installed at high points along the pipeline to provide a temporary fuel supply in case both pumps fail at once.

Third, individual sentinel valves will shut off furnaces in case of a serious malfunction in the system.

Every component is buried except a central control box and the warning horn. Main distribution lines—1 1/4" iron pipe wrapped in plasticizer and paper—are hooked to stop boxes just inside lot lines and Millikin connects his furnaces to these with copper tubing.

The system was designed by American Oil Co. and installed by Aetna Tank and Pump of Chicago for American's Standard Oil division. The oil company will run it under a ten-year lease with Millikin.

Extra under-slab work pays off in less expensive air conditioning

California builder Duncan Stewart invested 30 days of working time beneath the slab of a 2,881-sq.-ft. promotion house. Result: a buried air-handling system that requires only four tons of air conditioning, three tons less than average for his Southern California climate. The undersized equipment proved itself during model showings by keeping the house at a constant 72°, despite 100° weather and several hundred visitors a day.

Buried ductwork—including a total return-air system—is not the only reason Stewart saves on cooling costs. He also uses 4' roof overhangs, double glazing in all windows and full-thick insulation in ceilings.

Dual hot-water piping under bathroom floors is another way Stewart lightens the cooling load. The floors are radiant-heated in cold weather by non-insulated loops of copper hot-water piping (above), but in summer the hot water is diverted through insulated lines by turning a wall valve. Stewart's loops, terminating in a small pump operated by a sensor, keep instant hot water at the taps. The setup costs an extra $175 for 2 1/2 baths.

Stewart speeds up pipe-wrapping work by using a zipper-fastened polyvinyl sleeve lined with polyurethane foam. His buried air ducts are wrapped with six-mil polyethylene.

New products start on p. 112
A DRY, WATERPROOF BASEMENT

A. Defective areas in walls should be cut out and all loose mortar removed. B. Dampen first, then force WATERPLUG into defective areas holding in place for 3 minutes. Prime coat patched areas immediately with THOROSEAL. C. Apply THOROSEAL to lower part of walls. D. Then brush-on a base and a finish coat of THOROSEAL to entire wall-surfaces and the basement is attractively finished, completely waterproofed and protected for the lifetime of the building.

"BUILD A BETTER MOUSE TRAP..."

with STANDARD DRY WALL PRODUCTS and customers will beat a path to your sales office door

A RICHLY TEXTURED, FIRM, FINISHED CEILING

Now, a cement-base, aggregate-type, spray coating to highlight and decorate masonry and concrete ceilings. THORO-TEX is lightweight, contains a built-in bonding agent, antibounce ingredient and eliminates stain-throngs, quick dry outs; produces a hard, wear and water resistant finish that can be readily painted.

STANDARD DRY WALL PRODUCTS, INC.
DEPT. 68-HH-2, NEW EAGLE, PA.
Air King makes 182 different range hoods, all beautiful!

Whatever style, price, size or finish range hood your kitchens call for you can be confident Air King Hoods will bring you beauty that helps sell homes. See them all in our new Building Products Catalog...as well as Air King Radio/Intercom Systems, Door Chimes, Bath & Kitchen Fans, Attic Fans, Bathroom Heaters and Furnace Humidifiers. Write Berns Air King Corporation, 3050 North Rockwell St., Chicago, Ill., 60618.

Deluxe 3-speed Cabinet-Sav'R

above: Moderate-priced 2-speed Cabinet-Sav'R
left: Hi-Flow ductless model with rechargeable filter system
below: Low cost vertical discharge model
**NEW PRODUCTS**
For more information, circle indicated number on Reader Service card p. 131

**Interiors**

**Spiral stairways: They come in steel and wood**
You can choose between the red-oak model shown at left, and its steel alternative (far left) with clear oak treads, railing and platform. Both are easy to install. The all-oak model from Stair-Pak comes completely assembled (at $650); and its companion—from American Panel Products—is shipped in sub-assembled components (at $195).

Both clockwise and counterclockwise stairways are available. Finished openings: 4'3" or 5'3" in diameter for the wood model; from 3'6" to 5' for the steel. For information from Stair-Pak, Union, N.J., Circle 285 on Reader Service card. For information from American Panel Products, Ypsilanti, Mich., Circle 286.

**Low-maintenance paneling**, made of melamine-finished hardboard that can be wiped clean, has an embossed driftwood pattern in a blue-grey tone for use in rooms with a blue decor. Conwed, St. Paul, Minn. Circle 225 on Reader Service card

**Decorative-tile inserts** for kitchen and bath include (above, left), condiment containers, two leaf designs and a three-dimensional basketweave pattern (above, right) in nine colors. Wenczel Tile, Trenton, N.J. Circle 226 on Reader Service card

**Vinyl-coated wallcovering** with a pattern of vertical stripes in a choice of bold or muted color combinations is one of 25 new patterns. The collection utilizes a new printing technique. James Seeman Studios, Garden City Park, N.Y. Circle 227 on Reader Service card

**See-through shades** with open-mesh construction permit air to filter through the lattice weave, but repel sun's heat and glare. Made of vinyl-coated fiberglass, they come in choice of widths up to 72", lengths to 9'. Joanna Western Mills, Chicago. Circle 228 on Reader Service card

**Acoustical-tile system** offers total accessibility to plenums: Workman fits hook into slot in cross tee (above, left), disengages it from main runner in single downward motion. Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. Circle 229 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 114
Sorry.
You’ll have to furnish the light bulbs.

Williams provides the rest. Matched sets, upper cabinets and vanity bases, styled the way a woman wants them. In seven lovely shades and rich wood finishes. Tops and bowls in coordinated colors. Mirrors and light caps – with easy-to-replace, warm light incandescent bulbs. Beautifully durable – beautifully convenient. Full length credenza-like doors for more space, easier access and a selection of optionals for customizing.

Williams turns on profit, too. With the flexibility of a full range of styles and sizes. With speed and ease of installation . . . quality that cuts out call-backs. With popularly priced medicine cabinets to sell alone or use with vanities.

Sold through selected distributors.

Write for the details today.

WILLIAMS PRODUCTS, INC.
1536 Grant Street
Elkhart, Indiana 46514

Send me your free full-color catalog.

Firm Name:

Address:

City:

State and Zip:

Attention of:

Type of firm:

Satin Glide

WILLIAMS PRODUCTS, INC.

Circle 80 on Reader Service card
Kitchens

High-style refrigerator has a 116-lb. freezer and is available in antique copper or avocado—with a laminated striped panel sheathing the freezer door in white, gold and two tones of olive. Total capacity: 14.1 cu. ft. Kelvinator, Detroit. Circle 217 on Reader Service card

In-the-wall cabinet with 4 1/2"-deep adjustable shelves comes completely factory-assembled, requires 14"x26" wall hole. Cabinet and face of solid-flakeboard door are made of polystyrene. An optional kit permits surface mounting. Pagebar, Miami. Circle 221 on Reader Service card

Eye-level electric range comes in avocado, white and burnished copper, with brushed-chrome top and trim. The oven has a removable door to simplify cleaning, and is clock-controlled. Brown Stove Works, Cleveland, Tenn. Circle 222 on Reader Service card

Duct-free hoods powered by two squirrel-cage blowers have 1) solid-state controls for an infinite number of speed settings, 2) an extra large (217-sq. in.) aluminum grease filter. In three widths and four finishes. Brom, Hartford, Wis. Circle 218 on Reader Service card

Matching cabinets incorporate 1) solid-oak drawer fronts and door frames, 2) dovetailed drawers with "tri-slide" suspension and 3) adjustable shelving in both wall and base units. Design features beveled-panel doors. Brammer, Davenport, Iowa. Circle 224 on Reader Service card

Undercounter dishwasher—with 16-place-setting capacity—features upper and lower spray arms, a discharge pump that liquifies and drains away soft food particles, and up to six wash cycles. In copper tone, avocado and white. Roper, Kankakee, Ill. Circle 220 on Reader Service card

Top-of-the-line range with self-cleaning lower oven now offers rotisserie at convenient eye-level height. Feature: Removable liner panels in upper oven can be cleaned below. In avocado, copper tone and white. General Electric, Louisville. Circle 223 on Reader Service card

Hide-away toaster—face dimensions: 11" high, 16" wide—can be built into any 4"-thick wall. Unit pulls out to toast (above) and folds flush with wall when not in use. With brushed satin chrome finish. Swanson, Owosso, Mich. Circle 219 on Reader Service card

New products continued on p. 118
Tempt your customers.
Serve them carefree outdoor living—with Southern Pine

America is moving out-of-doors. You can move in—to make sales that keep pace with this new trend. Pre-shrunk, pressure-treated Southern Pine is ideal for open decks, because of its exceptional strength and high resistance to wear. It keeps your customers happy long after the sale—giving you word-of-mouth advertising that brings more customers to you.

Exterior walls of rough sawn Southern Pine siding provide the perfect background for outdoor enchantment—and for setting the scene that makes the sale. Southern Pine offers an unexcelled blend of modern appeal and low maintenance—and your prospects know it. (Southern Pine Association advertising reaches them in the most popular national home-building magazines.)

Specify Southern Pine

AS PRODUCED BY THE MEMBER MILLS OF THE SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION

SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION
P. O. Box 52468 Dept. No. HH
New Orleans, La. 70150

Please send your free full-color "Idea Book for Outdoor Living", giving varied ideas for Decks, Patios and Fences, with working details and technical data.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ___________________ State: _______ Zip: _______

APRIL 1968

Circle 81 on Reader Service card
There are easier ways to move a house

Maybe you've never considered faucets a very important sales feature of your homes. But maybe you should. For example, consider the really important rooms in a home. Like the kitchen. And bath. Then consider the importance of water in those rooms. Now you've got some idea of just how important a good faucet can be.

...here's one.

What's so special about Cole single-control faucets? Well, to begin with, we took special pains to design our faucets so they'll never leak or wear out. Ever. You see, Cole faucets have no washers. No gaskets. No springs. Or any of the other parts that fail or need adjustment in ordinary single-control faucets. We find this arrangement makes things a lot easier on us. And you. Finally, we also took special pains to design our faucets so that their contemporary and tasteful beauty will be an immeasurable asset to any kitchen or bath. Now then. Want some help in moving your homes? Just give us a call. Or write for descriptive literature. Cole. The single-control faucet that's designed to last a lifetime.
Die besseren Häuser in jeder Nachbarschaft haben Holzfenster. Haben Sie das schon gemerkt?

OR The Better Homes in Every Neighborhood have WOOD WINDOWS. Have You Noticed?

CARADCO

C100' Double-Hung Wood Windows are double weatherstripped and factory primed.

Caradco Windows and Patio Door products are further detailed in Sweets Light Construction Arch. File CM and Canadian file Cm or write direct to factory.
Lighting

Colonial-style post lantern is finished in hand-rubbed oxidized brass, has panes of textured amber glass fitted into diagonal cross straps. Lantern dimensions: 19" high, 12⅜" wide. Emerson Electric, St. Louis. Circle 275 on Reader Service card

Wrought-iron chandelier in Mediterranean style holds five hurricane lamps. The chandelier is 25" in diameter, 19" high and can be hung as low as 40" from the ceiling. Wrought iron is delicately scrolled. Del-Val, Willow Grove, Pa. Circle 233 on Reader Service card

Seamless plastic sphere that combines globe, canopy and holder in a single unit, weighs one-third as much as comparable glass globes and is said to offer equal or better light transmission. In eight diameters from 8" to 24". Plastics, St. Paul, Minn. Circle 234 on Reader Service card

Fluorescent fixture—a 4', two-lamp unit with woodgrained end caps—is designed for use with either a suspended or tiled ceiling. Further, it has UL approval for installation under combustible wood-fiber ceilings. Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. Circle 230 on Reader Service card

Decorative sconce—a medium-base, three-watt flicker lamp—has a twist-top bulb with an amber beaded-glass ceramic coating that obscures the flicker source: a glow discharge plate. Sylvania Electric Products, New York City. Circle 231 on Reader Service card

High-style post lantern—old Country French style—holds three lamps enclosed within glass panels outlined by slim metal strips. The lantern is offered in a choice of either antique copper or solid brass. Progress, Philadelphia, Pa. Circle 232 on Reader Service card

Eight-light chandelier—in choice of distressed fruitwood or satin-finished-black wood—has candelabra-base sockets. Tubing is solid brass. Also available: five- and six-light models. Ejs Lighting Corp., Los Angeles. Circle 236 on Reader Service card
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There's something special about
a Malta Casement Window—

about the dignity of its tall, rectangular proportions when used in formal dining room, living room or master bedroom. And in the same home, cheery informality is easily achieved with colorful draping for family rooms, kitchens or children’s bedrooms. It’s a versatile window unit for every taste—for every architectural design. In bow or other groupings, it’s great.

Malta quality is evident. Malta Casement Windows are made of carefully selected Ponderosa Pine, fully weatherstripped and expertly milled. Strong extension hinges allow windows to swing wide without sagging. Goldtone roto-operators open windows without effort. Windows can be cleaned from inside — both sides. Insulating glass, white vinyl boot glazed, is a popular quality option. All windows are exterior primed at the factory.

The Malta full line includes casement, vent, double hung, glide, bow, picture groupings, basement windows and the new wood rolling patio door. Send for complete catalog data. It’s the guaranteed quality line. Snap-in wood grids, in rectangular or diamond patterns, are provided for distinctive home styling.
This sign of good water makes every new home SEE-WORTHY

Offer something special: The exciting difference of soft, clean, good water by Bruner. This is the sign that stops them, signs them up, and moves them in faster! With today's hottest home selling feature, Bruner helps you cash in on peoples' growing interest in the quality of water they live with.

Whether your site is on city or well water, Bruner has the units to guarantee good water. Water free of the unpleasant tastes and odors of chlorine, iron, rust, dirt, turbidity and hardness. Water that tastes, looks, cooks, launders and bathes better. Water that saves money!

These are selling features you can talk about—in the bath, in the kitchen, in the laundry. Now you're giving something home buyers want and know they need...good water! One thing more.

Bruner sharpens your competitive edge with a complete Good Water Promotional Package, including many publicity and sales aids. Get the full story. Call your Bruner Representative or contact us direct, today.

IMPORTANT. If you are a leading builder of multiple units (homes or apartments), you may be qualified for the added selling power of the unique Good Water Community program. Contact Jim Bruner, Vice President of Sales, in Milwaukee, for details.
Thicker end stiles, meeting rails, intermediate mutts and bottom rails. Longer, sturdier hinges. Lag screws for hinges eliminate ugly surface appearance caused by carriage bolt heads. New, improved lock mechanism. Door sections pre-drilled at factory to assure accurate, quick installation. Improved higher-density panels made especially for Raynor. Available in Colonial and Ranch styling. All at no increase in price!

It's new, rugged and has the other quality features expected of Raynor, including custom-wound, load-tested springs; heavy-duty hardware; data film parts registration to guarantee immediate, accurate replacement. For quality and economy that endures, for non-stop, trouble-free performance, you can depend on this new residential garage door. Send for literature.

When people talk to people about a home you built, they’re building your reputation. Or demolishing it.

So, make sure they say all the right things. With no if’s or but’s.

Sell them the advantages of windows with insulating glass. Like PPG’s Twinwindow Insulating Glass. Twinwindow eliminates cold drafts. Lowers fuel bills. Reduces fogging and frosting. Keeps the house warmer in winter, cooler in summer. Ends fussing with storm windows (putting up, taking down, washing, storing). Talk to your wood window dealer or manufacturer about insulating glass.

It’s one of the little things that turn a customer into a salesman. PPG INDUSTRIES, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
50 homes sold in 9 weeks at Knollwood!

Whirlpool appliances in every kitchen.

“We opened this new subdivision on Staten Island late in September and by Thanksgiving we had more than 50 sales,” says Donald J. Giordan, president of Knollwood Properties, Inc.

A major attraction at Knollwood is the Whirlpool appliances in every kitchen. Each house has a built-in oven and surface unit... most have a dishwasher, refrigerator and laundry equipment. The Jack-Vac®, Whirlpool’s central vacuum system, is also available.

“Without a doubt, the choice of Whirlpool appliances is contributing strongly to our excellent sales record at Knollwood,” says Mr. Giordan.

“Actually, I chose them because of so many features that appeal from a builder’s standpoint. For example, the simplified dishwasher connections, the one-stop service idea and the wide selection of product.”

“After our opening, I was gratified to find that my salesmen benefit, too. They report that prospective buyers are quite impressed at getting Whirlpool instead of other brands usually found in the Knollwood price range. When my salesmen point out the many advantages of Whirlpool appliances, I know this goes a long way toward consummating the sale.”

Whirlpool’s Full-Line Concept provides a complete line of appliances... all design and color coordinated... all from one handy source. You place one order... deal with one man... get undivided responsibility. Whirlpool also offers builder management services through the consulting firm of W. R. Smolkin and Associates, Inc. Ask your Whirlpool distributor.

These attractive Knollwood models at Staten Island, N. Y. sell from $23,750 up.

Whirlpool CORPORATION
Benton Harbor, Michigan
America's best builders work wonders this easy way.

Colonel Logan

STANDARD SIZE

ORNAMENTAL IRON

... adds eye-appeal and individuality to your homes and apartments.

America's best builders use Colonel Logan Ornamental Iron to add distinction to apartments and homes in every price range. Standard sizes keep costs low.

FREE 16-page catalog.
Jam-packed with illustrations of all the wanted designs in columns, railings and decorator accessories. All standard-size to save money over custom ironwork and insure fast delivery.

FREE "Decorative Ideas in Iron" book.
Profusely illustrated, new book shows how little touches of iron create sales-sparking magic indoors and out.

Both books FREE! Mail this coupon today!

Logan Co.
102 Cabel St. Louisville, Ky. 40206
Please rush me your new "Decorative Ideas in Iron" book and new catalog.

Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ______________________________
State _____________________________
ZIP ______________________________

Western District: 1426 S. Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90021

Baths

Bathroom grouping combines vanity—in widths from 15" to 60"—with recessed upper cabinets (if preferred, vanity can be combined with full-width lighted mirror). Available: a variety of internal space arrangements. Williams, Elkhart, Ind. Circle 200 on Reader Service card

Decorative towel ring—available in four finishes, plus standard chrome—is one item in a line that includes a soap dish, towel bars and tissue holder. Design keeps ring from hitting the wall when towel is removed. Del Mar, Los Angeles. Circle 204 on Reader Service card

Low-silhouette toilet—tank is only 28" high—fits under a vanity countertop. Unit comes in regular- and elongated-bowl models, in seven colors: driftwood, tan, pink, wedgewood, green, daffodil and avocado. Gerber Plumbing Fixtures, Chicago. Circle 205 on Reader Service card
Slip-resistant bathtub—its surface incorporates 1"-dia. circles permanently fused to the cast-iron surface—is said to be four times safer than conventional models. In white, or choice of colors. American Standard, New York City. Circle 201 on Reader Service card

Compact prefab sauna—28" x 42" x 75"—is shipped completely assembled, ready to be plugged into any 110 v. outlet. The sauna incorporates a wood-veneer interior, corner-mounted heater and bench. Normandy Products, Pittsburgh. Circle 202 on Reader Service card

Picture-frame cabinet with one-piece recessed steel body is flanked by antique-brass torch fixtures. Overall size: 29 1/2" wide, 22" high. Choice of finishes: ivory or walnut with gold trim, antique gold. Monarch, Elk Grove Village, Ill. Circle 203 on Reader Service card

Three-piece bathroom ensemble consists of two cabinets flanking a wall mirror that comes in three widths up to 36". Full-louvered cabinet doors are delivered unattached—for on-site finishing. Grote, Madison, Ind. Circle 206 on Reader Service card

SAVE MONEY

WITH 3 FREE-STANDING CONDON-KING FIREPLACES FOR HOMES & APARTMENTS

Fireplace costs are substantially reduced with the installation of any of the three popular Condon-King fireplaces. The units can be completely in place in approximately four hours without special skills or structural support. The wood-burning fireplaces are approved by BOCA, ICBO and Southern Building Code . . . and the gas-fired FIREHOOD is A.G.A. approved. All units are stocked nationally to meet your building schedules.

△ LESS INITIAL COST  △ EASIER INSTALLATION
△ FASTER OCCUPANCY △ SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

AZTEC
One of the newest and most appealing free-standing fireplaces for modern living. Made from textured space-age ceramic. Aztec's graceful geometric styling offers a fresh new look in contemporary decor. Available in 5 stunning new colors. Extra sales dollars for you and decorative appeal to your customers.

FIREHOOD
Recognized and accepted as the original conical free-standing fireplace, FIREHOOD is preferred for all types of domestic dwellings. FIREHOOD actually helps sell prospects. No wasted space. It can be installed even in front of windows without obscuring the view. Available in both gas-fired and wood-burning models in 9 House & Garden decorator colors.

MANCHESTER-PIERCE
The long, low, distinctive lines of this modern fireplace will add a new dimension of width to any room. It may be installed as a free-standing unit or wall-mounted with hidden back flue. Available in matte black and a choice of stunning colors.

Write for FREE COLOR BROCHURE...

CONDON-KING CO., INC.
Dept. HH4, 5611-208th Avenue S.W., Lynnwood, Washington 98036
In Canada: FIREHOOD Manufacturers, Ltd. 266 East Esplanade, North Vancouver 9, B.C.

New products continued on p. 136
Move them up to the elegance of "Thai-Teak" Floors

Thai-Teak (Botanical name, Tectona Grandis; imported from Thailand) is lustrous and luxurious... easy to maintain with just an occasional waxing... withstands the hardest wear... resists termites, rot, decay... is available at a cost that compares with medium-priced carpet and vinyl... and comes in 85 different patterns.

See our insert in Sweet's Light Construction Catalog. For complete details, attach coupon below to your firm's letterhead.

SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE

GROWN IMPORTED

THAI-TEAK

BANGKOK INDUSTRIES, INC.
1645 W. Passyunk Ave., Phila., Pa. 19145

Please send details on Thai-Teak Custom Flooring.
Please have your representative call on me.

NAME
ADDRESS

Flexible metal duct, for use in air-handling applications where a non-rigid connection is desirable, can easily be handled by one man. It is formed from corrugated foil strips and comes in eight diameters from 4" to 12". Dayco, Dayton, Ohio. Circle 277 on Reader Service card

Wall-mounted heater for bathrooms has satin-aluminum finish that blends with most decorating schemes and a textured grill. The fan-forced unit incorporates automatic temperature control. Emerson Electric, St. Louis. Circle 265 on Reader Service card

Electric baseboard heater incorporates a heating-element suspension system that eliminates expansion noises, and a new front grille. Seven sizes in two density ranges: 250 or 187 watts per lineal ft. Seaboard, Newark, N.J. Circle 264 on Reader Service card

Room air conditioner has a standard walnut-grained vinyl-on-steel front panel, but can accommodate optional decorator panels. Choice: carved oak (above) or antique gold-and-white Provincial pattern (not shown). Frigidaire, Dayton, Ohio. Circle 260 on Reader Service card

NEW PRODUCTS

Heating, cooling, and ventilating

Heating, cooling, and ventilating

Flexible metal duct, for use in air-handling applications where a non-rigid connection is desirable, can easily be handled by one man. It is formed from corrugated foil strips and comes in eight diameters from 4" to 12". Dayco, Dayton, Ohio. Circle 277 on Reader Service card

Wall-mounted heater for bathrooms has satin-aluminum finish that blends with most decorating schemes and a textured grill. The fan-forced unit incorporates automatic temperature control. Emerson Electric, St. Louis. Circle 265 on Reader Service card

Electric baseboard heater incorporates a heating-element suspension system that eliminates expansion noises, and a new front grille. Seven sizes in two density ranges: 250 or 187 watts per lineal ft. Seaboard, Newark, N.J. Circle 264 on Reader Service card

Room air conditioner has a standard walnut-grained vinyl-on-steel front panel, but can accommodate optional decorator panels. Choice: carved oak (above) or antique gold-and-white Provincial pattern (not shown). Frigidaire, Dayton, Ohio. Circle 260 on Reader Service card
Compact vane-axial fan of cast aluminum is one of a 12-model line with capacities of 60 cfm to 1,220 cfm, takes up 85% less space than equivalent centrifugal units. Top photo shows fan installed in duct. Joy Mfg., Pittsburgh. Circle 261 on Reader Service card.

Upflow furnace comes in five models, ranging from 82,500 Btu input to 192,500 Btu input. Sound transmission is minimized because blower is completely insulated with fiberglass blanket. Also: heat/cool models. Luxaire, Elyria, Ohio. Circle 262 on Reader Service card.

Self-contained drop-in heater is ideal for drafty areas in front of patios and floor-to-ceiling windows, can be recessed into wood floors or concrete slabs. Five models range in length from 35½" to 109 1/4". International Oil Burner, St. Louis. Circle 263 on Reader Service card.

Free-standing fireplace—an air-circulating model that burns real wood and generates higher heat than masonry units—includes damper, ceiling plate and 24" of flue and stack, plus hearth. A. R. Wood Mfg., Luverne, Minn. Circle 278 on Reader Service card.

NEW ECONOMY PRICED MAGIVAC ER-80 PUTS BUILT-IN CLEANING WITHIN PROFITABLE REACH OF YOUR LOWEST PRICED HOMES

Include MagiVac in your homes and offer buyers a cleaner, easier, healthier way to live! Now at a low price never before possible. Profitably within reach of every builder, MagiVac gives you the sales-producing plus of built-in cleaning with the competitive advantage of famous MagiVac quality!

Compare feature for feature. See why no other built-in system comes up to MagiVac standards of performance and dependability. MagiVac installs quickly and easily in every type of home. Power unit is located in garage, attic or utility room and two-inch tubing is routed to wall outlets from attic or under floor.

THERE'S A MAGIVAC MODEL FOR EVERY HOME AND PRICE RANGE
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE SPECIFY MAGIVAC BY NAME!

The MagiVac system is engineered for simple installation and years of dependable performance by the John E. Mitchell Company, manufacturer of Mark IV, the world’s leading custom installed auto air conditioner, and the patented freezer-dispenser for ICEE, world’s top selling frozen, carbonated soft drink.

Write today for information!

MagiVac Division
John E. Mitchell Company
3800 Commerce Dept. H Dallas, Texas 75226

Gentlemen: Please rush free literature, specs and price schedules for the complete MagiVac line.

Name _____________________________
Address ___________________________
City/State __________________________
Zip ________________

APRIL 1968

Circle 98 on Reader Service card
Floors

**Resilient tweed carpeting** with multi-level loop construction of Herculon is available in 12' and 15' widths. There is a choice of nine color combinations, and retail price is about $7 a sq. yd. J. P. Stevens, New York City. Circle 214 on Reader Service card

**Inlaid sheet-vinyl flooring** offers a random-chip design in a choice of six colors. Flooring incorporates "Armofelt" backing, and manufacturer recommends installation over suspended wood and concrete floors only. Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. Circle 213 on Reader Service card

**Sheet-vinyl floorings** include a mini-sized Spanish tile pattern (left) and a pebble-stone motif in square and rectangular blocks (right). The latter may be installed without cementing on suspended subfloors. Ruberoid, New York City. Circle 215 on Reader Service card

---

**Survey reveals 98% of women asked want a hand shower in their bath!**

Out of 1000 middle class families surveyed... 98% want a hand shower. Now, feature an Alsons Hand Shower in your production homes for as little as $12 per unit. Mail coupon for free details and catalog.

Somerset, Michigan 49281
614 E. Edna Place, Covina, Calif. 91722

Please rush me free details and catalog on your Alsons Hand Showers.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________

Firm ____________________________ Title ____________________________

Circle 99 on Reader Service card

---

**which** is the best way for you to file charts, maps, drawings and plans?

**roll them?**

**hang them?**

**lay them flat?**

There are three basic types of files, and you'll want to know more about them to determine which is best for you.

We make all three so you can trust us to give you all the facts. Send for our illustrated literature to help you make the right decision.

Just ask for Stacor's Filing Systems Catalogs.

Stacor specializes in engineering and drafting furniture. We make more kinds than anyone else in the world.

Dept. HH 48 285 Emmet Street, Newark, New Jersey 07114

CIRCLE 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HOUSE & HOME
Scholz Homes, Inc. is in the midst of one of the greatest growth surges in the industry. In addition to the expansion of a dominant position in the medium and luxury range single-family homes field, the Company is heavily involved in the new and challenging field of fully fabricated one-day erection sectional homes for the lower cost market, and in the construction of a multiplicity of pace-setting apartment projects — including projects for its own account, projects in partnership with other builders and in "turn key" construction for investors.

All of these activities are providing exceptional opportunities for capable, ambitious men interested in growing with one of the industry leaders in the period of tremendous housing demand that lies immediately ahead ... men qualified by experience to staff the positions of responsibility these activities are creating.

Specifically, we are looking for men with talent and experience in the following specialties:

**ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMEN**

We can use men at all experience levels, from beginners with talent to top designers. Exciting work in the exploration of new and challenging fields with the industry's design leader assures an unusual degree of aesthetic satisfaction. Top salaries, excellent environment. Location: Toledo.

**PROCESS ENGINEERS**

A major share of the Scholz Homes product is involved in highly customized homes for the luxury market involving substantial engineering work in determination of fabrication procedures to be followed. Men with a practical background in carpentry and house framing techniques, an analytical nature, and good at figures are ideally qualified for this interesting work. Location: Toledo.

**DISTRICT SALES MANAGERS**

The key man in the Scholz operation and on whom future Company growth depends — and for this reason the most lucrative. Best qualified: ex-builder with strong sales ability. Develops sale of the product with the builder and initiates sales with custom buyers. Needs all around building experience, knowledge of costs, able to handle modification for custom buyers. Salary. Expenses. High income volume incentive. Location — right where you are living.

**PROJECT MANAGERS and SUPERINTENDENTS**

Scholz Homes has seventy million dollars worth of apartment construction under commitment for the next five years in various cities in the east and midwest. We need men with solid experience on large scale garden apartment or single-family home projects. You must be a pusher and your references must be good.

**BUILDERS**

Just in case you have read this far, and are a builder who just wants to build a product that is turning the highest profit margins in the industry, why don't you send in the coupon below. The results will be well worth the effort.

---

**If you are qualified for any of the above, send resume of your experience. It may prove to be the smartest thing you ever did.**

---

SCHOLZ HOMES, Inc.

2001 North Westwood Avenue

Toledo, Ohio 43607 • Phone (419) 531-1601

---

Please have your representative call on me with complete details of the Scholz Apartment Program. I presently have land zoned for apartments X Yes X No

We are interested in building in the area.

Please send me the 60-page full color "Pamphlet Design Collection." We are interested in building in the area.

NAME:

STREET:

CITY: STATE: ZIP: PHONE:

Mail to: SCHOLZ HOMES, Inc., P.O. Box 3355, Toledo, Ohio 43607.

APRIL 1968 Circle 101 on Reader Service card
Ballantrae is a planned community located in rolling countryside 25 miles northwest of Chicago. Our home designs and project features reflect our experience in building over six thousand dwellings in the Chicago suburban area. This new community will ultimately have over 250 homes. Plans later call for townhouse apartments adjoining a golf course.

"Ballantrae, like our many other successful developments, offers fine values to the home buyer. We insist on quality in our homes—and naturally are happy to offer residents quality underground as well. Cast iron pipe is used entirely in Ballantrae's water distribution system. Its reliability and ruggedness make it the obvious choice."

This forward-looking developer, like other alert and growing builders, looks to the permanence of cast iron pipe. Its proven long life, resistance to corrosion, its high strength and ability to withstand a combination of severe conditions of internal pressure and external load, the fact that it doesn't absorb water or go soft, all are of paramount concern to the developer—and home buyer! This strength, plus the added economies of speedy installation, with bottle-tight push-on joints, make it an investment with an assured return.


Nothing serves like CAST IRON PIPE
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, 3440 Prudential Plaza, Chicago, III. 60601
An association of quality producers dedicated to highest pipe standards through a program of continuing research
Broan-new: a better range hood with solid-state controls, squirrel-cage blowers, larger filters.

And what's more, you even have your choice of duct-free or ducted. Never before so many important features in a new hood! Solid-state controls offer an infinite number of speed settings. Powering the Broan-new hood are two squirrel-cage blowers that belt out 200 CFM so quietly, they merely whisper at top speed. And the jiffy-out, jiffy-in filters are larger than ever. Hood sizes? 30", 36", and 42". List prices start at $66.00. Solve all your ventilation problems with range hoods from Broan, the kitchen specialists.
NEW LITERATURE

For copies of free literature, circle the indicated number on the Reader Service card, p. 131

HARDBOARD INSTALLATION. Revised instruction sheets for manufacturer's 4'x5' plasticfinished panels—as well as its 16'-5". ceiling blocks—cover wall preparation, cutting and fitting, and adhesive application. Also: data on moldings. Marlite Paneling, Dover, Ohio. Circle 330 on Reader Service card

EXTERIORS. Four-color 24-page catalog includes complete specs, application instructions and full descriptions on manufacturer's lap and panel sidings. Two pages of photos show siding used as gable ends, soffits and ceilings, fences and patio walls. Includes detail drawings. Masonite, Chicago. Circle 351 on Reader Service card

WEATHERSTRIPPING. Comprehensive 24-page catalog covers a complete line of metal strips for doors and windows. Includes 59 basic types in 194 sizes. Accurate Metal Weatherstrip, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. Circle 353 on Reader Service card

PLASTIC PANELS. Decorator panels that can be used as accent walls, sidelights and folding doors are described and illustrated in a 12-page pocket-sized booklet in full color. It lists all available colors, patterns and sizes. K-Lux, St. Louis. Circle 354 on Reader Service card

INSULATING FACING. A new vinyl-film insulation facing that is 50% stronger and more flexible than its predecessor—and has a UL flame-spread rating of 5—G is the subject of a four-page leaflet. A sample is included. Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Akron, Ohio. Circle 310 on Reader Service card

INSULATION TAPES. Adhesive-backed tapes of foam, sponge, cork, rubber and plastic can be used in place of calking to insulate or block sound. Actual samples are included in a folder that tells how and where to install. With specs. Airlon Products, Harbor City, Calif. Circle 352 on Reader Service card

DESIGN AND PANELING IDEAS. Tips on style, color, texture, floor plans and accessories highlight a 24-page brochure filled with four-color illustrations of manufacturer's wide range of paneling. Several color and design suggestions accompany each paneling line. With data on accessory products. Georgia-Pacific, Portland, Ore. Circle 311 on Reader Service card

LAWN FENCE. Low aluminum fencing styled with three rails and 1'-high posts resembles a ranch-style fence in miniature. Nonrust aluminum is finished in white enamel, and the fence is easily assembled without tools. A four-color brochure shows how. Nichols Aluminum, Davenport, Iowa. Circle 330 on Reader Service card

TRADITIONAL PLANS. A 66-page booklet includes more than 100 traditional-home designs with exterior views and floor plans. Also: brick homes. For copies send $1 (for each book wanted) to: Garlinghouse, Dept. T., Box 299, Topeka, Kan. 66601.

WALLBOARD SYSTEMS. A comprehensive 32-page manual on drywall systems—with diagrams and detail drawings—includes sections on sound control and perimeter relief. Data on fire resistance, thickness, weight and cost is included on partition and floor-ceiling assemblies. The Celotex Corp., Tampa, Fla. Circle 331 on Reader Service card

FIBERGLASS PLANTERS. Suggestions for imaginative use of molded units are illustrated in a four-color brochure that also explores applications of wood bench-planter combinations, and easily installed fiberglass garden pools. With specs and price list. Landscape Forms, Kalamazoo, Mich. Circle 333 on Reader Service card

INSULATING GLASS. The advantages of insulating glass for all types of windows are cited in a booklet with photos in full color. Includes a list of distributors. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass, Toledo, Ohio. Circle 336 on Reader Service card

H&H editorial index

HOUSE & HOME'S 1967 editorial index, an eight-page reference guide, is now available. It includes a cross-reference listing of all subjects covered last year by H&H—115 in all, from acoustics to zoning—plus a combined, chronological table of contents of major articles.

If you'd like a copy of the new index (there's no charge), write to: Reader Service, HOUSE & HOME, 330 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y., 10036.

DRYWALL TOOL. A tool that cuts switchbox openings in drywall—it comes in three sizes complete with cutting heads for 2x3, 2x4 or 4" round openings—is the subject of a four-page brochure. Includes step-by-step application instructions. Hartmeister, Aspen, Col. Circle 337 on Reader Service card

ROOF VENTILATORS. Full-line catalog of centrifugal and axial aluminum roof ventilators includes information on accessories, as well as engineering data. 28 pages. Loren Cook, Berea, Ohio. Circle 300 on Reader Service card

LAWN PATIO LIGHT. Information sheet describes and illustrates an automatic electric yard light made of polycarbonate, and supplied with a steel pole. Unit turns on at dusk and off at dawn. American Electric Mfg., Southhaven, Miss. Circle 381 on Reader Service card
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Get acquainted with this symbol

It means prompt title service nationwide

Chicago Title Insurance Company is qualified in 46 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. You deal with just one company to get nationwide title protection.

You work with experienced people

Real estate investors, developers and home builders find at every office of Chicago Title Insurance Company a staff with deep understanding of local real estate practices and conditions plus broad knowledge about every kind of title problem that comes from national operating experience.

Your title policy is backed by great financial strength

Chicago Title Insurance Company is one of the nation's strongest. For specific information, write:

Chicago Title Insurance Company

111 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 60602
Put away the filler, get rid of your sander and save your primer.
Weyerhaeuser one-piece molded doors are here.

We've taken the major problems and work out of panel doors. The answer was really quite simple—a molded door face made out of a tough, resin-impregnated wood fiber. This 3-dimensional one-piece surface is absolutely smooth. No grain. No checks. No splits. No possibility of joint cracks. They come already primed. Ready to paint. Without doing a thing to them. Except installing standard hardware.
Just think of all the money you can save. And the call-backs you won't have to face. Weyerhaeuser molded doors come in all popular door widths from 9" to 3/0; in lengths 6/6 and 6/8. Like more information? Just drop us a coupon.

To: Weyerhaeuser Company, Box B-2811
Tacoma, Washington 98401
Please send me more information on your new one-piece molded door.
Name_________________________
Address_________________________
City_________________________
State______________Zip________
Vent-a-System puts something in the attic besides old furniture

Like fresh air!

We don't care if an attic accumulates old clothes, old furniture and old love letters. But we hate to see it accumulate "old air"... overheated in summer and over moisturized in winter. We hate to see the problems this causes. Higher air conditioning costs. Moisture condensation damage. Peeling paint. In some cases, even roof shingle deterioration.

We're the company that did something about it... the only company to fully research and develop a properly balanced attic ventilation system that creates a uniform flow of air from soffit to ridge with no blowers, no motors, no moving parts. Vent-a-System, proven on thousands of fine homes, is so effective, in fact, that it is backed by a $1,500,000 warranty that says it must maintain attic temperature no more than 15 degrees above outside air.

Let us get the complete Vent-a-System story to you... how easily it installs and how little it costs. Just clip the coupon below... right now, before you turn the page.

NEW LITERATURE
starts on p. 142

WATERPROOFING MATERIALS. An eight-page brochure examines a wide range of waterproofers and repellents, tells 1) how they work, 2) how to apply and 3) how much to use. Includes application photographs. Sonneborn Building Products, Des Plaines, Ill. Circle 302 on Reader Service card

PVC MOLDINGS. A line of moldings for 1/4" panels can be installed with nails, staples or adhesive. Six styles come in 8' lengths. A four-page brochure discusses the line. Marlite Paneling, Dover, Ohio. Circle 303 on Reader Service card

PRESSURE-TREATED LUMBER. The advantages of treated lumber for a wide range of construction uses are enumerated in a 12-page catalog. Special sections discuss specific job requirements and indicate suitable species and grades. With specs. Koppers, Pittsburgh. Circle 304 on Reader Service card

SEAMLESS FLOORING. Photos of completed applications highlight a four-page brochure in full color. Also includes step-by-step application photos. Flecto, Oakland, Calif. Circle 305 on Reader Service card

ADMIXTURES. Sixteen-page catalog examines a wide range of products for improving concrete and mortar, by air entrainment, curing, sealing, waterproofing and coloring. Includes performance graphs and charts, estimating data and specs. Master Builders, Cleveland. Circle 306 on Reader Service card

W O O D  C O N C R E T E  F O R M S. The advantages of wood for use in concrete-form construction are cited in a four-page brochure that is highlighted by a grade selector and coverage estimator. Western Wood Products Assn., Portland, Ore. Circle 308 on Reader Service card

TEXTURED PLYWOOD. A paneling portfolio includes four-color application photos, application and finishing tips, (for both new construction and remodeling) plus a list of manufacturers for a wide range of siding types. American Plywood Assn., Tacoma, Wash. Circle 309 on Reader Service card

SOUND-DEADENING. A brochure on "F" gypsum sound-deadening board includes performance graphs and detailed diagrams. A special section compares its performance with competitive systems of wood and glass fiber. Georgia-Pacific, Portland, Ore. Circle 312 on Reader Service card

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT. A new four-model line of portable centrifugal pumps and two concrete vibrators are included in a 48-page brochure. Other additions: power and electric-chain saws; electric-masonry and demolition hammers. Skil, Chicago. Circle 321 on Reader Service card
It might be a good idea to look into this method of distributing our product literature to home-planning families next year.

Here are some possible advantages:

1. The Digest can deliver our message daily throughout the year to custom-home planning families identified by F. W. Dodge—over 50,000 a year!

2. Each literature request would come from a pre-qualified positive prospect.

3. We could save money by sending literature only to home-planning families.

Why not give Home & Home a call for more information today.

To obtain a copy of the HOMEOWNER’S RECORD BOOK & GUIDE for FREE examination and approval, fill in and mail this coupon.

HOUSE & HOME PLANNERS’ DIGEST
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
Please send me the HOMEOWNER’S RECORD BOOK & GUIDE for 10 days free examination. In 10 days I will remit $6.95 plus any local tax and postage. Otherwise, I will return the book postpaid.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

APRIL 1968
New Senco 2½" staple (the World's longest) proves why two legs are better than one.

Now you will have the superior holding power of a new, extra-long Senco staple for your heaviest fastening work. Superior because there are two points, two prongs, two gripping surfaces per fastener—not just one. Even better with exclusive Sencoted® legs which add up to 5 times the grip of ordinary staples or nails.

And because two legs do the holding instead of one, they don't have to be overly heavy. Don't split wood like large shanked common nails—a problem when you're working with hardwoods.

The new heavy duty M-III staple nailer, made specially for the new 15 gauge 2½" staples, has all the power you'll ever need for heavy furniture frame assembly to construction work, industrial crating to pallet making. Fires up to 7 staples per sec. with optional Senco-Matic®. Clears bent staples automatically. 7½ lbs. of perfect balance for minimum operator fatigue. For more facts, contact Senco Products, Inc., Cincinnati, O. 45244 Dept. 109

FIRST in building

Branches in all principal cities of the world
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Color it sold.

It doesn't cost a cent more to put the excitement of color on your model's kitchen floor.

Bright, eye-catching color like this runs through the entire Armstrong line for '68, from budget-priced Excelon® (vinyl-asbestos) Tile to luxury sheet Vinyl Corlon®.

Colorful cars, colorful clothes, colorful furnishings—that's what people are buying these days. And they'll respond just as quickly to the fresh, dramatic appeal of colorful floors in your model homes. It's an exciting change from what they're living with now—what they're trying to get away from. And color helps your homes stand out from the crowd.

Send for our Builder's Color Scheme Kit that shows how we can help you use the selling power of color. Write Armstrong Builder Design Service, 304 Sixth Street Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604.